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Foreword

The Northern Ireland (NI) General Report reviews the NI Census operation from the early
consultation and planning stages through to the production of output and a first assessment of
the results.
The Census is the largest statistical exercise carried out by government. It provides an
opportunity to obtain an up to date, accurate, comprehensive picture of the coimtry's
population and key facts about it. The results are indispensable for both national and local
policy information, planning and effective targeting of resources. It provides the only source
of directly comparable statistics for small areas and sparse population groups, and it is used
as a reference base for many regular statistics series, such as population estimates and sample
surveys.
The broad strategy for the 1991 Census was to base it on the methods employed for the 1981
Census. Throughout, the growth in users' needs for information had to be balanced against
keeping the demands made upon the public within boimds and making the form as easy as
possible to complete. These increased demands, and changes in the social and technical
environment, meant that a number of new features had to be introduced and these are
described in the Report.
For the first time in the GB and NI Censuses, microdata have been made available to users in
the form of two Samples of Anonymised Records. The decision to issue these samples was
only taken after consideration that the measures taken to anonymise the data and prevent
identification of individuals were sufficient. Further details about the samples and their
availability are included in the Report.
For most users, however, particularly those interested in local areas, small samples are no
substitute for the traditional detailed tables of results. We have produced substantially more
information than from the 1981 Census. The increase was as a result of two factors in
particular. First, the new questions, particularly the Irish language question, which gave rise
to a wider range of cross tabulations. Second, the users' recognised need for census
information to help run their businesses, linked with their enhanced ability to organise and
analyse the data effectively using modem computers. Although the printed volumes
published by HMSO formed an important part of the output, most of the statistics are now
disseminated electronically, with statistics available on diskette for personal computer use as
well as computer mainframe tape.
The Census is a complex operation which requires meticulous planning. There is no second
chance if things go wrong. Everything possible must be done to get things right first time.
The overall coverage is well up to the international standard for the 1990 round of censuses
and the quality of data has been maintained. For this thanks are due to the general public for
filling in over half a million census forms, with completeness and accuracy; the vast army of
temporary staff employed in taking the Census; the staff who imdertook he initial coding and
processing of the information; and the Census Office staff without whose planning,
organisation and attention to detail no census would have been possible.

The Report provides a wealth of detail about how the Census was carried out and it is hoped
that users will find it useful.

March 1997

(Registrar General)

(Census Manager)
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CHAPTER 1

CONSULTATION

1.

CONSULTATION

THENEEDFOR CENSUS INFORMATION
1.1
The census of population is the most important single source of information about the
size and characteristics of the country's most valuable resource - its population. The unique
value of statistics generated from the census arises from:
•

the completeness of coverage, because the census includes all places of
residence and is compulsory;

•

the comparability of the statistics across the whole country;

•

the opportunities for inter-relating various characteristics of the population;

•

the information available about small populations in either local areas or
located throughout the country: and

•

the historical continuity, in general, of statistics from census to census, which
allows long-term change to be measured.

1.2
The census provides an authoritative statistical foimdation for policy formulation and
for planning and operational decisions in both the public and private sectors. It helps central
and local government to distribute resources effectively where they are most needed; it
supplies the demograpWcframeworkin which health boards, industry and commerce, and
many others work; and it provides a vast source of information for academic research. It gives
a statistical picture of society and the changes that take place within it.
1.3
The need for information from censuses is shared by the European Community, A
directive calling member coxintries to hold a population census between 1 March and 31 May
1991, or for equivalent statistics to be prepared by other methods, was adopted on 26 May
1987.
1.4
The statutory authority for taking population censuses in Northern Ireland is the
Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969. This gives powers for taking a census in any year which
is at leastfiveyearsfromthe year of the previous census.
BROAD PRINCIPLES
1.5
The Government's general proposals for the 1991 Census were based onfivebroad
principles:
•

a census must only ask for information where there is a demonstrated need,
where it has been shown to be feasible to collect the information, and where
there is no adequate and accessible alternative source;

1.6

•

because a census is compulsory and everyone in the country is required by law
take part, it must be generally acceptable to the public and reasonable in its
overall demands;

•

the confidentiality of the information provided by the public must be
safeguarded;

•

the results must be made available quickly; and

•

the census must be taken with a carefully managed and economical use of
resources.

A number of key featuresfiromthe 1981 Census were retained for 1991:
•

questions were again restricted to those that would be easy to answer,
acceptable to the public, not regarded as an intrusion of privacy, and
necessary to provide essential information for other planning and running of
public and private sector services;

•

the same method was used for planning Enxmieration Districts.

•

the procedures for delivery and collection were the same, that is, forms
were delivered and collected by Enumerators, and were in general neither
posted out nor posted back; and,

•

high levels of data confidentiality and security were maintained.

1.8
These considerations provided the framework within which the consultations about
the 1991 Census were conducted. An important early phase in planning the 1991 Census was
to set up the machinery to ensure there was regular and thorough consultation with users
about their needs, in terms of both the topics to be included and the form of the resulting
statistics.

CONSULTATION MACHINERY
1.9
The consultation process for the 1991 Census began in March 1986 when the
Registrar General wrote to the Permanent Secretaries of Government Departments and the
non-Departmental Public Bodies (NDPDs) for which they were responsible, asking them to
indicate in the light of experiences from the 1981 Census, their data needs, and what changes
in census questions they considered necessary for the 1991 Census. Members of the Northern
Ireland Civil Service Statistics Co-ordinating Group (SCG) were also consulted. SCG was
formed in 1985 with a remit of co-ordinating continuity of practice with respect to statistical
analysis and research within Government Departments and their NDPBs in NL

1.10

Responses to the Registrar General's request fell into three categories:i

questions that prima facie had sufficient support for inclusion:

ii

proposed amendments to 1981 questions to elicit additional information or
improved response rates: and,

iii

proposed new questions.

1.11 In order to consider the policy and broad planning arrangements for the 1991 Census,
a Northern Ireland Census Committee (NICC) was set up in 1987 under the chairmanship of
the Registrar General. Membership was drawnfromthe senior management of the Policy
Planning Research Unit (PPRU) of the Department of Finance and Personnel, At its first
meeting held in September 1987, taking accoxmt of the most recent developments in Great
Britain on question content for the 1991 Census, the NICC reviewed the responses to the
Registrar General's request of March 1986. They also discussed the implications of the May
1987 European Community Directive on the holding of population censuses in 1991 and the
requirement to include certain core questions.
1.12 To ensure the academic commimity were kept informed on progress on the potential
1991 Census topics, the Registrar General wrote to the Directors of the Economic Council,
the Policy Research Institute and the Research Council in Northern Ireland, and through them
the wider academic community, to provide them with details of progress to date on census
matters.
Topics consideredfor the 1991 Census
1.13 In their deliberations on topic content for the 1991 Census, the NICC considered the
core topics traditionally included in NI Censuses, the EC topic requirements and other topics
not previously included in a NI Census. The latter included:
identification of physically or mentally handicapped persons;
second jobs /income;
term time address of students and schoolchildren;
receipt of benefits;
disability or long-term ilhaess;
speaking / reading / writing of Irish Language;
voluntary or involuntary sharing of dwellings;
fuel or power used.
1.14 In May 1988, Permanent Secretaries and SCG were asked to provide comments on a
draft submission to Ministers and the Secretary of State on the proposed topic content of the
NI 1991 Census. The submission took account of discussions at NICC, the EC requirement
and the draft 1991 Census White Paper which was shortly to be published in GB. FoUovdng
the publication of the White Paper "1991 Census of Population" (Cmd 430), a Press Release
was issued in NI to indicate that a Census of Population would be held in NI on 21 April
1991 to coincide with the Censuses being held in the rest of the United Kingdom on the same

day. The release stated that the questions proposed to be asked were generally similar
throughout the UK.
1.16

The topics finally included are shown in the following table:

1991 Census
Question number
TOPICS
Household Topics
Type of accommodation
Niraiber of rooms
Tenure
Availability of amenities (bath/shower, WC,)
Central heating
Water supply
Domestic sewage disposal
Nomiber of cars or vans available
Personal Topics
* Address of enumeration #
* Name
Sex
Date of birth
Marital status (including whether re-married)
Relationship in household
Whereabouts on Census night
Children bom alive to ever married women
* Usual address
* Term time address of students and schoolchildren
* Usual address one year ago
Country of birth
Religion (to be answered on a voluntary b^is)
Limiting long term illness
Irish langu^e
Economic activity last week
Hours worked a week
Occupation
Industry of occupation
* Address of place of work
Means of daily j oumey to work
Academic, professional and vocational qualifications

* Not stored on computer except for postcode
# Thisitemofinformation was collected by the enumerators

Panel A + HI
H2
H3
H4
H4
H4
H4
H5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1.17

Comparison with the 1981 Census ofNorthern Ireland -

The list detailed in the table above includes two questions not asked in the 1981 Census and
three not previously asked in any Northern Ireland Census. Questions on the number of
children bom alive to ever married women and hours worked a week were not asked in 1981,
but were asked in 1961. Questions on term time address of students and schoolchildren, long
term illness and Irish language had not been asked previously in a Northern Ireland Census.
1.18

Comparison with censuses in England, Wales and Scotland -

With few exceptions the topics proposed for Northern Ireland were identical to those for the
rest of the United Kingdom. However, in Northern Ireland it was proposed to retain the
traditional question on religion for answer on a volimtary basis and to re-introduce a question
on the nimiber of children bom alive to ever married women. Neither question was asked in
the GB Censuses. On the other hand the GB Censuses included a question on ethnicity which
was not asked in the Northern Ireland Census. A language question was included for Wales
(Welsh), Scotland (Scottish Gaelic) and in Northern Ireland (Irish language). In Scotland
only, householders were asked for information on the lowest floor level of accommodation.
All the United Kingdom Censuses included questions on term time address of students and
schoolchildren, long term illness and hours worked.
1.19

Topics of particular relevance to Northern Ireland -

Religion - A volimtary question on Religion has been asked in every census in Ireland since
1821 and in every Northern Ireland census since 1926. The results of recent censuses
(including 1981) indicated a growing reluctance to answer the question and there had been a
substantial increase in the non-response rate, from 0.4% in 1951 to 18.5% in 1981. This level
of non-response made it more difficult to interpret the information obtained from the
question. Despite this it was recommended that the question should be retained because of the
centrality of religion to the demographic, social, economic and educational characteristics of
Northern Ireland.
Number of children born alive to ever married women - Since 1938 data collected in GB at
registration of births have included the age of the child's mother, but similar information was
not collected in Northem Ireland until 1974. Northern Ireland was therefore some 36 years
behind GB in terms of availability of reliable data. This affected population projections and
did not permit changes in population to be determined with any degree of accuracy. To bridge
the gap until reliable local data became available, the NICC proposed that a basic question on
the nxmiber of children bom alive in marriage be asked and how many of these children were
bom alive after 21 April 1990, be included in the 1991 Census.
1.20

Topics considered unsuitable for inclusion

Other topics were considered for inclusion but because the case made for them was not
regarded as strong enough bearing in mind the overall budget constraint, the burden on the
public, and in some cases, the availability of information from other sources, the NICC
recommended that they should be excluded from the census. They included 'address five
years ago', 'identification of physically or mentally handicapped people*, 'identification of

persons who are in receipt of defined community health or personal social services',
'secondary employment', 'voluntary or involxmtary sharing of dwellings', 'fuel or power used
for cookirig' and 'smoking habits of the population'.

GEOGRAPHY REQUIREMENTS
1.21 In addition to being asked to consider the content of the 1991 Census, users were
asked for their requirements for identifiable geographic areas for census output. Full details of
the geographic boundaries recognised in the 1991 Census are described in Chapter 5.
Deliberations centred aroimd the following questions:
what requirements would there be for census output for the traditional areas,
e.g. electoral wards;
what requirement there would be for continuity between areas for 1991,1981
and 1971; and
what demand there would be for postcode based areas.
1.22 Following consultation, it was decided that to meet the needs of the majority of users,
the statutory administrative area geography extant at the time of the census would form the
basis for planning and output. Enumeration Districts would be created and their boimdaries
would not transgress those of with electoral wards. Ward based data could be aggregated to
form the higher level areas of local government districts and the statutory areas of Health and
Social Services and Education and Library Boards. Whilst it was decided not to produce
output for postcode areas, a decision was taken that enabled the postcodes-of enumerated
addresses to be captured on the census computer system. (Note: See the Appendix to Chapter
9 which provides details of postcode related output produced from the 1991 Census).

OUTPUT STRATEGY
1.23 In September 1989 once the proposed census topics had been agreed and the content
of the 1991 Census form finalised, a 1991 Census Output Strategy paper was produced. The
broad terms of the paper were as follows:
i

the Preliminary Report would be pubhshed as soon as possible after Census
day to give basic headcount data;

ii

the Summary Report and other main reports would be produced within two
years after the census date; and

iii

methods to meet other demands for output such as Samples of Anonymised
Records (SARs), requests for ad-hoc data and other non-standard output would
be considered. The aim would be to develop a system capable of
accommodating simultaneously the production of printed reports and other
statistical requests by users.
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OTHER ISSUES COVERED BY CONSULTATION
1.24 During the two year period after the 1991 Census, discussion with various interested
groups of users also took place on a variety of other census based products, such as:
•

the Samples of Anonymised Records (with the Economic and Social Research
Council - ESRC);

•

the Enumeration District based Small Area Statistics (with the ESRC and
Queen's University of Belfast - QUB);

•

digitised ED boundaries (with Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland - OSNI);

•

the Enximeration District / postcode look-up file (with the ESRC and QUB);
and,

•

special data for EC, UN and Census Agencies.

CONCLUSIONS
1.25 To plan and execute an effective census, a detailed programme of consultation with
users is vital. This must cover the potential questions to be included, geography and
dissemination of output. The 1991 Census consultation programme was appreciated by users
and generally successful.
126
The consultative process ran fi'om March 1986. In addition the Registrar General
wrote to the Chief Executives of Districts Councils, Chairpersons of the Health and Social
Services Boards and Education and Library Boards and the Chairman of the Central Services
Agency inviting their views. The academic community, the Northem Ireland Council for
Voluntary Action and other voluntary sector organisations were also consulted. The
consultation process was valuable in identifying new questions and in making adjustments to
existing questions. It also resulted in significant innovation and change, for example, the ED
based Small Area Statistics and Sample of Anonymised Records Initiatives.
L29 The result of the 1991 consultation was a selection of topics in the Census for which
there was a demonstrable need for data, and a package of products which was targeted to
meet those needs.
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CHAPTER 2

PLANNING AND PRE PARA TION
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2.

PLANNING AND PREPARATION

INTRODUCTION
2.1
Consultation with users, as described in Chapter 1, is a vital part of the preparations
for a census. This Chapter describes the equally important planning, testing and legislative
procedures which take place prior to the Census.
2.2
The Government announced in 1983 that there would not be a mid-term census in the
1980s but that the next census should be planned for 1991. In 1987 it was annoimced that
Northern Ireland, in line with the other countries in the United Kingdom, was to hold a
census in 1991, and proposals for its content would be announced at a later stage,
2.3

Planning for a census of population requires long term planning because:
•

it is essential to allow time to test the wording of new questions and to
consider the most appropriate and up to date procedures for data collection and
analysis. For the 1991 Census, census content was considered from as early as
1986, a geography test was carried out in 1987 and question testing was
imdertakenin 1989;

•

approval for the census is given by Parliament, within the general provisions
of the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969 under which the census is taken;

•

the measures to protect the confidentiality of information about individual
people and households need to be scrutinised and considered carefully;

•

the census test and the census itself need to be publicised. Moreover, and
because Census Day is afixedend-point, allowance must be made in the
planning schedule for overcoming any problems encoimtered during the
preparatory work.

The key dates in the preparation for the 1991 Census are shown in Figure 2.1.
ENUMERATION DISTRICT PLANNING -1987 PILOT EXERCISE
2.4
Early in 1987 it was decided that the basis for field geography planning would be
unchangedfi:omthat used in the 1981 census. This involved the use of Valuation Lists
supplied by the DoE and maps supplied by the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland (OSNI).
2.5
A pilot exercise was conducted to test proposed ED planning system using
information available from the DoE and OSNL It was anticipated that the exercise would
provide valuable information on the problems likely to be encoimtered during the 1991 full
scale ED planning operation. (Details are given in Chapter 5).
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Figure 2.1 - Timing of tests and Parliamentary legislation: 1991 Census
Consultation commences
Enumeration District planning test
GB Census White Paper
Census Test
NI Output strategy paper produced
The NI Census Order
The NI Census Regulations
The NT Census Confidentiality Order
1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

2.6
A total of 12 electoral wards were selected for the pilot exercise. They included fom
wards (2 izrban and 2 rural) from each of Banbridge , Ballymoney and Cookstown local
govenmient districts.
2.7
Maps from OSNI and lists of rateable properties provided by DoE were scrutinised
before staff drew the ED boundaries. This gave an initial indication of the extent to which
listed properties were depicted on the maps. After the boundaries were drawn, planning lists
(lists of rateable properties) were produced for each ED. Field visits were organised to
compare the maps and planning lists with the situation on the ground.
2.8
The findings from the pilot exercise were presented to NICC and proved most useful
in the preparations for the ED plaiming exercise. The main points to arise were:
•

in some instances the OSNI maps did not depict all listed properties;

•

the laborious task of producing ED planning lists could be alleviated with the
development of an ED planning list computer system; and,

•

that as the 1991 ED planning exercise was going to be labour intensive, staff
selected for the work should be provided with proper support by way of map
tables, photocopying facilities etc.

THE NORTHERN IRELAND 1989 CENSUS TEST
Background
2.9
It has been the practice of the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) in
GB to precede the decennial census with a number of voluntary census tests. Although a
14

Census Test is voluntary, whereas participation in a Census is compulsory, the tests yield
valuable information on the response of the public to the inclusion of questions on certain
topics (e.g. Irish language), to the wording of questions and to the general structure of the
census form.
2.10 Census Tests had not been previously carried out in NI, the assumption being made
that testing carried out in Great Britain was sufficient. However, there are a number of
questions on topics reflecting NI concerns, which are not included in the GB censuses.
Moreover, where the topic is common throughout the UK, variations in wording may be
appropriate.
2J1 Northern Ireland Censuses differ from the GB census in several respects. The former
includes a question on religion for answer on a voluntary basis. In the 1991 Census, questions
on Irish language, and the nimiber of children bom alive to ever married women were
included, whereas in GB a question on ethnic group was included. Also, the amenities and
academic qualification questions asked in Northern Ireland differed to those asked in GB.
2.12 The Northern Ireland Census Test was undertaken, on behalf of the Census Office by
the Statistics and Social Division (SSD) of the Policy Planning and Research Unit (PPRU),
Department of Finance and Personnel.
Objectives
2.13

The general objectives of the test were:
•

to assess the public response to the proposed Census questions; and

•

to assess the acciiracy of responses.

Test Method
2.14 The NI 1989 Census Test did not attempt to duplicate the GB 1989 Census Test. The
latter was largely directed towards testing administrative systems by replicating their work in
selected electoral wards, where every household was asked to participate. The NI test was
designed to assess responses to questions specific to Northern Ireland.
2.15 The main questionnaire was based closely on the test form used by OPCS including
questions on new topics proposed for the 1991 census. Two versions of the questionnaire (A
and B) were used and allocated randomly to addresses in order to allow different approaches
to wording and question content to be compared. The A form question on religion reqmred
respondents to select one of four tick boxes, whereas the B form question used a slight
modification of the traditional wording and allowed an open response. On household
amenities, the A form included questions on insulation and fiiel, and in general the questions
on household amenities were more detailed than those on Form B. The exception related to
central heating where the B form contained the more detailed question. A separate
questionnaire was also included seeking the views of respondents on the number and
acceptability of questions and the need for assistance by the interviewer. An assessment of
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completion time and the number of persons omitted from the form due to the lack of space
was also included.
2.16 Owing to the size of the test, Statistics and Social Division staff, were instructed to
complete the fieldwork over a three week period. Participation was voluntary and where
households agreed to take part, a census form was left for completion and an appointment
made for its collection, at which stage certain key questions were asked again. Although the
fieldwork was spread over a three week period, respondents were asked to reference their
reply to the situation on the night of 4-5 June (Census Test day).
2.17 Four areas of Northern Ireland were selected for the fieldwork, namely the local
government districts of Ballymena and Newry and Moume, and East and West Belfast as
defined on an electoral ward basis. These areas were chosen to give a coverage of the full
range of rural and urban areas including both sides of the community. A total of 2,000
addresses, 500 from each area, was randomly extracted fi'om the Northern Ireland rating list.
General Results
2.18
The overall response rate to the census test was 70%. This compared favourably with
the GB April 1989 Census Test where the average response rate was 60%.
2.19 The range of data collected in the Census test was considerable. For analysis
purposes, attention was directed towards new or untested questions, section on attitudes to the
Census, and the validity of the responses. Non-response was also examined as was the
relative utility of differences in question design.
2.20

A summary of the key results drawnfi:omthe test is as follows:
•

there were no problems with the field operation aspects except that the
pre-publicity leaflets appeared to have little effect;

•

the response rate (70% overall) varied from 61% in West Belfast to 77% in
Ballymena. In West Belfast there was noticable drop out of respondents in
between the initial contact stage and the follow-up stage. Age, illness, lack of
time and general antipathy to censuses were major reasons given for
non-response. The specific questions on Irish language, religion and
employment were also cited by some non-respondents;

•

there was a substantial bias in respondents with young Roman Catholics in
West Belfast, less likely to take part;

•

the Irish language question was not answered by 12 -14 % of respondents.
This was somewhat higher than average non-response to particular questions;

•

the alternative versions of the religion question were equally well answered. A
high level of non-statement of religion occurred in comparison with the social
surveys;
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•

the question on the number of children bom alive to ever married women was
badly answered, with many of these women not answering;

•

the question on term-time address was poorly answered;

•

signposting on the employment question was not heeded and there was a
reluctance to give descriptions of jobs or employers;

•

over 15% of persons failed to answer the question on long term illness;

•

increasing the length of the section on household amenities reduced the
proportion of households answering. The more complicated question on
access to WCs gave markedly poorer results;

•

some 35% of households thought that the Census contained too many
questions and 27% considered that certain questions should not have been
included (principally religion, Irish language and employment). More
than 19% of households reported difficulty with at least one question;

•

workplace postcode was unknown to the majority of those in employment,
with about 80% in rural areas failing to give a postcode; and,

•

most questions were answered consistently. Exceptions were long-term illness,
working for employers, looking after the home and Irish language.

2.21 The test provided the Census Office with extremely useful information when it came
to deciding the final structure of the 1991 Census form. An evaluation of the NI1989 Census
Test is detailed in the Policy^ Planning and Research Unifs Statistics and Social Division
Occasional Paper No. 20 (Morris and Johnston) 1990.
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURES
The Census Order
2.22 One might, perhaps, expect the preparations for the census to begin by the Census
Office seeking Parliamentary approval. However, a great deal of preliminary work is required
to prepare specific proposals for a census which are practicable and which will meet users'
needs, and it is necessary to complete this work before Parliament can be asked to approve
the plans. These preparations are covered by the Census Act (Northern Ireland ) 1969 which
gives powers for taking a census of population in any year which is at least five years fi:om
the previous census. In addition, Ministers are consulted about the extent and nature of the
preparatory work, and give their approval.
2.23 Under the 1969 Act, an Order in Council directing that a census shall be taken has to
be laid before Parliament imder the negative resolution procedure it is not debated. The Order
prescribes:
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•

the date on which the census is to be taken;

•

the persons by whom, and with respect to whom, the returns for the purpose of
the census are to be made; and

•

the particulars to be stated in the returns.

The matters in respect of which particulars may be required as set out in the Schedule to the
Act are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Name, sex, age;
Occupation, profession, trade or employment;
Nationality, birthplace, race, language;
Place of abode and character of dwelling;
Condition as to marriage, relation to head of family, issue;
Education, professional and technical qualifications;
Religion; and,
Any other matters with respect to which it is desirable to obtain statistical
information with a view to ascertaining the social condition of the population.

2.24 The Census Order (Northern Ireland) 1990 was made on 4 April 1990 by the
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and came into operation on 16 May 1990,
The Census Regulations
2.25 To enable the Census Order to take effect the Department is empowered by the Act to
make regulations governing the detailed arrangements for the conduct of the Census. The
Census Regulations, containing reduced facsimile copies of the census forms, were made on
29 June 1990 and came into operation on 31 July 1990.
Changes from the 1981 Census Order and Regulations
2.26 Apart from the inclusion of the new questions on long-term illness, and term-time
address of students and schoolchildren, work experience during the last ten years and
knowledge of the Irish language), and the inclusion of a question nimiber of children bom
alive to ever married women - previously asked in the NI1961 Census, the main differences
between the Census (Northern Ireland) Order 1990 and the Order for the previous census
were:

2.27

•

simplification of the definition of civilian shipping to be included; and

•

special provision to enable a person sleeping rough to authorise another
person to complete a census form on his/her behalf whether or not he/she was
incapable of doing it for himself^erself.

The Regulations for the 1991 Census differed firom those for 1981 chiefly as follows:
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•

regulations relating to the issue of instructions by the Registrar General to the
field staff were omitted, as the power to do this is already provided by the
Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969.

•

substantial change was made to the regulation forbidding anyone who was
given information imder the Census Order and Regulations to use it or disclose
it without lawful authority; and

•

changes were made to reduce the number of different census forms; the 1981
'L' form for commxmal establishments, the 'N' form for HM ships, and the'S'
form for other ships were combined into a new *L' form.

SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Legislation
2.28 The security and confidentiality of census information is protected by statute. Hitherto
reliance had been placed on Section 2 of the Official Secrets Act 1911, to safeguard
information after the census has been taken. That Section having been repealed in 1989,
additional protection became necessary to cover people not involved in taking the Census.
New legislation was introduced before the 1991 Census, namely the Census (Confidentiality)
(Northern Ireland) Order 1991, which came into operation on 22 April 1991. This amended
Section 7 sub-sections 4 and 5 of the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969 which provided for
an offence of imlawful disclosure of census information. It did this by both substituting new
subsections extending the offence to protect information collected in census related surveys
(as well as information obtained in a census) and by defining the possible offenders, not just
as 'any person employed in taking a census' but more broadly so as to include anyone under
the control of the Registrar General or supplying services to him. The Act restricts the offence
to disclosure of personal information. It provides defences for people who believe they have
acted lawfully.
2.29 Under Section 7, subsection 1 of the Census (Northem Ireland) Act 1969 it is an
offence to contravene the Census Regulations. Regxilation 15 (3) forbids the use, publication,
or commimication of census information by any person except for the purposes of the Census
Act or in accordance with the Regulations. Furthermore, Regulation 16 requires anyone
having custody of documents containing census information to keep them safe fi-om
unauthorised access.
Data collection
2.30 Assurances about confidentiality of census information were given to the public in the
Registrar General's letter on the census form. The information leaflet distributed to all
households with the census form stated that all completed forms would be kept confidential
.and only used to produce information about the population in general, and that the Census
Office would not give any information about identified individuals or households to anyone
oulside the Census Office (although the form could be produced as evidence in court in the
prosecution of someone not completing it properly).
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2.31 The legal provisions relating to census security and confidentiality were stressed in
the measures taken by Census Office and in the instructions given to staff who handled the
information, both in the field and during processing in Census Office. All field staff signed an
undertaking (set out in Schedule 1 to the Regulations) to perform their duties faithfully and to
fulfill all their obligations under the Census Act and the Regulations. The provisions of
Section 7 of the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969 (as amended by Articles 5(4) and 7(2)
of and Schedule 3 to the Fines and Penalties (Northern Ireland) Order 1984 (a) and the
Criminal Penalties etc. (Increase) Order (Northern Ireland) 1984 (b) were drawn to their
attention and copies supplied to them. Assurances of confidentiality also extended to the
Census Validation Survey questionnaires
2.32 The enumerators and any persons assisting them had to carry authority cards, which
members of the public could ask to see. Furthermore, Enumerators were instructed to ensure
that any companion or helper was properly authorised and had also signed the prescribed
declaration.
2.33 An instruction manual was issued to members of the field stajff in which the
importance of confidentiality was emphasised to all levels of the field force. Among the
instructions to Enumerators were the following:
•

not to let any unauthorised person accompany them on their rounds;

•

to ensure that they were talking to the right person when they called back to
collect the form and obtain any missing answers;

•

to discuss an Individual return only with the person to whom it related;

•

to put forms in a secure place when not working on them;

•

not to leave any completed forms unattended when on their collection rounds;

•

not to talk to people about their work outside the Census organisation;

•

not to give the forms to anyone outside the census organisation and never
leave them unattended for someone else to pick up.

2.34 Enumemtors were instructed to offer a special envelope in which the census form
could be sealed and not seen by them wherever a household asked for such an envelope, or
where the Enumerator encountered a household known to him/her. Enumerators were further
instructed not to open such a Sealed Retum, and that to do so constituted a breach of the
Census Regulations,
2.35 Members of households who did not wish to give personal information to the head of
household or form filler were able to request an Individual return which could be passed
separately to the Enumerator under a sealed cover. Any subsequent queries would then be
directed to the individual concerned and not to the householder. People in communal
establishments who completed their own forms could also request this facility so that the
person in charge of the establishment could not see their form.
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Processing
2.36 Appropriate security precautions were taken when collecting the completed census
forms from field staff and transferring them via secure carrier for processing in Census
Office. Although the census computer installation and processing were controlled by Census
Office, all persoimel working there had to sign a special undertaking that they would not
divulge information gained in the course of their employment to any unauthorised person,
either orally or in writing and that they were aware of the provisions of the Census
(Confidentiality) (Northern Ireland ) Order 1991 and Regulation 16 of the Census
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1990.
2.37 Access to the offices where processing was carried out was strictly controlled; visitors
were admitted only under escort and even then were not allowed to see the census forms or
obtain copies of the tape files of the anonymised records of individuals and households. Extra
precautions were taken to prevent unauthorised entry to the store in which the completed
census forms were stored and to prevent unauthorised access to census documents and other
material containing confidential information.
2.38 Names and addresses from the forms were not stored in the computer used to process
the census data. However, the inclusion of names and addresses on the forms was essential
for a number of purposes;
•

to help the form filler identify each person in the household;

•

to enable the field staff to apply to the appropriate person if information from
the form was missing, and to enable Census Office to indicate whether or not
the householder had fulfilled his or her legal obligation to provide the required
information;

•

to enable follow-up procedures to be directed to identifiable individuals; and

•

for other purposes, for example, in helping Census Office to identify family
types within households.

2.39 The computer system itself had built in safeguards preventing imauthorised access.
Access to the computer was tightly controlled as was the use of computer terminals. The
procedures used to safeguard access to the mainframe computer was considered by OPCS and
deemed to be in keeping with the level of tight security applied by tlmt organisation.
Statistical output
2.40 Precautions were taken to ensure that published tabulations of statistical data did not
directly, or indirectly, by linkage with other sources of information, reveal any information
about identifiable individuals or households. Special precautions particularly applied to data
released for areas smaller in size than local government districts. These precautions included:
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•

suppressing data for areas below certain thresholds (16 households and 50
usually resident persons);

•

modifying of counts, other than totals, by the addition of +1^ 0 or -1 in a
quasi-random pattern; and,

•

top coding and broad-banding of categories for certain variables.

Fuller details on how the confidentiality measures were applied to the statistical output and
their effect on the output are given in Chapter 8 - Census Products.
Samples ofAnonymised Records
2.41 Statistical outputfromthe 1991 Census included, for thefirsttime in a Northern
Ireland Census, a product known as Samples of Anonymised Records (SARs), conmiissioned
by, and made availablefrom,the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC). Known
more commonly in other coimtries as Census Microdata or Public Use Samples, SARs differ
from traditional census output of tables of aggregated statistics in that they are abstracts of
individual records. There is no conflict with the confidentiality assurances given by the
Registrar General when collecting the census information since the released records contain
neither names or addresses nor any other information which would lead to the disclosure of
information about an individual or household.
2.42 Two samples of anonymised records have been extractedfromthe 1991 Census
database for Northern Ireland:
•

a 2 percent sample of individuals in households and communal establishments;
and,

•

a 1 per cent hierarchical sample of households and individuals in those
households.

These low samplingfractionsoffer protection against disclosure of any direct information
which could be attributed to a particular individual or household. However, in order to
protect the anonymity of respondents further, some alterations were made to the information
from thefrillcensus database which was incorporated into the SARs. Fuller details of the
SARs and the confidentiality measures inherent in the samples are provided in Chapter 8 Census Products.

PUBLICITY
2 A3 Changes in public attitudes towards data collection, and concerns about privacy and
confidentiality, led Census Office to adopt a more planned and considered approach to
explaining and publicising the Census in 1991.
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2.44 An advertising agency was contracted to develop an appropriate publicity programme
for which the major objectives were to:
•

create and sustain a favourable climate in which to conduct the census;

•

make known the reasons for carrying out the census;

•

ensure the message of confidentiality got across; and,

•

be ready to help answer any questions when they arose.

Publicity leaflets for householders
2 AS The two main items of publicity material aimed at householders were the Advanced
Round Leaflet, which was delivered by Enumerators some 2 to 3 weeks before Census Day
and the Information Leaflet delivered with the Census form. The aim of the Advance Roimd
Leaflet was to raise public awareness of the Census. The aims of the Information Leaflet was
were to encourage the public to complete the form by explaining the reasons for the Census,
describing some of the uses made of the data obtained, and giving reassurances over
confidentiality, thus complementing the letterfromthe Registrar General on the census form
itself. Census Area Managers reported back that both the Advanced Roimd Leaflet and the
Information Leaflet were effective in helping to get the desired message across to the public.
Television, Radio and Poster advertising
2.46 To heighten public awareness of the time of the delivery of the leaflets and census
forms in early April, an advertising campaign using television and radio commercials was
undertaken. This was augmented by a display of posters on advertising hoardings and
billboards throughout Northem Ireland. The advertising campaign concentrated on the
following themes:
Purpose of the census.
Importance of the census.
Confidentiality issues,
The approach of census day, and
Availability of the Census Freephone facility.
2.47 Also, in the run up to Census Day, the Registrar General and the Census Manager
gave interviews on both television and radio, which re-iterated the aims of the census and
gavefiirtherassurances on confidentiality issues. These interviews also gave the opportunity
to put other key points to the public, and to address any potential criticism of the census.
2.48 A Question and Answer brief was produced for the 1991 census, and was developed
for use within Census Office and by senior censusfieldstaff The brief contained information
on various aspects of the census, including; general background, the questions, legal and
confidentiality issues, the inclusion of the religion and Irish language questions and how the
census is carried out. The aim of the brief was to disseminate agreed answers to a wide range
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of anticipated questions. It proved to be extremely useful, particularly when used by staff
covering the Census Freephone enquiry facility.
2.49 A schools pack, distributed in February 1991, was well received by the education
authorities and was included in the geography curriculum by a number of schools.
CONCLUSIONS
2.50 In an operation as complex and vast as a popixlation census, decisions covering a wide
range of issues have to be made well in advance of the event. There is only one opportunity to
get things right and so meticulous preparation and plannuig are necessary.
2.51 The final decision on questions to include depends not only on the need for
information expressed by census users, but equally on the effectiveness of the data collection
methods and of the acceptance of such questions by the public. Testing enabled the Census
Office to assess the effectiveness of questions and methods and to moimt a census tlmt was
accepted by the public and delivered the data required.
2,53 Good relations need to established with the public, through well organised, focused
publicity, in order to encourage their participation by increasing their awareness of the
importance of the census, by giving assurances that the information provided would be kept
confidential, and by assisting them in completing the questionnaire.
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3.

MANAGING THE CENSUS

INTRODUCTION
3.1
The aim of this Chapter is to describe how the NI1991 Census was managed, and to
highlight some key points which will be considered in planning for 2001.
3.2
The 1991 NI Census was planned by the Census Office for Northern Ireland. In
planning and developing a new census, account must be taken of changes in social climate,
the information needs of users, and changes in the technological environment. There is also a
need to improve procedures which did not work as well as planned in the previous census.
Methods and procedures used then should not be repeated unless they can be shown to be still
the most effective and efficient way of proceeding. Forward planning, testing and trialling are
thus of critical importance.
33
The business planning of the censuses for the United Kingdom was coordinated by the
UK Census Committee which consisted of the senior stafffromthe three UK Census Offices
(Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS), General Register Office-Scotland
(GRO(S)) and the Census Office for Northern Ireland (CONI)). In addition to its coordinating
role, the Committee played a key part in steering the earlier phases of development, during
which the shape and content of the census was decided. In this the Committee was assisted by
groups representing the interest of census users in central and local government, academia
and commercial organisations.
3.4
During planning for the 1991 NI Census, it was recognised that there was a need to
adopt a standard project management system for the main work areas. It was decided that
certain projects within the overall plan would be managed using a specialised project
management methodology. As a result, the management procedures used for the 1991 Census
IT project were based on the PRINCE (Projects in a Controlled Environment) methodology.
PMNCE sets out the principles to be followed in:
•

initiating and controlling a programme of work through management boards;

•

structuring the work into 'projects*, 'work packages', and 'tasks' that can be
managed by individuals;

•

taking accoimt of inter-dependencies between the various activities, and
dependencies upon external events, in order to manage and control risk;

•

ensuring, by 'quality assurance' procedures, that each piece of work is
completed to the reqxiired standard; and,

•

assessing the impact on other work of any changes that may be proposed to the
plan of work or the products, and deciding whether or not to implement such
changes.

3.5
Within Census Office, the programme of work was broken down into identifiable
projects that reflected specific tasks to enable the census to be carried out. Each project area
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was analysed and work packages were allocated to specific staff. Progress was reported
through line management to the Census Manager who had overall control for the
development and implementation of all procedures.
3.6
Each item of work, in most cases a task or a step, resulted in one or more products. In
the context of the overall project a product is not necessarily an output as seen by a census
user, but is any document, computer program, dataset or other item produced in the course of
the work. Some examples of major products in this sense are: the list of topics to be covered
by the census, the contract for distributing census materials for staff in thefield,(the
instructions to field staff), census data validation procedures, the design of census tables and
published census reports.
3.7
Procedures were introduced for products to be quality assured by sxiitably
knowledgeable and experienced people before being "signed off* as accepted. Inevitably in
such a large programme like the census some of the products v^U need to be changed after
they have been completed and signed off. These either occurred because of external factors,
changes to the programme and in some instances where mistakes had been discovered. A
formal system of change control was set up to handle this, imder which an analysis was made
of the impact of any proposed change on the other parts of the programme, and in the light of
this information the decision was taken on whether or not to implement the change.
3.8
Once the information on the census returns had been keyed and the masterfile
assembled, similar data change control procedures were used to control and limit changes to
the tabular output.

STATISTICAL MANAGEMENT
3.9
Professional statistical input is a fundamental requirement for the census. As indicated
the NI SCG was consulted by the NICC, with regard to the topics to be included in the
Census.
3.11 More specific statistical advice was provided directly to Census Office by PPRU
statisticans for the following:
the design and evaluation of the 1989 NI Census test;
the design of population bases for statistical output;
output specification;
the specification of statistical aspects of data collection, data processing and
confidentiality protection procedures;
to specify and commission the Census Validation Siarvey, and to assess and
report on cer^us coverage and the accuracy of the statistics, using the Survey
and other sources;
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•

table acceptance; and,

•

advice on Small Area Statistics datasets and the Samples of
Anonymised Records.

EVALUATION
3.12 Evaluation reports for use within Census Office are an integral part of the
management arrangements for each census since some staff with experience of the last census
have moved on by the time that work on the next one is building up. For 1991, reports were
prepared fox a number of activities, for example; the IT project, data pxeparation and a
summary of how effective the Census Area Managers considered the field operations to have
been. These detailed assessments on the performance of the Census are key items when it
comes to examining and trying to improve upon planning for the 2001 Census.

CONCLUSIONS
3.13 The control and management of the 1991 Census was generally effective and
produced substantially more output for census users than any previous census, within budget
and to timetable.
3.14 Although the management arrangements largely delivered the required results, earlier
identification and consideration of operational issues which have a statistical component will
be needed for 2001.
3.15 PRINCE project management is now established in Census Office, and will form a
part of the 2001 operationfiromthe outset.
3.16 Developments in information systems will no doubt continue at the current fast pace.
While these may be examined and evaluated carefully, particular attention will be paid to
fixing cut-off dates for major innovation, beyond which the risk of'improved' methods is
likely to be outweighed by the risk of problems or errors due to insufficient advance testing
and trialling,
3.17 For the professional statistical input, improvements will be easier to bring about with
a statistician situated within Census Office. This has already been acted upon.
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4.

COSTS

FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS
4.1
Expenditure for the 1991 Northern Ireland Census was included in the funding voted
by Parliament and allocated to the Northern Ireland block, specifically to the Department of
Health and Social Services, the Department in which Census Office was then located.
4.2
One of the major issues in GB was whether the Census should be funded directly, as
in the past, or whether it should be funded by transfersfi:omthe main government
departments needing the census outputs. There was a strong consensusfi:omusers that the
census was a multi-purpose, indivisible package, and that there could be no logical and
sensible basis for dividing the basic cost.
4.3
Census Office charges for certain census outputs in accordance with Sections 4 (1)
and 4 (2) of the Census Act (Northem Ireland) 1969, in order to offset some of the
expenditure. Section 4 (1) covers the production of printed and published tables in reports,
while Section 4 (2) allows for the production of abstracts. Section 4 (2) products are made
available at the request of customers and paid for by them. They include The Small Area
Statistics and other commissioned statistics. Dissemination is aided by Census Agencies
which provide royalty payments to OPCS on behalf of Census Office. (For more information
on Census outputs and income see Chapter 8).
PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
4.4
From the beginning of the planning stage, a number of differences between the 1991
and 1981 Censuses were recognised as essential in order to improve both the enumeration and
the processing operations. In all other respects, estimates for the 1991 Census were made on
the assimiption that it would require similar resources, in real terms to the 1981 Census.
4.5
During the process to produce estimates of the total cost of the 1991 Census, a
number of assumptions were made and changes in practices between the 1981 and the 1991
censuses were identified. For example, it was initially assumed that datafiromthe 1991
census would be captured and processed by staff within the Central Information Systems
Division (CISD) of the Department of Finance and Personnel, as was the case in 1981.
However, when CISD became a facilities managed operation, it was decided that Census
Office, to ensure confidentiality considerations were met in full, should procure its own
mainfirame computer system dedicated to the 1991 Census with appropriate data capture
support.

1991 PROVISION OF FUNDS
4.6
Estimated costs for the 1991 Northem Ireland census operation over the ten-year cycle
(1986 -1996) were estimated to be in the region of £5.5 millions. Annual estimates of
expenditure within a three year rolling programme were provided by Census Office and
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monies were allocated to the Department of Health and Social Services vote from the
Northern Ireland block.
EXPENDITURE AND INCOME
Allocation of costs
4.7
The allocation of costs, on a percentage basis, between the main census activities is
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4J -Allocation of costs for main activities of 1991 Census
4.8
The Policy / Publicity element in the above profile covers the costs of the on-going
administrative planning and preparation for the census. Geography costs, w^hich mainly
includes the planning of Enumeration Districts is included in the overall costs of the Field
Operation. Data preparation includes human resource costs in the input and out processing
areas. Closer analysis of the census costs has identified the following broad trends;
•

expenditure on policy and planning peaks before Census Day, but thereafter
maintains a generally level profile;

•

expenditure on geography and thefieldoperation builds up rapidly before
Census Day and subsequently drops quite abruptly, while expenditure on
processing follows a gradual build up and reduces over a longer period.
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Income
4.9
Considerable progress has also been made in preparing estimates of income which the
1991 Census will generate. At the time of writing it is estimated that Census Office will
generate around £190,000 of receipts by the end of thefinancialyear 1998-99. A profile of
income received and income anticipated since data from the 1991 census became available is
presented in Figure 4.2.

£ thousands
120
100

1992 / 93
1994 / 95
1996 / 97*
1998 / 99*
• ESTIMATED
1993/94
1995/96*
1997/98*
INCOME

Figure 4.2 - Income per year^ Northern Ireland: 1991 Census
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5.

GEOGRAPHY

INTRODUCTION
5.1
A key requirement of the census is to obtain as full a coverage as possible of people
and households. To achieve this the entire country is divided up into manageable areas for
enumeration and for the subsequent production of statistics.
CENSUS GEOGRAPHY IN NORTHERN IRELAND
5.2
In Northern Ireland the 1991 areas for enumeration - Enumeration Districts - were,
where possible, based on those used for the 1981 Census but, as they were required to nest
within the electoral wards and local government districts extant at the time of the census,
some changes had to be made. Enumeration districts were also used as the base for the
statistical output,
53
Producing an accurate and comprehensive geographic base for Northern Ireland was
thus a major exercise. As in the 1981 Census, the Rating Division of the Department of the
Environment for Northern Ireland assisted in the exercise by supplying information on
changes to housing stock since the last census.
GEOGRAPHIC BASE
5.4
The basic census area - the enumeration district - is the area allocated to an
enumerator for data collection. Although 1981 Census enumeration districts were used as the
base for the 1991 Census, it was not possible to use the whole set because of the effect of
statutory boundary changes, and changes to housing stock. Comparable areas were retained
where possible, but in the end less than onefifthof the 1981 enumeration districts remained
unchanged for 1991.
5.5
The data produced during area planning were used to create a computerised
geographic database, which linked enumeration districts with higher geographic areas.
THE MAP BASE
5.6
In the planning exercise Census Office utilised a full set of 1:10,000 scale maps from
Ordnance Survey. Additional large scale maps were provided for built-up areas, striking a
balance between map coverage and the needs offieldstaff. In total, almost 8,000 maps were
used, of which more than 95 % were at the large 1:2,500 or 1:1,250 scales.
5.7
A comprehensive set of maps was created for each of the 26 local government
districts in Northern Ireland. The maps ranged in scale from T':! mile to 1:1250. Statutory
areas, electoral ward and enximeration districts were marked on the maps and uniquely
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identified by codes. The boundary of each geographical area was colour coded to provide
ease of identification.

MAPS FOR FIELD STAFF
5.8
Feed backfromthe 1981 Census had indicated that the delineation of maps issued to
field staff were, in some cases, inadequate. More large-scale coverage and more up-to-date
maps were needed, and these were the prime requirements for the 1991 map base. The maps
in the map folio were used to create copies for field staff. The quality of the copies was
important and care was taken to ensure that the photocopying equipment used met the
requirements,
5.9

Different maps were provided for field staff, depending on their needs:
•

Census Area Managers were given maps showing the individual Census
Districts managed by 20 - 26 Census Officers',

•

Census Officers were supplied with a map showing the extent of the Census
Districts and large scale reference maps showing all statutory and enumeration
district boundaries.

•

Enumerators were provided with detailed maps showing their areas.

5.10 After the Census a set of the maps depicting the enumeration district boundaries was
provided to the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland (OSNI) in order to digitise the
boimdaries. The enumeration districts, and all the other statutory boundaries are now
available in digital form (vector format) at 1:50,000 scale mapping from OSNL Paper copies
of the enimieration district maps are available from Census Office Customer Services for
customers who have purchased the Small Area Statistics and require a boundary description
to complement their data.

ENUMERATION DISTRICT AND WORKLOAD PLANNING
Methodology
5.11 The aim in planning was to provide each Enumerator within each local government
district with a standard amount of work (an average workload) in terms of households. Total
coverage of the country and control of the cost of data collection were two key objectives.
The resxiltant set of areas had to provide a suitable base for processing the data, fixlfil
statutory obligations and preserve the confidentiality of individual people and households.
The method of planning was not changed significantly from 1981, but for thefirsttime, to
help produce the geographic documentation required, enumeration district planning lists were
produced by computer,
5.12 The starting point for planning was the 1981 enumeration district boundaries. Housing
information obtainedfromthe Rating Division of the Department of the Environment for
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Northern Ireland provided the vital link for establishing changes to the numbers of houses
from the last census. This, together with more up-to-date mapping, enabled Census Office to
divide up each local government district in turn. Wherever possible the enumeration districts
were left unchanged, but inevitably many had to be changed because of substantial
development or demolition, or where statutory boundaries had imdergone change.
5.13 Enumeration district planners, using OSNI maps and rating lists, first considered each
of the local government districts to decide the average number of dwellings to be given to
enumerators within that district to ensure an equal workload for each emmierator. Each local
government district was assigned to the following categories:

Category

I

A
B

C

D

Average
dwellings per
ED
100

101 -125

126-150

151 -175

E

176-200

F

201 - 220

I G

Local Government
Districts

221-f

|

Fermanagh
Armagh
Banbridge
Down
Dungannon
Moyle
Newry & Moume
Omagh
Strabane
Ballymoney
Cookstown
Lame
Limavady
Magherafelt
Antrim

1

Ards

1

Ballymena
Coleraine
Craigavon
Carrickfergus
Derry
Lisbum
Castlereagh
Newtownabbey
North Down
Belfast

1
I
1
I
1
11
1
1

1

1
1
1

The average Northern Ireland figure was 155 dwellings per enumeration district.
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5.14 The rating lists indicated all domestic properties by electoral ward and townland. The
detailed list of properties was then considered in conjunction with OSNI maps which
delineated the electoral ward and townland boundaries. Where possible townlands were built
up to form enumeration districts with as equal a workload as possible. Consideration was also
given to the type of terrain covered (access to bridges etc.), and whether areas were urban,
rural or mixed, Townland boimdaries were not straddled except in cases where urban area
townlands had too many properties to include in one single enumeration district. The
boimdaries for these exceptions took account of physical features such as rivers, roads or
railway lines. In all 3,729 enumeration districts were created. A breakdown of the niimber of
wards and enumeration districts for local government districts is provided in the following
table:

II Local Government
District
Antrim
Ards
Ballymena
Ballymoney
Banbridge
1

Belfast
Carrickfergus
Castlereagh
Coleraine
Cookstown
Craigavon
Deny
Down
Dungannon
Fermanagh

1

Lame
Limavady
Lisbum
Magherafelt
Moyle
Newry & Monme

1

Newtownabbey

1

North Down

Number of
Electoral Wards

19
20
22
23
16
15
51
15
21
21
16
26
30
23
22
23
15
15
28
15
15
30
25
24

37

Number of
1
Enumeration Districts 1

88

ll

162

II

153

132
71
92
567
64
118
120
89

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

155

182
146
133
214
76

II
11
II
II
II

64

202

II

90

47

II

229
147

II
ll

145

\\

1

Local Government
Districts (contd)

Number of Electoral
Wards (contd)

Number of
Enumeration
Districts (contd)

i

Omagh
Strabane

21
15
566

137
106
3,729

1
1
1

TOTAL

5.15 Enizmeration districts were subsequently given unique identification numbers within
their electoral ward and local government district, and were drawn on Ordnance Survey maps
at the largest scale available.
SPECIAL ENUMERATION DISTRICTS
5.16 In Northern Ireland, Special Enumeration Districts (SEDs) were created for
enumeration purposes oiily. They were planned on the basis of 100 or more people being
expected to be present in a large communal establishment on Census Day. SEDs were
enumerated separately by Census Office personnel and were not included within the
Enumerator's ED planning lists. However, unlike GB, where data from SEDs were
disseminated separately, in NI SED data were disseminated as part of the data for the ED in
which they lay geographically.
CENSUS DISTRICTS
5.17 Each of the local government district areas were divided into Census Districts
comprising groups of EDs. These comprised, as far as possible, whole electoral wards.
5.18 The average size of a census district was 22 enumeration districts wdth a range varying
from 18 to 26.
AREAS CONTROLLED BY CENSUS AREA MANAGERS
5.19 Northern Ireland was divided into 7 Census Area Manager areas, each of which
consisted of a number of census districts which nestled within whole local government
district areas as follows:
CAM AREA 1:

Cookstown
Deny
Limavady
Magherafelt
Strabane

24 Census Districts
531 Enumeration Districts
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CAM AREA 2:

Ballymena
Ballymoney
Carrickfergus
Coleraine
Lame
Moyle

)
)
)
)
)
)

CAM AREA 3

Antrim
Lisbum
Newtownabbey

)
)
)

18 Census Districts
437 Enumeration Districts

CAM AREA 4

Belfast

)

24 Census Districts
567 Enumeration Districts

CAM AREAS

Ards
Castlereagh
Down
North Down

)
)
)
)

23 Census Districts
571 Enumeration Districts

Armagh
Banbridge
Craigavon
Newry & Moume

)
)
)
)

26 Census Districts
629 Enumeration Districts

Dimgannon
Fermanagh
Omagh

)
)
)

CAM AREA 6

CAM AREA 7

22 Census Districts
510 Enumeration Districts

21 Census Districts
484 Enumeration Districts

FIELD STAFF OPERATIONAL DOCUMENTS
5-20 Area profiles - The maps issued to supervisory field staff were supplemented by
descriptive information about the content of their areas. These profiles helped Census
Officers to check the areas prior to issuing docxmients to Enxmierators. The profile contained:
•

the ED identity;

•

an ED planning list for each Enumeration
District;

•

the estimated number of households per area;

•

the estimated incidence of communal establishments, caravan
sites and other special enumeration categories.

5.21 Enumeration District planning lists - All Census Officers and Enumerators were
provided vnth a detailed Enumeration District planning list of each ED in their area. The
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planning list provided details of the anticipated content of each ED. Addresses of all the
domestic properties and communal establishments that lay within the ED at the time of
plaiming, arranged in townland order within electoral ward, were included in the list.
5.22 All field staff were advised of establishments e.g. large hospitals, military
establishments etc. that were to be enumerated centrally by Census Office.

GEOGRAPHY FIELD CHECK
5.23 This check was the first major task of each Census Officer and was carried out after
initial training. It was very important because it afforded the opportunity for the division of
the Census District into EDs to be checked on the ground, and for the Census Officer to
obtain a good uaiderstanding of the district. The Instructions for the check were necessarily
detailed and Census Officers were only to inform their managers if significant discrepancies
occxirred.
5.24 The two key objectives were to check boundaries and the workloads of each
Enumerator. The reason for the check was that planning carried out by the Census Office, in
many cases some months before Census Day, was only as good as the information it was
based on. Not all the maps were completely up to date. Details of changes to roads and other
features were not always clear or confirmed, and changes to housing, either being demolished
or developed, needed to be checked on the ground.
5.25 Census Officers were strongly recommended to keep suggested amendments to a
minimimi, and to justify wholly those needed. The recommendations were examined by the
Census Office Geography planning team, with whom lay sole responsibility for initiating a
change. Of the EDs created during the planning stage 15 (0.4%) required boundary revisions
following the geography field check.
5.26 Despite checking by the Census Officers, instances arose where information about
additional households came to light in the early part of the enumeration. This resulted in
some Enumerators having excessive workloads. However this was taken into account and in
some cases additional payments were made to compensate enumerators for their extra work.
GEOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
5.27 There are a number of geographic products available for Northern Ireland from or via
Census Office Customer Services Section:
•

the Enimieration District - postcode look up directory, which lists for each
enumeration district, the postcodes captured during the Census for all
households and communal establishments;

•

copies extracted from OSNI paper maps showing the boundaries of
EDs; and
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•

digitised boundaries for the EDs (available directly from OSNI).

Full details of 1991 Northern Ireland Census outputs are given in Chapter 8.
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DATA COLLECTION
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6.

DATA COLLECTION

INTRODUCTION
6.1
Planning for the data collection operation - the front end of the Census - covers a wide
range of activities in addition to delivering and collecting the census forms. These include
employment^ legal, financial, technical, contractual and commxmications aspects. The
planning is given added importance because of the immutable date of the census, agreed by
Parliament.
6.2
Census Office had to put in place the large group of field staff upon whom the success
of the Census largely depended. Support for the field staff had to be good and properly
targeted, and Census Office worked closely with senior field staff to ensxare that field
operations started on time.
6.3
For 1991 some key changes were made to the 1981 data collection arrangements to
cope with social changes and to make use of advances in technology.
KEY CHANGES FOR 1991
6.4

The changes introduced for 1991 were:
•

New measures to monitor coverage and quality. Census Officers acted as
quality controllers as well as the leaders of a group of enumerators.

•

A larger, 12-page, household form was used to accommo^te census users
needs for extra questions compared with 1981, when an 8-page form was used.
The need to minimise the public burden required wider use of tick-box
questions. In all nearly 2.4 million copies of 13 different public forms were
produced for the 1991 Census, as well as some 100,000 copies of over
approximately 100 operational support forms.

•

Planning proceeded on the bases that the incidence of no-contact might rise.
A postal follow-up to overcome this problem, should it arise, was developed.

•

All field staff were made more aware of safety and security in thefield.This
was underpinned by the Health and Safety at Work (Northem Ireland) Order
1978; and new guidance was issued with the help of the Criminal Injuries
Division of the Northem Ireland Office.

•

Tighter control was introduced intofieldoperations using a management
information system with pre-set targets for Census Area Managers and
Census Officers,

•

Video training for field staff was introduced into thefieldstaff training
programmes to give Census Office better control over training delivery.
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FIELD STAFF
6.5
The 1991 Census operation was controlled centrally by Census Office. This involved
the recruitment of a complete organisation to prepare for, carry out and manage the data
collection exercise. The task of recruiting some 4,000 temporary part-time staff throughout
Northern Ireland for the 1991 Census was a tremendous undertaking. Thefieldstaff structure
is shown below.
CENSUS AREA MANAGERS
(7)
CENSUS OFFICERS
(158)
CENSUS ENUMERATORS
(3,729)

6.6 Census Office directly recruited and trained the Census Area Managers (CAMs)
These managers recruited and trained Census Officers (COs), and the latter then recruited the
remaining staff- Census enumerators and reserves. Additionally Census Office provided
policy, procedural and technical guidance on recruitment at all levels.
6.7
Field staff were recruited, on a part-time basis, for varying periods. Census Area
Managers were employed from 1 October 1990 to 30 Jime 1991; Census Officers from 3
December 1990 to 24 June 1991; and Enumerators from 11 March to 24 May 1991.
Duties offieldstaff
6.8
Most field staff jobs could be carried out as a part-time activity by people already in
regularfiall-timeemployment. However, efforts were made tofindsuitable people
temporarily imemployed and offer them the opportunity of work on the Census,
6.9
The Census Area Managers were the senior field staff, responsible for the
enimieration in rural areas of a maximum of up to 50,000 households and in urban areas of up
to an upper limit of 120,000 households; and, for the otherfieldstaff who were required to
carry this out. Census Area Managers (CAMs), recruited by open competition, were
responsible for recruiting, training and managing aroimd 24 Census Officers and 425 to 620
Enumerators. CAMs were required to assess progress against targets, to deal with local
problems and to liaise with local organisations.
6.10 Census Officers (COs) were the local supervisors in charge of between 20 and 30
Enumerators. Census Officers were employed for around 6 months to enable them to recruit,
train and lead local teams of enumerators. Census Officers also supervised the distribution
and collection of supplies, the data collection operation, handled day to day problems,
prepared management information progress reports and dealt with non-compliance.
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6.11 The Enumerators delivered to, and collected census forms from up to 250 households.
Enumerators were employed for about 2 months and were the main point of contact for the
general public, ensuring forms were completed and providing assistance as necessary.
6.12 A number of other field staff were recruited as reserve enumerators and as interpreter.
A small team of Census Office HQ staff acted as special enumerators for large communal
establishments.
Recruitment
6.13 The recruitment exercise undertaken by Census Office in 1991 was similar to that in
1981. Workloads of the CAMs and COs in 1991 were generally larger than in 1981. Thus it
was necessary to recruit those grades of field staff earlier in 1991 than had been the case for
the previous census. The recruitment strategy centered around an advertising campaign in
national and local newspapers throughout Northern Ireland. An advertising agency was used
to conduct the main Census publicity campaign, and the recruitment campaign was
augmented by the use of recruitment posters in public places and government buildings.
6.14 Conditions of service were produced for each level of field staff. These contained a
description of the job, details of pay rates and an outline of the effects of any state benefits.
Extensive discussions took place between Census Office and the departments responsible for
employment procedures, legislation, equal opportunities, safety and security.
6.15 Census Office recruited Census Area Managers directly. All posts were advertised in
the Press. In all some 247 applications were received for the 7 Census Area Manager posts.
6.16 Vacancies for the other levels of field staff were advertised in a similar way, but a key
role was played by the Training and Employment Agency. Not only were vacancies
advertised in its offices, but application forms were available from there also. Application
forms could also be obtained by writing to, or telephoning Census Office. However all
applicants were requested to return completed forms directly to Census Office. The
recruitment process was monitored using a management information system,
6.17 Although Census Area Managers were responsible for Census Officer recruitment, all
the applications were returned to Census OfiSce to comply with centrally controlled
procedures. Application forms received by Census Office were forwarded to the appropriate
CAMs. In all 847 applications were received for 158 jobs.
6.18 Applications for Enimierator posts were handled in a similar manner as those for the
Census Officers. Again forms were returned to Census Office and subsequently forwarded to
the CAMs, who in turn passed them to the Census Officers for processing. Over 6,000
applications were received for the 3,729 Enumerator posts.
6.19 Overall, the number of apphcations for the enumerator posts exceeded the number of
posts available. However, in some locations Census Officers experienced a shortfall of
applications. This problem, was overcome by having other enumerators complete the work
for two Enumeration Districts. Enumerators so appointed, were remimerated accordingly.
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Pay
6.20 Field staff pay is one of the biggest single items in the Census budget and amounted
to £1.5 million for the 1991 NI Census. Field staff were paid by cheque. Government
accounting and audit standards were met, and close liaison was established with the relevant
government departments for guidance on income tax, national insurance and expenses. The
payroll system used by Census Office was an inherent part of the system managed and used
by Establishment and Personnel Branch 1 (EPl) of the Department of Health and Social
Services. Adding the Census field staff to the computerised system virtually doubled the
Department's normal workload, and to lessen the considerable burden that was expected to
fall on EPl in the weeks in and around the enumeration period, an administrative payroll
team was set up in Census Office. Staff from EPl trained and gxiided Census OfSce staff in
the administrative processes that were required to operate the system.
6.21

Pay rates for each of the field staff grades were as follows:
•

Census Area Manager
Total fee £5459.58 paid monthly over a 9 month period from October
1990 to June 1991.

•

Census Officer
Total fee £1839.50 paid as 5 stage payments over the period December
1990 to June 1991.

•

Census Enumerator
Total fee £257 per ED paid as 3 stage payments over the total period 11
March 1991 to 24 May 1991. Additional payments of £1.03 per
household were made to those enimierators who enumerated
more than 10 households over the original estimated number
within their enimieration districts. These payments were not
made until September 1991 and were made like the previous
payments, using the computerised payroll system.

•

Reserve enumerators, employed during the Census to cover for field staff who
were replaced for one reason or another, were paid on a pro-rata basis.
Inactivated reserves were paid a flat rate retention fee.

6.22 The stage payments were geared to key tasks monitored byfieldstaff managers- The
Census Area Managers and Census Officers returned authorisation documentation to the
Census payroll team in Ihie with the different stages. The documents were processed and
computerised payments made accordingly.
Instructions and training
6.23 Written instructions and a training programme were developed for all field staff. The
Instruction Manuals for Census Area Managers and Census Officers included a set of guides
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and supplements which gave ibrther information on particular topics or procedures. The
Enumerator Instruction Manual consisted of a self-instructional booklet which could be used
as a field reference guide. Development took place during 1989/90 and the sets of instructions
reflected the changes brought about by new questions, new procedures and a sharper
emphasis on the business objectives. Supplementary instructions were issued using a series of
circulars to CAMs and COs.
6.24 CAM training concentrated on organisational, management, legal and employment
issues; whereas Census Officer training, whilst covering the above topics, also included more
on enumeration procedures. Enumerator training related directly to detailed enumeration
procedures and documentation.
6.25 The training packages were designed to be used by people with little experience of
training, and provided for the active participation of the trainees, with practical exercises and
role playing. For the first time in a Northern Ireland Census, video training was used as an
integral part of the training sessions. Three professional training videos were produced with
the helf) of the OPCS Census Publicity Unit and the Central Office of Information.
6.26 Training of field staff was carried out on a cascade basis at pre-plaimed times to
match major activities in field operations. It was vital that messages passed on were uniform
across the country. Training began with an intensive Census Area Manager training course
which imparted the messages and instructions to thefirstfieldstaff appointed.
6.27 Training for the remainder of field staff was conducted at a series of day, short day or
evening sessions.
THE ENUMERATION
6.28 The enumeration procedures were required to cope with a wide range of different
types of property, households and individuals, in both private residential and communal
accommodation. The procedures needed to cover all the processes involved in the
enumeration; identification of a household, delivety of forms, self enumeration, collection
and checking of the forms; needed to be carried out uniformly and consistently throughout
the country and designed such that they facilitated the involvement of part-time field staff.
Enumeration Rounds
6.29 After field staff had been appointed and briefed, enumeration procedures were put into
operation in four predetermined and structured phases: the advance round, delivery roimd,
collection round and post-collection. Thefirstthree of these are depicted below:
Advance Round

4 - S April 1991

Delivery Round

12 - 19 April 1991

CENSUS DA Y

21 April 1991

Collection Round

22 -28 April 1991
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6.30 The Advance Round took place between 4 and 8 April 1991, with the primary
objectives of listing addresses, noting points for later delivery, and leaving publicity leaflets
about the Census to inform occupiers that an Enumerator would call. Enximerators were also
able to familiarise themselves with their district, and check address counts against expected
numbers with Census Officers.
6.31 The Delivery Round took place between 12 and 19 April, although in some instances
forms were still being delivered the day before Census Day. Enumerators called at addresses,
identified households and left appropriate forms with the household heads or other
responsible people. Where necessary the pubHc were also given assistance on the doorstep on
how to complete the forms.
6.32 The third stage was the Collection Round which was planned to take place between
22 and 28 April 1991. Completed forms were checked briefly on the doorstep for possible
omissions; further forms were issued in cases where contact had not yet been established ox
where there was some imcertainty about the occupation of the accommodation, and help was
given in resolving any difficulties. A form, envelope and explanatory leaflet was also left at
absent households asking householders to complete and return the form to Census Office.
6.33 Thefinalstage was Post Collection. At this stage enumerators carried out more
detailed form checks, contacted householders again to obtain missing information or to
clarify answers, and passed over all completed forms and documents to Census Officers for
further checking and eventual transmission to Census Office.
Procedures for various types of buildings
6.34 Field procedures covered every type of building, but fell into a number of broad
categories covering private and non-private accommodation:
private residences (including flats and multi-occupied buildings);
partly residential accommodation;
communal establishments;
unoccupied accommodation;
mobile or temporary structures; and
shipping.
6.35 The great majority of accommodation encountered by Enumerators was private
residences occupied by a single household at which the standard delivery and collection
procedures were used. However, there were also other types of households which had to be
accurately identified to ensure complete coverage.
6.36

The definition of a household is fundamental to the Census, and is:
" either one person living alone or a group of people (not necessarily related)
living at the same address with common housekeeping - that is, sharing at
least one meal a day or sharing a living room or sitting room."
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People staying temporarily with the household were included. This definition was provided
on all Census forms distributed to private households.
6.37 Information about the arrangements for sharing accommodation was used by
Enumerators to help ensure that the more complex households were recorded correctly. At
each address emmierators determined which, and how many, forms to leave by utilising the
definition of a household and enquiring about any other accommodation,
6.38 A special record was made of, accommodation which was ujioccupied or vacant,
where it was established the residents were absent, where it was established as student
accommodation, or where it was a second residence (e.g. holiday accommodation)
unoccupied on Census night. Procedures were developed to boost information about and
coverage of known absent households, by asking these householders volimtarily complete a
census form and forward it to Census Office.
6.39 Special arrangements were made to identify dwellings, particularly in built-up areas,
where the division of buildings into separate accommodation (as opposed to purpose built
flats or mkisonettes) needed special attention. Procedures based on how the accommodation
was shared or divided up determined the Enimierators' actions and the code used to classify
the type of accommodation. These procedures provided details about shared dwellings - a key
set of data for some census users.
6.40 The public form 'H' (for households) was delivered to private households. Within
households, the Census legislation allows for a return, form *r for individuals, to be used
when a person aged 16 years or over wanted to keep information confidential. If any member
of the household was known to the Enumerator, or where a member of a household wanted to
keep his or her information confidential from the other household members orfromthe
Enumerator, a Sealed Return envelope was offered which would be opened by the Census
Officer so that the Census form would not be seen by the Enumerator.
6.41 The population in commimal establishments, such as hotels and nuarsing homes, was
enumerated using an *L' form (for listing those present) and T forms (for individuals). The
person in charge of the establishment was responsible for issuing and collecting forms within
the establishment, and was required to list all people on the 'L' form and issue a separate T
form to every resident or inmate present on Census night. Assistance was given where
necessary, particularly in homes for the elderly and hospitals. Hotels and boarding houses
were treated similarly. Small hotels and guest houses with fewer than 10 rooms were treated
either as communal establishments or private residences depending on the nimibers of
residents or guests.
6.42 Enumerators were not required to enumerate large communal establishments, i.e. an
establishment where it was expected that 100 or more people would be present on Census
Day. Instead Census Office staff liaised directly with the managers of such establishments
who had responsibility for the emmieration. CAMs and COs were provided with lists of the
large communal establishments and they in turn informed enimierators not to include those
establishments in their enumeration plans.
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6.43 Non-residential accommodation, such as office blocks and shops, was simply checked
to ensure that no-one was living there on Census night. There were also special rules about
mobile or temporary structures. 'H' forms were used to enumerate houseboats. The
enumeration of pleasure boats and other vessels (see para. 6.50 for the enumeration of
commercial shipping) was only carried out by field staff where the craft were accessible.
6.44 At addresses where no contact could be made enumerators made several attempts
before reporting the situation to the Census Officers. After the enumeration period if contact
had still not been made with households, a post-out post back follow-up exercise was carried
out by Census Office. This additional procedure helped to reduce the number of uncollected
forms.
6.45 Post collection procedures involved detailed checking of forms and documents,
completion of the Enumerator's Record Books, and arranging and numbering the forms in
boxes.
Field checks
6.46 Specially targeted field checks were developed for the first time to try to ensure that
the overall coverage and enumeration of unoccupied accommodation was of the highest
quality possible and that household 'H' forms were fully completed. Two checks were carried
out by Census Officers:•

The Coverage Check compared the households foimd by the Enumerator
against the nimiber expected; any large discrepancies were investigated,

•

The Unoccupied Household Spaces Check was designed to ensure that
Enumerators were not treating households as imoccupied simply because of
difficulty in contacting the occupants.

Enumeration ofSpecial Classes
6.47 The enumeration of persons in private households and small communal
establishments was generally straightforward with Enumerators following the instructions
laid down in the Enumerators' Instruction Manual. However there were groups of the
population where it was difficult or impossible to enumerate within the mainfieldoperation
and special arrangements were reqmred.
6.48

The Special Classes were divided into two categories and enumerated as follows:

Category A\

These groups lived in special environments which required central
control of their enumeration by Census Office. They included residents
within the following establishments:

1.

HM Forces and Ministry of Defence (MOD) Establishments.

2.

RUC Stations, training centres and establishments.
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3.

HM Prisons, Young Offenders Centres and Prison Service establishments.

Field staff were instructed to ignore any of these establishments.
Category B:

1.

These groups lived in special environments which were characterised by the
nature of the person's employment, vocation or social status; or where persons
were in transit on Census Day.
Commercial Shipping
Census Office made arrangements with HM Customs and Excise to enumerate
all commercial shipping berthed in ports or harbours throughout Northern
Ireland. Enumerators were instructed to ignore ships or boats of a conmiercial
nature which were moored or berthed at marine locations within their
Enxnneration Districts.

2.

Lighthouses, Lightships etc.
Census Office in liaison v^th the Commissioners of Irish Lights were directly
responsible for the emmieration of any such location.

3.

Foreign diplomats and Honorary Consuls
All foreign diplomatic interests (except for the American Consulate which is
based in Belfast) are covered by local representatives living in private
households. Detailed instructions were provided to the field st2^ directly
involved in the enimieration of the American Consulate and its staff. As other
foreign representatives were acting in an honorary capacity, they were
enumerated in the normal manner.

4.

Travellers arriving in Northern Ireland on Census Day
All travellers arriving in Northern Ireland on Census Day by air, sea, rdl or
coach were issued, by the respective travel organisations, v^th information
leaflets advising them that a Census of Population was taking place in
Northem Ireland on that day. It also instructed them to make sure to have
their details included on a relevant census retum, (*H' or T forms), at
the destination in Northem Ireland to which they were travelling.

5.

Travelling people'
a)

Permanent encampments:
These sites were maintained by local
district councils and overseen by wardens. Census Office had
identified these sites and special instructions were given to the field
staff who were asked to contact the warden, who would assist
them in the enumeration. Each site was enumerated as a caravan site,
with each caravan counted individually.
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b)

6.

Unofficial encampments and isolated caravans:
Enumerators were
instructed to enumerate each caravan separately. In some cases the
enumeration of imofficial sites proved difficuh but Census Office
liaised with the Commimity Relation Officers for the areas concerned
to ensure the return of Census forms.

Travelling fairs and circuses
Most travelling fairs and circuses do not remain at particular locations for long
periods. Enumerators were instructed to be aware of such groups in their area,
and only carry out the enumeration if it was the intention of the proprietor to
remain in their area on Census night. Each caravan was enumerated
individually.

7,

Religious Communities
Each Enimieration District planning list included any religious commxmity that
was within the Enumeration District area. Enumerators were instructed to
make contact with the leader of the community and make arrangements for the
enumeration. The community was usually enumerated as a communal
estabhshment, but in some instances individual households within the
community were enumerated separately.

6.49 In all cases where the assistance of other agencies was reqiured for the enumeration of
special classes, full discussions took place between Census Office and the agencies concerned
in advance of Census Day. The appointment of liaison officers by the agencies and the timely
development of special procedures ensured the proper enumeration of all special classes.
OPERATIONAL CONTROL
Census Office Headquarters
6.50 The organisation at Census Office was similar to that in previous Censuses, with a
small team of staff planning and controlling field operations. Tight control and effective
management information systems were necessary because of the concern about the ability to
recruit an adequate number of suitable field staff, changing work patterns, and the need to
deal with more public enquiries and demands.
Field controls
6.51 Field procedures had been carefully developed over past Censuses to ensiire that field
work was carried out as uniformly as possible in all parts of the coimtry. Field operations on
the scale of the Census must be tightly controlled, with progress and performance being
monitored so that targets are met within budget, and data quality and coverage remain at a
high level. Conamunication between Census Office and nearly 4,000 temporarily employed
field staff across the country was therefore vital.
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6.52 The field operation was controlled by a range of methods. There was regular
telephone contact with senior field staff and visits were made to them either individually or in
groups. Mailshots, detailed instructions, training courses were also important and a clerical
management information system kept Census Office headquarter staff abreast of what was
happening throughout all the phases of the operation..
6.53 The management information system was designed to give management in Census
Office an operational summary within three days of the Enumerators - the first level of
reporting - supplying reports to Census Officers. The information covered recruitment,
supplies, enumeration and the identification of potential problems. Pre-defined progress
reports gave, for example, detailed information on how stages of the enimieration, such as the
delivery round, were progressing. The information collected through the management
information system helped in the post-census evaluation of particular areas of the field
operation.
Organisation
6.54 The 7 Census Area Managers were managed centrally from the Census Office by a
headquarters team. The team was in ahnost daily contact, mainly by telephone, with each of
the Census Area Managers; resolving problems, supplying up-to-date information, providing
advice, issuing additional instructions, progress-chasing and receiving management
information. Telephone answering machines were installed in the homes of CAMs, and
proved to be very useful. Management information reportsfi-omCAMs were analysed as
soon as practicable and action necessary in thefieldwas quickly relayed to the appropriate
Census Area Manager. Some CAMs experienced problems in contacting Census Office
during peak periods. The availability of additional dedicated telephone lines to Census Office
would have alleviated this problem.
6.55 The headquarters team were operational Jfrom September 1989 and at a peak had about
15 staff. Managers and supervisory staff within the team were involved at an early stage in
the development of thefieldprocedxires and were therefore able to provide a good support to
the field staff. The headquarters team provided a contact service during tiie evenings and on
the weekend of the week before Census Day.
LOGISTICS
Delivery ofSupplies
6.56 Census Office headquarter staff planned and managed the delivery of supplies,
including the detailed estimates of the quantities needed at each level offieldstaff The
sorting of bulk quantities, packing and the despatch of all materials to, primarily, the COs,
was contracted out through HMSO and was handled from the HMSO stores in Newtownards.
Emergency supplies, on the other hand, were held centrally within Census Office.
6.57 CO and Enumerator maps and recruitment supplies were issued to CAMs at their first
training course in October 1990. Supplies for the recruitment of enumerators were issued to
Census Officers at their first training course dxmng December 1990.
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6.58 The bulk delivery of supplies to COs worked very well. This exercise took place on 2
March 1991. Although the carrier experienced some difficulty in making contact with some
Census Officers on the day of delivery, no major difficulties arose. In such circumstances the
carrier was able to leave supplies with a neighbouring Census Officer.
Collection of completed census forms
6.59 The collection of the completed census forms was carried out in a secure and
controlled maimer. Census Office engaged the services of a private sector to undertake the
task. Enumerators were instructed to leave all completed census forms in ED boxes with their
COs by 3 May 1991. It was from these addresses that the forms were collected. All routes and
timetables were agreed between the Census Office and the carrier, and COs were given firm
times of when they could expect the carrier to call.
6.60 In general, the collection went well. However, the carrier experienced difficulty in
contacting some COs. Indeed, in a few instances, typically in rural areas, the carrier was
unable to find some addresses. These problems were overcome by introducing a further
collection roimd. This time, uncollected boxes of census forms were brought by Census
Officers to central points for collection by the carrier. These collection points were arranged
directly by the carrier and the CAMs. All census forms were returned by the carrier to a
secure storage area within Castle Buildings
Postal Returns
6.61 It was recognised that a number of people would choose to post their forms direct to
Census Office, as had been the case in 1981. Around 1,000 forms were received in this way.
Forms returned directly to Census Office were checked for completion andfiledalongside the
other forms before processing.
Public enquiries- Censusfreephoneservice
6.62 In an operation the size of the census there is a need for effective communication
between the public and the Census Office. Experience in 1981 showed that householders
were anxious to know more about the delivery and collection arrangements and wanted more
details about the Census, its questions and field staffing arrangements. Plans in 1991
incorporated afireephonetelephone service, whereby members of the public who had queries
regarding the census could contact Census Office direct if they had.
6.63 The Census relies on the co-operation of the public, and although there is a legal
requirement to comply, it was important to give as much help as possible to the public to gain
co-operation and minimise the use of legal sanctions. Staff within Census Office handled
telephone and written enquiries from members of the public, various organisations or
representatives and directed media enquiries through the appropriate channels,
6.64 Provision of afi-eephonetelephone facility was particularly successful. The service,
which was advertised in the press and on television, provided an immediate response to
callers. A small team of Census Office staff were briefed on how to handle the calls and were
provided with written guidance on how to answer the questions. In all some 436 calls were
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received via the facility which was operational from 21 March to 8 May 1991, including the
weekend of the census. Approximately 60% of all calls were received during the peak period
18 April - 24 April 1991. Callers enquiries varied in nature but were mainly concemed with
the non-receipt or non-collection of census forms.
6.65 Census Officers were given details on a daily basis'of any householders in their areas
who had not received a Census form, orfromCensus Day if it had not been collected. From
early May, householders who claimed not to have received a form were sent one with a reply
paid envelope.

NON-COMPLIANCE
6.66 The census is compulsory and householders are required to complete their census
forms under the provisions of the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969 and hand them back to
the appointed field staff. Census Office has had the confidence of the general public
throughout the history of census taking, but a very small minority of the public do not wish
to, or feel 'they cannot, comply with this law. Procedures were devised to allow field staff to
take certain actions in order to try to persuade recalcitrant householders to complete their
census form, and, in the last resort, to start the due legal process.
6.67 Detailed procedures, instructions and documentation were drawn up in conjunction
with the DHSS departmental sohcitor, taking note of census precedents and the new
requirements in Northern Ireland under the Police and Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland)
Order 1989. CAMs and COs received detailed briefing and instruction on non-compliance
procedures diiring their training courses. Senior management within Census Office dealt with
those cases which warranted prosecution

CONCLUSIONS
6.68 Although allfieldstaff were recruited on time, there were no reserves appointed in a
number of Census Districts and CAMs in some instances had to askfieldstaff to double up to
cope with shortfalls in recruitment. Although attracting sufficient suitable staff in these areas
may not be a problem in 2001, it will still be essential to examine ways of ensuring full
recruitment for all areas.
6.69 The case for special treatment for those claiming unemployment benefit, and effects
on National Insurance and tax contributions, shoxild be re-examined to avoid discouraging the
unemployed from taking on a job in the census.
6.70 The level offieldstaff pay was criticised as being poor reward for the amount of work
involved, for example in making repeated calls to contact many householders. Although
never quantified, it is conceivable that ipoovQi standards of enumeration may have resulted. It
is vital that all field staff are given adequate incentives to sustain motivation and complete
the task. Field staff pay will need to be re-examined thoroughly for 2001 to ensure the Census
attracts the right calibre and number of staff.
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6.71 Field staff instructions were generally comprehensive and effective, but further
simplification and modularisation is desirable. It is essential, however, that the CAM and CO
Instruction Manuals are completed before the appointment of these grades.
6.72 The field staff training programme was a success and provides a firm base for the
future. It was generally felt that the training notes covered all the requirements for each of the
relevant field grades. The notes had been pitched at the right level and there was little
complaint about content or layout. There was a minor objection by some CAMs and COs to
having to use verbatim speaking notes as they felt they could have put the point across more
clearly. However this view was not widespread nor did it carry the support of Census Ofl5ce
staff who felt that the need existed to have the message delivered uniformly without the risk
of local interpretation. The use of training videos was a success and field staff felt they were
given an immediate understanding of the Census and what was required. It was recognised
that, with the exception of the CAMs, thefieldstaff represent a massive part-time labour
force and it is therefore essential to try and achieve the following objectives in the course of
the training:
a) impart all necessary knowledge; and
b) hold training sessions at a time best suited to maximise the impact of the
information being given.
6.73 In the run-up to the 2001 census it may be worthwhile to review the overall training
strategy, in particular Enumerator training and put a greater emphasis on practical work and
the use of video and other technology based techniques, since the training sessions were quite
onerous both for trainers and trainees.
6.74 Questionnaire design will need to be thoroughly researched and extensively tested
before 2001 in order to ensure that changes in census users* data needs are met, and advantage
is taken of advances in data capture technology.
6.75 Considerably more effort was made in 1991 than in 1981 to set up arrangements
needed to enumerate the special sub-groups of the population. Overall the task was
successfiilly carried out, with considerable help and co-operation being given to Census
Office. This provides a good base for future development. Further work is required to attain
effective enumeration of some special groups like travelling communities / gypsies and for
those categorised as ^people sleeping rough'.
6.76 The field management information system proved its value in the control of field
staffing and operations. Consideration should be given to computerising the system for the
2001 Census.
6.77 Census Office should consider establishing a Northern Ireland Census Public Enquiry
Unit based in Census Office similar to that used by the GB Census Offices. Details of how to
contact the public enquiry imit should be provided on all advertising and awareness leaflets.
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7.

INPUT PROCESSING

INTRODUCTION
lA
The Census is processed in two main parts. Input processing, described in this
Chapter, covers the coding, capture, validation and edit of the census data to form a database
containing all the information collected about individuals, whether living in households or
commimal establishments. Output processing, described in Chapter 8, comprises the creation
of statistical tables and other outputsfromthe database and the dissemination of outputs to
census users.
7.2
The input processing which included clerical processing, data keying and computer
processing were carried out at a single site (although in separate rooms) in Census Office
Headquarters, located in Castle Buildings, Stormont Estate, Belfast.
7.3
The main elements of the input processing work programme involved liaison with
Accommodation Branch of the DHSS in specifying the accommodation for the processing
office, with Personnel Management Branch (PMB) in the recruitment of coding and data
capture staff, procuring the equipment, developing and testing the clerical and computer
processing systems, and capturing and processing the data.

100% PROCESSING
7.4
As with all previous Northern Ireland Censuses, the responses to all the census
questions on the census returns were processed (100% processing). This was different from
the rest of the United Kingdom, where the responses to some questions were processed for all
of the Census returns (100% items), while others were processed for only a ten per cent
sample of households and a ten per cent sample of people in commimal establishments (10%
items).

ACCOMMODATION
7.5
As already mentioned, mput processing was carried out at a single site within Castle
Buildings. Staffing and accommodation estimates were primarily produced on the planning
assumption that 1991 processing would be similar to that of 1981. However, two significant
factors led Census Office to recognise that accommodation requirements for 1991 would be
much greater than those for 1981. These were a) the need for Census Office to procure and
manage its own dedicated mainframe computer and data capture systems with support
equipment, and b) the requirement to employ data processing staff for the data capture
element of the processing. The following accommodation was allocated to Census Office for
processing:
a)

Main Office :

8,000 sq. ft. of open planned office accommodation
for up to 130 clerical staff for coding and administrative
duties,
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b)

Computer room:

600 sq. ft. to house Census mainframe computer
system with associated hardware and support
equipment,

c)

Data processing room:

2,300 sq. ft. to acconmiodate 40 data key stations
with associated staff and equipment, and

d)

Security Store:

3,000 sq. ft. of for storage of the boxes of Census forms
during the processing operations.

Senior Census Office management within were located in cellular accommodation in the
proximity of the main processing office.
7.6
In order to maintain the confidentiality of the Census, all zones of Census Office
acconmiodation were regarded as secure areas. Access to these areas was restricted to
authorised personnel. Visitors were accompanied at all times. Entry to the main processing
office and the data processing room was controlled by card key access, whilst the computer
room and the security store were protected by electronic intruder and atmospheric change
detector alarms.
STAFFING
7.7
As the previous census was in 1981, and the main outputs completed by 1984, there
was necessarily a large reduction in staff during the intercensal period. Prior to the
commencement of the processing phase in 1991 the complement of core staff within Census
Office was increased on a phased basis to administer and organise data collection from the
public. Core census staff were augmented by a dedicated team of IT stafffromthe
Information Technology Group (ITG) of the DHSS, who assisted in the development of the
systems and programs to be used during the processing phases.
7.8
The largest number of Census Office staff were required for the coding phase of the
processing operation. In all, some 120 clerical staff were used. These staff, who were
allocated to Census Office by the Personnel Management Branch (PMB) of the DHSS came
from a range of backgrounds - some were transferred from other Branches within DHSS or
other Government Departments; whilst others were new recruits into the Northern Ireland
Civil Service.
7.9
Data capture staff were recruited separately and differently. Some staff, who were
surplus to requirements following the Central Information Systems Division of the
Department of Finance and Personnel becoming a facilities managed operation, were
transferred to Census Office. However, most of the staff were recruited on a casual basis
through public advertisement co-ordinated by Census Office and PMB. The selection process
required applicants to undergo an ADP proficiency test and successful candidates were
subsequently interviewed. During the peak period the data capture team comprised 1 x E02,
4 X AOs, 30 X AAs (full-time) and 16 x AAs (part-time).
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PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT
7.10 The procurement of equipment for processing was done in two main tranches; one for
the mainframe computer system with support hardware and software and the other for data
capture equipment.
7.11 Census Office procured the data capture equipment from Central Information
Systems Division before it became a facilities managed operation. The equipment, which
included 40 McDonnell Douglas keystations, 3 keystation processors, a disk imit, a tape deck
and other ancillary items was maintained under contract and for an annual fee by McDonnell
Douglas Information Systems Ltd,
7.12 The Census mainframe computer system was an ICL Series 39 Level 25XP
Distributed System with VME (v2.91) software. Full supporting system peripherals including
hardware and software were provided by ICL with OPCS providing the TAU software
required for tabulation (further details are given in Chapter 8).
PROCESSING STRATEGY
7.13 The strategy for processing the 1991 Census began in 1989 as the 1991 NI Population
Census - Main Census Processing Project. The main objective of the project was the
provision of a computer service to Census Office for processing the 1991 Census data. The
project which was jointly managed and administered by staff from both Census Office and
the ITG of DHSS provided a system:
that was designed, written, tested, documented and implemented to ITG
standards;
that was implemented to a timescale that allowed maximimi user
familiarisation prior to the actual census date;
that adhered to principles of data integrity, personal privacy, security and the
Data Protection Act; and
that improved the service to Census Office in areas that caused problems in
earlier censuses by using local terminals and printing facilities in Census
Office;
Computer Assisted Coding
7.14 Dxiring the preparatory work it was considered necessary to investigate the
practicability of automating certain clerical coding processes. The investigative work was
carried out by Census Division in OPCS, with staff involved in the NI Census Processing
Project closely monitoring any developments for read across implications. The evaluation of
the investigations concludedtiiatdue to the comparatively small size of the NI Census
operation tiie concept of introducing some degree of automated clerical processes for 1991
would not significantly increase the effectiveness of the coding operation. Consequently no
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aspect of the coding operation was augmented by computer assisted coding. However the
Postcode Address File (PAF) on CD-ROM was used to help resolve area and workplace
queries arising from clerical coding.

PROCESSING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
7.15 The input processing workflow was developedfromthat used for the 1981 Census.
Each stage of the process was examined and improved wherever possible to produce the fully
edited database more quickly. The systems were developed by Census IT staff, in close
co-operation with Census Office staff, particularly during the system design stage, to ensure
user requirements were met.
7.16 Systems testing is important on a large project such as the Census. The steps for
testing the Input processing system were:
production and overview of the testing plan,
preparation of test specifications and test data,
quality assurance of the specification,
customer acceptance tests, and
dress rehearsal.
7.17

The edit system was specified and designed as one program. This program was split
into two parts, the Primary edit and the Correction edit. The primary edit checked all
records individually to ensure that the data within each record was consistent with the
pre-specified edit rules. The correction edit, which applied the same rules as the
primary edit, re-checked the entire record if any data on the record had been
amended. On completion of the capture and editing of all the data, afinalvalidation
suite program was used to check and ensure the integrity of the entire database.

7.18

Specially created data, constructed by a clerical team within Census Office, were used
to test the Primary and Correction edits.

Dress rehearsal
7A9 A dress rehearsal of the input systems, in which a quantity of test data was passed
through all the stages of the computer system, was used to evaluate the performance of the
system in conditions as similar to live running as possible. The dress rehearsal was usefiil in
giving those involved practice and confidence in the developed systems. The results of the
dress rehearsal was not only used to enhance the processing systems, but also fed back
valuable information about the need to change stafi" instructions and revise coding processes.
7.20 As the processing systems development timetable was very tight, the dress rehearsal
was confined to the input processing computer systems only. No testing of the clerical
processes, including the coding operation, was carried out. This proved very significant as
during the live coding operationflawsand errors in the clerical systems were discovered
which could have been eradicated before live processing commenced. Future Census plans
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should ensure that all aspects of the processing operation are sufficiently tried and tested
before live processing commences.
PROCESSING OPERATIONS
7.21

The main elements in the workflow are illustrated in the Figure 7.1 below.

Receipt of Census Forms
T

}

1

Coding

}f

Data Capture

1

. . _

f Edit / Validation

Error Resolution
*•—

^'

Databas K uieauuii

To Output

Fig. 7J - Order of the main elements ofInput Processing
7.22 The processing initially began with a clerical exercise to extract preliminary
population figures for inclusion in the 1991 Northern Ireland Census Preliminary Report,
published in July 1991. Figures were taken from the Enumerator's Record Books, but in some
instances it was necessary to refer directly to the Census forms.
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7.23

Input processing began towards the end of August 1991 and comprised:
•

Coding to transcribe responses into numeric codes for computer processings

•

Data capture to key these codes into computer readable format, and;

•

Editing to correct errors.

After being subjected to the above processes the data were ready for Output processing. Fig.
7.2 illustrates in detail the procedures for input processing.
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Operation
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TABUUTION
UTILITY

Edit
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Fig, 7.2 - Illustration of the procedures involved in the 1991 Census Input processing
Coding Operation
12A The coding operation was primarily based on the procedures that were used dioring
1981 processing. Six sections were created, with each having specific duties to perform or
questions to code. The forms were processed sequentially in ED order within local
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government districts and the entire operation took on the characteristics of a production line
with boxes of forms being passed &om one section to the next.
7.25 Coding control team - The coding control team comprised of 1 E02 and, at peak
times, up to 4 AOs who were responsible for the following:
receipt of forms from the store,
control of movement of forms aroimd the sections,
batch heading, and;
preparation and grooming of the forms for data preparation.
7.26 Section 1 - This section was made up of 1 E02,2 AOs and 14 AAs. They ensraed
that census forms were correctly numbered sequentially and that people living in private and
conamunal residences were recorded on the correct forms. The section was responsible for
coding the written answers for the questions on thefrontand the back of the Census form.
These included:
Form No.;
Grid reference (where not completed by enumerator);
No. of Males / Females in household;
Postcode of Household address;
Belfast Urban Area (BUA) code - if applicable;
Family type allocation;
Postcode of address;
Acconmiodation type - Panel A and HI;
Rooms;
Tenure;
Amenities; and
Cars and Vans.
The section was also responsible for coding the postcodes at Question 8 (Usual address),
Question 9 (Term-time address) and Question 10 (Usual address one year ago); and the
entirety of information on 'dummy' H forms which were completed by enumerators in
circximstances where they were unable to obtain household forms.
7.27 Section 2 - This section comprised of 1 E02 and 15 AAs and had responsibility for
coding the answers to Questions 1 to 7 on the census form. These included:
Sex;
Date of birth;
Marital status;
Relationship in household;
Whereabouts on Census night; and
Number of children alive to ever married women.
7.28 Section 3 - This section comprised 1 E02 and 15 AOs and were responsible for
coding the answers to Questions 8,9,10, U -14 and 21 on the census forms. These included
Usual address;
Term time address of students and school children;
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Usual address one year ago;
Country of birth;
Religion;
Long tern illness;
Irish language; and
Academic, professional and vocational qualifications.
7.29 Section 4 - This section, which was the largest and had responsibility for coding the
more difficult questions, comprised 4 teams each made up of 1 E02 and 12 AOs. Staff in
these teams coded the answers for Questions 15 - 20 on the census forms. These included:
Economic activity in week prior the Census day;
Hours worked a week;
Occupation and main tasks done in job;
Name and business of employer;
Address of place of work; and
Normal mode of joumey to work.
The Industry coding, which was derivedfiromthe answers provided at Question 18 of the
Census form, was based on the activity level of the 1980 revision of the Standard Industrial
Classification with some minor modifications. Coding was assisted by the provision of the
List of Large Employers - a detailed listing, produced by the Department of Economic
Development, which gave the names and addresses of employers along with other
information including the Standard Industrial Classification code. Occupation coding was
based on the Standard Occupational Classification.
7.30 Coding Support Team - This team comprised 1 E02 and 6 AOs and their duties
were to provide support to each of the coding sections. They had responsibility for resolving
coding queries, including area queries with the help of the computer based Postal Address
File; and, updating / revising the coding instruction manuals and guidance that was available
to the coding teams.
Data capture and transmission
7.31 On completion of coding, the forms were delivered to the data capture team for
fiirther processing. Data (coded entries on the forms) were keyed to disk. The keyed data
were then verified to check if the capture was correct and if the forms were correctly
sequenced. This was achieved by re-keying the data, and programs within the data capture
software checked if re-keyed data matched the original data. Where discrepancies occurred,
the forms were re-checked to determine the nature of the discrepancy. Data, when verified,
were transmittedfi-omdisk to the ICL mainframe computer system for validation and
masterfile creation.
Validation and Edit
131 Data were received on the mainfi:ame computer in batches - each batch corresponding
to an ED. Each batch was subjected to the Primary Edit, which checked the validity of the
entries by performing various structure and sequence checks. It identified missing, invalid
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(e.g. a person aged 140 years) or inconsistent (e.g, a person aged 7 years, married and
working fall-time) data. Where data were found to be incorrect, the batch was rejected and
the system produced printed output listing the discrepancies and errors.
732 The inconsistencies and errors were analysed clerically by an Edit team, which
comprised 1 E02 and, at peak periods, up to 12 AOs. The data were corrected and re-entered
to the mainframe via a transaction processing facility which allov/ed for direct replacement of
the incorrect data. Following re-input, the batches were run through a Correction Edit which,
for all intents and purposes, performed the same functions as the Primary edit. Batches which
failed the Correction Edit were again rejected and re-submitted to the correction processes
xmtil validated.
7.32 When batches werefreefrominconsistency or error they were deemed to be valid.
Such batches were transferred within the mainframe computer to the 1991 Census masterfile.
When all the batches, i.e. EDs, were transferred to the masterfile, a composite check suite was
applied to all the data. This final check ensured the integrity of all the data on the masterfile.
Quality control
7.33 Quality controls were applied at all stages of the input operation. The check of returns
from thefield,preliminary population analysis and computer edits were all part of the total
quality control system.
7.34 The quality of the coding operations was monitored by supervisors checking coders*
work, recording errors and providing assistance where necessary. Coders' work was initially
subjected to 100% checking. This continued until the coders gained competence and the error
rates fell to acceptable levels. From this point onwards only lOYo of the work was checked to
ensure standards were maintained. However if coders' work fell below the quality standard
they were returned to the 100% checking until such time as the quality standard was regained.
7.35 Similar checks were carried out for data preparation staff. In addition, the verification
procedures helped supervisors to identify those staff who were making an unacceptable
number of keying errors.
7.36 Dependent checking procedures have obvious weaknesses because the checker or
verification operator can agree with the coder or keyer even if wrong. No allowance was
made to have independent quality control procedures applied to the operations used during
input processing.
Management Information Systems
7.37 The ED box movement control system, operated by each section, provided
information for management on progress and performance. Section supervisors supplied
weekly reports of section progress against weekly targets and cumulative totals. Information
gathered in the reports was used primarily to monitor how sections were performing in
relation to each other. In a number of instances, staffing levels in some sections were
temporarily adjusted, to ensure a balanced output of forms.
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7.38 Computer audit trails provided daily information about the use of mainframe
computer time, and weekly cumulative reports. The reports were also used to confirm that all
necessary copies of the data had been taken, and as a check that no illegal jobs had been run,
7.39 The timing of the various stages of processing is illustrated in Fig 7.3. The operation
of processing the census returns went according to plan. No major problems were
encountered and the processing timetable was not modified at any stage.
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CONCLUSIONS
7.40 Experience gainedfiromprocessing the 1991 Census has highlighted a number of
areas that should be reviewed before the next census. Improvements in these areas together
with advances in technology and statistical methods, should enable the operation to be
completed in less time and with improved quality in 2001.
7.41

The important conclusions drawn jfrom the evaluation of 1991 processing are:
•

the entire system was not developed early enough to ensure full testing
allowing time to make changes and re-test well before the processing was
scheduled to begin;
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•

coding instructions should be prepared and tested well in advance of the
commencement of processing;

•

coding staff should be trained in a dedicated training environment using
suitable test material before progressing to live coding; and

•

the data capture and edit stages should conamence as soon after the
commencement of coding as is practicably possible. This would result in the
identification and rectification of common coding errors, and unsatisfactory
processing at early stages in the operation.

7.42 New technology should be exploited to the fullest practicable extent in 2001. For
input processing this may enable Census Office to:
•

reduce the number of staff reqxiired for data capture by using Optical Mark
Recognition (OMR) and /or Optical Character Recognition, possibly in
conjunction with artificial intelligence methods making use of ancillary
information about the census data being processed;

•

reduce the number of staff required for clerical coding by further use of
computer assisted coding methods, and possibly also by using simplified
coding frames;

•

provide a more flexible processing system that does not require the census
records to be processed in sequence, and is therefore able to cope with late
returns, postal returns (whether planned or as a contingency measure), and
other logistic problems; and
if possible without degrading the value of the census outputs, simplify the edit
processes to speed processing and reduce the risk of major problems.
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8.

CENSUS PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION
8.1
This Chapter describes production and dissemination of the 1991 Census outputs
which was modelled on the 1981 Census.
8.2
The GB White Paper ^1991 Census of Population" (Cmd 430) on the 1991 Census,
published in July 1988, stated that" the investment of time and resources in a national census
is only justified if the results are made accessible to those who need them and reach them
speedily in a clear and usable form". In Northern Ireland an Output Strategy Document,
which incorporated the above objectives, was agreed with Government Departments through
the Statistics Co-ordinating Group. The output programme and arrangements for
dissemination were planned to meet those objectives.
8.3
In the pre-census consultation process users expressed the need for a wider range of
statistical analyses than in 1981. This increase was partly due to the additional census
questions (see Chapter 2), and increased user capability to interpret the information. As a
result, the statistics from the 1991 Northern Ireland Census are more extensive than those
producedfromany previous population census.
8.4
In addition to providing statistics direct to users. Census Office has aimed to enhance
the value of the census by co-operating with individuals and organisations imdertaking
research or developing products which help others to use census statistics, and by entering
into business arrangements with Census Agencies to develop and market these products.
DISSEMINATION POLICY
Legal basis
8.5
The Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969, hereafter referred to as the Census Act,
governs the way census results can be made available to users. Under Section 4(1), the
Registrar General is required to:
''prepare abstracts of and reports on the census returns, and each report shall be
printed and laid before both Houses ofParliament at as early a date as may be
found practicable y
and Section 4(2) states:
''The Registrar General may, at the request of any local authority or person and
on payment ofsuch fee, if any, as he may determine, cause abstracts to be
prepared containing statistical information which can be derivedfromthe census
returns but is not supplied by the census abstracts or reports and which, in his
opinion, the authority or person may reasonably acquire."
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The Census Act thus establishes two categories of census results, the Reports which are
printed and published, and the Abstracts which are supplied to users at a charge.
8.6
As for previous censuses, the Act was interpreted to mean that the main census
statistics should be available to Parhament before being publicly released.
8.7
The Act was also interpreted to mean that the marginal costs of producing statistical
Abstracts under Section 4(2) should be recoveredfromcensus users; that is, costs additional
to the cost of taking the census and processing the returns to prepare the Reports required
imder Section 4(1) of the Act. The restriction on the recovery of costs to the marginal element
benefits customers, as the majority of costs are funded directly by the government
8.8
Where the same Abstract is required by several customers the marginal costs of
production can be shared, whichftirtherreduces unit charges. However, the condition of use
make it clear that these customers may not pass the data to third parties without agreement as
such action would endanger the requirement to recover costs. A 'customer', in the context of
calculating unit charges and use of data, may be a particular organisation, or may be a sector
of the user community comprising a number of similar organisations, for example, local
government districts, Health and Social Services Boards, or higher educational
establishments.
Crown copyright
8.9
All text, statistical and other material in Census Reports and Abstracts, and
information of any kind derivedfromthe statistics or other material in the Reports is Crown
Copyright. It may be reproduced only with the permission of Cei^us Office.
OUTPUT OBJECTIVES
8.10 The 1991 Northern Ireland Census Output Strategy provided the foimdations for the
dissemination of census results. Improvements had been achieved in the way that the 1981
Census was processed and disseminated, and it was intended that such improvements should
be maintained in the 1991 Census, and improved upon wherever possible. The key objectives
for 1991 were:
•

to realise the greatest possible benefitfromthe investment in the Census,
although there must be a commitment by users to meet costs of output not laid
before Parliament;

•

to provide prompt, accurate and comparable output for all parts of Northern
Ireland;

•

to establish, at the planning stage, a timetable of key dates and to provide a
means of allowing some flexibility to respond to changing demands in output
requirements; and,
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•

to ensure that output meets the assiurances given when the information is
collected, and is designed in a way that does not lead to the unauthorised
disclosure of information about individuals or households.

Output strategy
8.11 To achieve these objectives the broad strategy agreed during the pre-census
consultations was that:
•

the Preliminary report would be published as soon as possible after Census
day to give basic headcount data;

•

the Summary report and other topic reports would be produced within 2 years
of the census date; and,

•

ways would be examined of meeting other demands for xmpublished data. The
aim would be to develop a system capable of accommodating simultaneously,
as far as possible, the production of printed reports and other statistical data
requested by users. Census Office would liaise at the earliest mutually
convenient date with the main potential users of census information in order to
determine their likely requirements for impublished data,

DEFINITIONS
8.12 A census needs to be based upon definitions of many terms, such as household and
resident, which are as relevant as possible, whilst providing sufficient comparability of the
statistics over time. Where appropriate, the definitions used in the 1981 Census were retained
for 1991, but there had to be some changes. (Details of 1991 definitions are normally
provided as part of, or along with, output products).
Population bases
8.13 People present on census night, as well as people usually resident (whether present or
absent on Census night), were enximerated. However, to provide as complete a coimt as
possible of usual residents, for the first time in a Northem Ireland census absent households
were asked to complete a census form volimtarily on their return home. These data have been
included in the main output.
8.14

The two main population bases that have been used are as follows:
•

the population present in an area {Persons present) is the count of all people
recorded as spending census night in the area, whether they usually live there
or not;

•

the usually resident population base in an area {Residents) is the coimt of all
people recorded as resident in households in the area, even if they were
elsewhere on census night, plus residents in communal establishments who
were present in the establishment in census night. This population base
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included peoplefromwholly absent households who returned a form
voluntarily.
Geographic bases
8.15 Different geographic bases were used in Northern Ireland (see also Chapter 5).
Enumeration Districts (EDs) were used as the base for data collection and input processing.
However, for thefirsttime in Northern Ireland, the traditional output geographic bases of
electoral wards, local government districts and grid squares were augmented with the
dissemination of census data at ED level. Also, as the postcode of each address of
enumeration was entered into the computer for thefirsttime in Northern Ireland, statistics
were produced for areas defined in terms of postcode districts and postcode sectors.
8.16

The table below shows the standard areas in Northern Ireland for Census Statistics.
AREA

Northern
Ireland
Parliamentary
Constituency
Local
Government
District
Electoral Ward
Postcode
District
Postcode
Sector
Enumeration
District
Belfast Urban
Area
Health and
Social Services
Board
Education and
Library Board
Grid square
Town
iTownland

REPORTS COMMISSIONED
OUTPUT
X

SAS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

SAS
(grid square
based)

HEAD
COUNTS

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
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PRODUCT RANGE
8.17 As stated in paragraph 8.5 the Census Act provides for output as printed Reports or as
Statistical Abstracts. In 1991 the Reports were sold for a charge to include recovery of
printing and distribution costs by HMSO. The Abstracts were available on order, for a charge,
from Census Office.
8.18 The main resultsfromthe 1991 Northern Ireland Census are provided in a series of 10
published Reports which primarily use the usually resident popuation base:
1.

Preliminary Report
This report was published in July 1991 and contains provisional figures of the
population and private households for each of the 26 local government
districts with a brief statistical commentary.

2.

Summary Report
The Summary Report was published in October 1992 and contains information
for Northern Ireland and for each of the 26 local government districts. The
subjects covered include age distribution, sex, marital status, birthplace,
religion, households, tenure, amenities, occupation density, availability of
cars, communal establishments, economically active population, employment
status, long-term ilhiess, term-time address of students and schoolchildren, and
Irish language.

3.

Belfast Urban Area
The Belfast Urban Area Report was published in December 1992 and contains
information to ward level for the Belfast Urban Area as defined by the
Department of Environment for Northern Ireland Town and Country Planning
Service. The subjects covered include age distribution, sex, marital status,
birthplace, religion, households, tenure, amenities, occupation density
availability of cars, communal establishments, economically active population,
employment status, long-term illness, term-time address of students and
school children, and Irish language.

4.

Religion
This Report was published in February 1993 and contains information at
Northern Ireland level and some to local government districts on the main
religious denominations. The subjects covered include population by age, sex,
marital status, occupation, industry, and other characteristics.

5.

Economic Activity
This Report was published in April 1993 and contains tables giving the figures
for both the economically active and economically inactive population. The
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employed population is analysed by industry and occupation classifications
and relates to age, marital status, employment status, socio-economic
groupings area of workplace etc. Most tables contain information at Northern
Ireland level but some give details for local government districts.
6.

Workplace and Transport to Work
This Report was published in Jime 1993 and contains details of the employed
population in relation to area of workplace / residence. Workplace movement
by socio-economic group, occupation, industry, and means of transport to
work are detailed to local government district level,

7.

Housing and Household Composition
This Report was published in September 1993 and contains tables giving
information on households, tenure, occupation density, car availability, age^
sex, marital status, and relate household composition to social and other
economic characteristics. Most tables contain information at Northern Ireland
level but some give details for local government districts.

8.

Migration
This Report w ^ published in October 1993 and contains tables giving
information on the nimibers and characteristics of the population who changed
their usual address in the year before Census day. Migrant households are
detailed by age, sex, marital status, etc. Some tables refer to Northem Ireland
and others are detailed to local government districts.

9.

Education
This Report was published in November 1993 and contains tables giving
information at Northem Ireland level by age, sex, religion, occupation, and
industry by highest level of academic qualification. Also included are
socio-economic groups by religion and economic activity by marital status
related to the highest level of academic qualification.

10.

Irish language
This Report was published in December 1993 and contains information on
population aged 3 years and over, recorded as having a knowledge of Irish
language. The tables covered include knowledge by age, sex, religion,
economic position and highest level of academic qualification to Northem
Ireland level.
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8.19 The Statistical Abstracts are supplied mainly in machine readable form, although
small quantities can be supplied as hard copy. Commissioned by customers they are either:
•

in a standard form particularly to provide results for areas and populations
other than those covered in the Reports; or

•

specially designed for individual uses.

8.20 There are also a number of supplementary products available from Census Office, in
addition to productsfromoutside agencies and organisations. Fuller details of data supplied
as Statistical Abstracts are given belov^.
Standard commissioned Abstracts
8.21 Standard statistical abstracts, commissioned by customers, provide results for users, in
the same table layout, at a lower geographical area than that at which the table is published in
any of the Reports.
Specially commissioned abstracts
8.22 In addition to the output available as Reports or standard statistical abstracts described
above, special abstracts can be commissioned and paid for by customers imder Section 4(2)
of the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969. These are more traditionally known as ^ad-hoc
requests'. Such commissioned output may take the form of extensions to tables published in
the Reports or expanded versions of standard distributions of variables, or new tables
specified by customers. Some 170 tables, commissioned by various individuals and
organisations, had been produced by the end of October 1995.
Small Area Statistics (Grid square based)
8.23 A pre-defined list of data items are available for 100 metre grid squares in urban areas
and for 1 kilometre grid squares in rural areas. Combining grid-square data provides users
v^th data for small towns and villages. Also, as grid squares arefixedand do not vary over
time the data can be geographically compared with those data produced for grid squares in
1971 and 1981.
Small Area Statistics (ED Based)
8.24 For the first time in a Northern Ireland census a comprehensive dataset has been
produced for a wide range of areasfromED up to Northern Ireland level. Under the UK
Census Initiative, Census Office for Northern Ireland, in conjunction vdth the Economic and
Social Research Council, produced an ED based Small Area Statistics (SAS) dataset for
Northern Ireland. The Queen's University of Belfast assisted Census Office in the
development of software to produce the datasets which consist of some 8000 coimts arranged
in 75 pre-specified tables that were designed closely on the SAS tables produced for Great
Britain. The datasets, in whole or in part, are available in machine readable form and cover all
census topics. As this NI SAS dataset is closely related to GB SAS datasets, it enables users
to analyse census statistics on a UK basis.
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Samples ofAnonymised Records
8.25 A major development for the 1991 Census was the production of two Samples of
Anonymised Records which were produced at the request of the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC), following a satisfactory independent review of confidentiality
issues. The anonymised records are two samples of the records of individual datafromthe
Census, sometimes called 'microdata' or 'public use data' in other countries. One is a two per
cent sample of individuals in households and communal establishments, the other is a one per
cent sample of households and individuals in these households. The samples give users
considerable scope for preparing tables not otherwise issued or commissioned, and offer the
opportunity to apply new techniques for statistical analysis. The samples are held and
disseminated from a centre within the University of Manchester run by the ESRC.
8.26 The data in each sample are anonymised to ensure that confidentiality is demonstrably
protected. Most 1991 Census items of the type used in the ED based Small Area Statistics are
included, but the number of categories of some variables have been reduced. The lowest
geographical level in the two per cent sample of individuals is a combination of local
government districts (with a minimum population of 120,000 usually resident persons) in the
two per cent sample of individuals. The one per cent sample of households is produced at
Northern Ireland level only.
Geographical products
S27 ED /Postcode Directory - Census Office has made available to customers an
ED/Postcode Directory to provide users with a means of associating EDs with unit postcodes.
The Directory consists of a list of the postcodes and part postcodes (in cases where they are
split between two or more EDs) for addresses of all households and communal
establishments for each ED.
8.28 The scope for using 1991 census results on computer systems is considerably
enhanced by the provision of the 1991 census ED boundaries in digital form. The boundaries,
which have been digitised by Ordnance Survey of Northem Ireland (OSNI) at 1:50,000 scale,
are available imder lease form OSNI and can be formatted to specific customer requirements.
Value-added products
8.29 For thefirsttime Census Office, with assistance from Census Division within OPCS,
has introduced a scheme for approved agencies to hold NI census statistics (mainly the ED
based SAS) under licence, and to supply extracts to users on payment of royalties. Census
Agencies, along with individual Licensees, have introduced a variety of means of accessing
the statistics.
8.30 Statistics have been made available on-line through the Joint Academic Network
(JANET), through the joint Economic and Social Research Council and Manchester
Computing Centre initiative, and also via the GB Department of Employment's National
On-Line Manpower Information System (NOMIS) run by the Department of Employment
(now known as the Department for Education and Employment).
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8.31 A list of all 1991 Census available products is given at the Appendix to this Chapter.
Census Office has strict Conditions of Supply and Use for all products in order to preserve
copyright, safeguard the recovery costs^ and to ensure that confidentiality is protected. Full
information is available from Census Customer Services - a contact point is given at the end
of this Chapter.
Software for handling abstracts
8.32 To help users handle and analyse abstracts, software has been produced by outside
organisations with the support and assistance of the Census Offices in GB. SASPAC91 is a
software package produced by the London Research Centre which enables the analysis on
microfirame and microcomputers of the ED based SAS. Powys Coimty Council also designed
and made available a package, C91, which is specifically designed for handling SAS datasets
on PCs.
ARRANGEMENTS FOR WIDER DISSEMINATION
8.33 The availability of machine-readable output has provided an opportunity for the
customer base to be expanded via intermediary bodies. They may supply subsets of the
census statistics by creatnag products to meet particular user needs. They do so under an
agreement with Census Office. Fees are payable, and are based on the standard charges to
ensure that there is no risk to the recovery of costs. Third parties supplied in this way are not
permitted to pass on any of the Census material without the agreement of Census Office, in
line with the Conditions of Sale for a customer supplied directly.
Licensees
8.34 There are three types of licence available to Census customers. The first allows the
Licensee to pass data to a single-named party, and the second allows the Licensee to publish
statistics. Both these licences are granted in return for a licence fee paid in advance. The third
type, a quarterly licence, allows a customer to pay a licence fee retrospectively every quarter
based upon the amount of data accessed by, or passed to, third parties.
Census Agencies
8.35 Agencies were originally set up in GB as an alternative channel of distribution to
promote the supply of census statistics to a wider user base. In response to demand, Agencies
have developed a variety of other products, for example products targeting marketing the
areas or profiling clients* customers by area type. Datafiromother sources are often included
in such products. Census Division within OPCS administer on behalf of Census Office for
Northem Ireland the use of NI census data by Census Agencies. Fees are payable to OPCS by
the Agencies, and a number of payment options are available. Seven organisations have been
appointed as 1991 Census Agencies for the dissemination of 1991 NI census data.
8.35 A prospective Agency is required to show that no aspect of its activities could damage
the reputation of the census operation and, in particular that no activity could threaten the
confidentiality of census information or result inrisksto confidentiality being perceived.
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CUSTOMER SERVICES
8.37 The expansion in the detail of the statistics and variety of products has increased
significantly the need for support for customers. Up to the end of October 1995 some 2800
orders for 1991 Census data have been supplied to customers.
8.38 Census Office has a Customer Services Section, who supply statistical abstracts, give
advice and issue publicity material and docimientation about census products. They can also
supply maps of ED boundaries to complement ED SAS data, and products from previous
censuses.
ANALYSIS OF SALES
8.38 . Sales figures for census data provide tangible evidence of user demand. The revenue
generated helps in part to offset the cost of the census. By the end of September 1995 income
totalling £121,474.00 had been raised from the sale of census outputs.
8.39 Although many users now require data on computer media the demand for printed
reports is still considerable. At June 1995 5,127 copies of the published census reports had
been sold.
THE OUTPUT PROCESSING SYSTEM
8.40 Development of output processing systems began well in advance of the census. The
hardware and software elements used in output were new for 1991. All output processing was
carried out on the ICL Census mainframe computer. As with input processing, the Structured
Systems Analysis Design Method (SSADM), which is the standard for government
applications, was used. The datafromwhich outputs were produced were held in serial files
and the majority of the computer processes were implemented in COBOL language. All
systems were tested, as thoroughly as time allowed, by a three phase programme of systems
testing, customer testing and final testing using real data.
8.41 The census tables were produced using TAU (Tabulation Utility), which had been
developed in-house by OPCS. TAU was modified for use in NI to ensure greater
compatibility with the NI census mainframe computer system. As a result the package did not
offer the same facilities as that used in OPCS, but these restrictions did not impact on output
processing. The facility was also enhanced with the addition of a statistical blinxing procedure
to protect confidentiality.
8.42 Following production and checking of the tables to be included in the topic reports,
the data pertaining to each table were transferred to magnetic tape. The tapes were forwarded
to OPCS who input each of the tables to an electronic publishing system. Camera ready
copies of each table were returned to Census Office who organised printing through services
provide by HMSO.
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8.43

The main elements of output processing.are represented in Figure 8.1.
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Grid square
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Fig. 8J

The main elements of output processing -1991NI Census
Key: SAS - Small Area Statistics
SARs - Samples of Anonymised Records
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8.44 Output processing was carried out to a pre-arranged timetable with priority being
given to the production of tables for inclusion in the published reports. Following publication
of the reports, output was produced as commissioned by customers and for the special
datasets like the Small Area Statistics and Samples of Anonymised records. Quality checks
were built into the processing system at various stages with IT staff checking the programs
prior to production. After table production a quality assurance team within Census Office
checked the output by comparing key counts. They also made comparisons between related
tables and carried out arithmetical checks to ensure totals within tables were aggregated
correctly.
8.45 Separate systems were used to produce the Preliminary Report as tables in it were
compiled clerically from sunnnary information contained in the Enumerator's Record Books.

CONFIDENTIALITY
8.46 The main assurance given by the Government to the public when taking a census is
that information about individuals and households will remain conJBdential. Although
censuses in Northern Ireland are compulsory, in order to gain widespread co-operation it is
important that a census is also seen to be confidential. In Northern Ireland this has been
traditionally done by:
•

stating assurances on Census forms and in publicity;

•

legislation protecting against unauthorised disclosure of persor^l census
information;

•

taking stringent precautions to ensure that the data are secure while they are
collectedfromthefield,processed in Census Office, and subsequently held in
storage; and

•

protecting against inadvertent disclosure in the census outputs by devising and
applying such additional processing procedures as may be necessary.

This section of the Report is concerned with this last aspect.
8.47 The principle asset of a census is its ability to provide information about the whole
population, as opposed to a survey which provides^ information based on a sample. Because
the census data are comprehensive, statistics can be produced for very small geographical
units on a comparable basis and this leads to ariskthat information about identifiable people
or households may be disclosed. This can happen either directly by producing information for
too small a population, or indirectly by the disclosure of information for a small number of
individuals or households obtained by differencing statistics for two different geographical
areas whose boundaries overlap.
8.48 Also, there are nowadays more and more datasets about individual people becoming
available, particularly in the commercial sector. The ever increasing data handling capacity of
computers leads to the possibility of someone seeking to match these datasets with the
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Census statistics, and hence claim that they have received information about an identifiable
person or household.
8.49 For the 1991 NI Census it was judged that some special measures were required in
producing statistics for areas below local government district level. The actual risk of
disclosure of information about identifiable individuals or households is arguably small.
However, it was considered that members of the public might perceive a threat to the
confidentiality of the information, and therefore special measures were implemented.
Methods used
8.50 Thresholding - Output was not released (apart from a few basic counts) for areas
where the nimiber of people or households was below set thresholds. However the statistics
for a below-threshold area were merged with those of a neighbouring area and the full
statistics produced for the aggregate area provided the latter area met the threshold. As output
for small geographical areas were only availablefiromeither the ED based Small Area
Statistics or the grid square Small Area Statistics, thresholding was confined to these datasets.
For ED based SAS the threshold was 50 residents and 16 households, and for grid square
SAS the threshold was 25 residents and 8 households/The ED SAS threshold was higher
because of the greater amount of detail in tables within the dataset.
8.51 Data modification (blurring) - Data modification was applied to all tables (except for
those in the Summary Report) produced at ward level and below. The modification procedure
involved the addition of+1, 0 or -1 in a quasi-random pattern to each base cell within a table.
Zero counts were not modified and the total counts produced were aggregations of the
modified base cells. For SAS tables produced at ED level, the modification routine was
applied twice. This was because oftiieamount of detail given in the SAS dataset.
ORDER OF PROCESSING AND AVAILABILITY
8.52 To meet the requirement for early results, the Preliminary Report for Northern Ireland
was published in July 1991. Thefiguresin the Report, were provisional and represented the
actual population present and enumerated in Northern Ireland on Census night.
8.53 Output processing began in July 1992 and main census Reports were published in
series over the period from late October 1992 to mid December 1993 to the following
timetable:
Summary
Belfast Urban Area
Religion
Economic Activity
Workplace & Transport to Work
Housing & Household Composition
Migration
Education
Irish Language
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23 October 1992
22 December 1992
26 February 1993
30 April 1993
25 June 1993
30 September 1993
29 October 1993
26 November 1993
21 December 1993

8.54 The grid square based Small Area Statistics were developed between January 1993 to
April 1994 and became available in May 1994. The joint Census Office / ESRC project to
produce Samples of Anonymised Records (SARs) commenced in September 1992, Census
Office produced the SARs and presented the data to the Census Microdata Unit at Manchester
during June 1994. The data were made available by the CMU in September 1994, The
collaborative venture between Census Office, the ESRC and Queen's University of Belfast to
produce an ED based Small Area Statistics Dataset began in January 1993 and was completed
in January 1995 when data pertaining to the ED based SAS became available.
8.55 For the most part, the production of the Census results went according to plan. The
Summary and Topic Reports were all published as scheduled. Some delays occurred during
the development of the SARs and ED based SAS, but these were anticipated as their
production involved procedures which were new and untried by staff within Census Office
andDHSS(ITG).

CONCLUSIONS
8.56 For 1991 Census Office sought to maximise the usefulness of the Census in response
to user needs, by increasing the amount of data available and expanding the product range.
Two notable new products were the Samples of Anonymised Records and the ED based
Small Area Statistics; the latter augmented with the availability of digital ED boundaries. In
addition, co-operation with other organisations has enabled software and other facilities for
manipulation and analysis of certain products and digital boundary data to be made available
to enhance the value of the core statistics. Business arrangements have been made with
intermediary organisations thereby increasing the number of outlets, providing more varied
means of dissemination, and enabling a wide range of value-added products to be developed
with the minhnum of extra cost to government. This extensive range of products constitutes a
notable success, and plans for 2001 should build on this.
8.57 Standard output in the form of published Reports has been the traditional means by
which Census Office produce data for the Registrar General imder the requirements of
Section 4 (1) of the Census Act (Northern Ireland ) 1969. However standard products, wMch
cater for most uses, inevitably lack flexibility. For 2001 the balance between pre-specified
standard outputs and ad-hoc services will to be reviewed.
8.58 Quality checks should be designed into all aspects of processing, to a much greater
degree than in 1991, to keep data errors to a minimxmi. They should ensure that those errors
that do arise are identified at the earliest possible stage to minimise the need for corrective
action and consequential delay.
8.59 Special measures to protect confidentiality necessarily reduce the value of the
information disseminated jfrom a census. It is important that they are not more complicated
than is needed to meet real requirements and public concern. Policy will need to be reviewed
again for the 2001 Census in light of the ou^uts required by users, and the prevailing public
attitude to this issue.
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8.60 The worth and success of the 1991 Census output programme will ultimately and
rightly be judged by customers. Just as user consultation played a key part in shaping the
form and content of output, so consultation again provides the most important feedback on all
aspects of dissemination. A user siirvey took place during 1994 in Northern Ireland . The
exercise started with the issue of a questionnaire to customers. Whilst the main focus of the
user survey was on 1991 performance^ the opportunity exists for users to state further needs
for information during the intercensal period as well as to look forward to 2001 and the form
of outputs required. Census Office intends to maintain contact with census users throughout
the intercensal period to provide a sound basis for meeting user requirements for the next
census.
8.61

Contact point:
Census Customer Services may be contacted at:
Census Office for Northern Ireland
The Arches Centre
11 -13 Bloomfield Avenue
Belfast
BT55HD
Tel: 01232 526087
Fax: 01232 526949
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APPENDIX
List of Census Reports and other products
Figures in brackets indicate the numbers within each level in the series.
A. 1991 Census
Published Reports
Preliminary Report for Northern Ireland
Topic Reports
Summary
Belfast Urban Area
Religion
Economic Activity
Workplace and Transport to Work
Housing and Household Composition Report
Migration
Education
Irish Language
Products
Small Area Statistics: 75 tables, for,
Northem Ireland
District Coimcils (26)
Parliamentary Constituencies (17)
Electoral Wards (566)
Postcode Sectors (223)
Enumeration Districts (3,729)
Belfast Urban Area
Health and Social Services Boards (4)
Education and Library Boards (5)
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Grid Square Small Area Statistics
Statistics at 100 metre grid squares are available for urban areas and for small
towns and villages and at 1 kilometre squares for rural areas.
Enumeration District/Postcode Directory
The Enumeration District/Postcode Directory has been produced to provide a
means of associating EDs with postcodes to enable users to imdertake their
own analyses between the geographies of the Census and other datasets.
Samples of Anonymised Records
Samples of Anonymised Records are abstracts of anonymised individual
recordsfromthe census output database. There is no conflict with census
confidentiality because the released records do not contain any information
which would lead to the disclosure of information about an individual or
household. The CMU at the University of Manchester hold the two files.
These are a 2% file of individuals living in private households and communal
establishments, and a 1% hierarchical file of private households and all
individuals within them.
Towns
The usually resident population, by sex and the number of households, is
available for towns and villages.
Townlands
The total present population, by sex and the number of enumerated households
and imoccupied dwellings, are available for each townland.
User Guides
User Guide 1: SAS - Introductory Notes and Table Outlines
User Guide 2: SAS - Explanatory Notes and Modification of Coimts for
Confidentiality
User Guide 3: Guide to Northem Ireland Census Statistics
User Guide 4: Directory of Enumeration Districts and Postcodes
User Guide 5: SAS - File Specification
Maps
ED boundaries on paper copy for small areas.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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9.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
9.1
The range of products availablefromthe 1991 Census has been described in Chapter
8. Some summary statistics have been selectedfromthe datasets and are included in this
Chapter to give a feel for therichnessand variety of the Census as a data source. They are not
intended to be a balanced summary of the Census results (for complete information see the
frill list of Census products given in the Appendix to Chapter 8).
FIRSTRESULTS
9,2
Thefirstresultsfromthe Census were published in July 1991 in The Northern Ireland
Census 1991 Preliminary Report, and gavefiguresfor each local government district. The
figures were derived clericallyfrominfonfiation given in the Enxmieration Record Books of
where people were on Census night. The report was therefore not on the same basis as the
main census outputs which were for people at their place of usual residence.
The total count for persons present for Northern Ireland recorded in the Preliminary Report
was 1,569,971, of which 764,818 were male and 805,153 were female.

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR NORTHERN IRELAND
9.3
Thefirstresults to be produced following processing were presented in the Summary
Report which was published in October 1992. The results provided data primarily for
Northern Ireland as a region and for the local government disfricts. In some instances data
were also provided for the electoral wards. In the Simmiary Report the coimt for persons
present in Northern Ireland on Census night was recorded as 1,573,282 persons while the
usually resident population was recorded as 1,577,836 persons. A profile of the persons
present in Northern Ireland for each of the censuses is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
9.4

Some of the key resultsfromthe Northern Ireland Summary Report were:
•

Some 1.6 million people were counted as residents in Northern Ireland, of
whom 98.5% lived in 0.5 million households; population density ranged from
0.3 persons / hectare in Fermanagh and Moyle local government district areas
to 24.3 persons /hectare in the Belfast local government district area,

•

Of the 177,221 people aged 16 and over who had a limiting long-term illness,
52.8% were of pensionable age (65 years for men and 60 years for women),
and 10.2% were of working age and economically active.

•

45.7% of households were living in accommodation with a household density
of less than 0.5 persons per room, and only 4.8% had a density of more than 1
person per room; the proportion of such over-crowded households was highest
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in Strabane local government district (10.4%) and the lowest in North Down
(1.3%).
Some 40.7% of households contained one or more dependent children (defined
as persons aged 0-15 years in a household; or a person aged 16-19 years,
never married, in full-time education and economically inactive). This
proportion ranged from 32.4% in Castlereagh local government district to
50.6% in Deny local government district.
Of those residents aged 16 and over who were economically active, 33.2% of
men and 46% of women were in non-manual social classes (were social
class is based on occupation).
Of those residents aged 16 and over who were in employment, 54.6% of men
and 80.7% of women were employed in service industries.
Some 14.8% of employed residents aged 16 and over worked more than 40
hours per week, while 16% worked fewer than 31 hours per week.
Travel by car was the dominant means of getting to work for residents aged 16
and over in households (65.6% of those employed, with 12.6% walking and
10% taking a bus).
Some 8.2% of residents aged 16 years or over held educatioi^ qualifications
above GCE W level, 79.7% of whom had attained at least degree level.

Thousands

2,000

CMCO^mCON-COOOT-CMCOmCDCDN-ooO)

oocococococococoa>a>ayc^a>a>a>a>aio>
*198Ifigure,as revised, takes account ofnon-response

Figure 9J - Population present: 1821 -1991 Northern Ireland
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9.5

Some key results about local government districts are as follows;
•

Castlereagh local government district had the highest proportion of residents
of pensionable age (18.8%) Deny local government district had the lowest
(10.7%).

•

Belfast local government district had the highest proportion of residents with
limiting long-term illness (14.3%) while Limavady local government district
had the lowest (9.6%),

•

Just over one fifth of all households in Northern Ireland comprised persons
living on their own. Belfast local government district had the highest
proportion of single person households (29.7%).

•

Banbridge local government district had the highest proportion of households
vnih two or more cars (27.4%) and Belfast local government district the lowest
(11.2%). The average for the Northern Ireland region was found to be 19.9%
of households.

•

Belfast local government district had the highest proportion of households
with no car (53.7%); Armagh, with 24.9% had the lowest proportion of such
households.

TOPIC RESULTS
9.6
Detailed reports on the main census topics were published containing statistics mainly
at regional and local government district levels. Full details of these Topic Reports are
provided in Chapter 8 - Census Products. The following paragraphs provide some key results
for particular subjects (Note: 1991 data pertaining to the subjects considered in the following
paragraphs can be found in the Summaiy Report and series of Topic Reports).
9.7

Sex, age and marital status: Some key changes between 1981 and 1991 are:
•

The proportion of resident men and women aged 16-29 who were still single
(never married) increased by 12.4% percentage points to 43.8% for men, and
by 4.1% percentage points to 31.2% for women.

•

The proportion of the resident population aged 16 and over who were divorced
increased from 0.8% and 2.0% and from 1.1% to 2.8% for males and females
respectively from 1981 to 1991.

•

At local government district level the divorced population (as a proportion of
all residents aged 16 and over) was highest in Carrickfergus (3.4%) and lowest
in Dungannon (1,1%) and Magherafelt (1.1 %).
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Figure 9.2 - Comparison of resident males /females by marital status: Northern Ireland
1991
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9.9

Persons aged 60years and over:
•

There were 272,229 residents aged 60 and over (17.3% of the population).

•

At local government district level, the proportion of residents aged 60 and over
was highest in Belfast (23.1%) and lowest in Omagh (11.3%).

•

Just under a third (32.0%) of households in Northern Ireland contained one or
persons of pensionable age or over. Some 12.9% of households comprised a
person of pensionable age living alone.

•

Of households with one or more residents of pensionable age or over, 58.9%
lived in owner occupied accommodation and 39.9% lived in rented
accommodation; compared with 62.3% and 36.8% respectively of all
households.

Limiting long-term illness:
•

The total number of residents in Northern Ireland who were recorded in the
Census as having a long-term illness was 186,067. Of these 171,028 were
living in households (11% of all residents in households), and 15,039 were
in conmiunal establishments (64,6% of all residents in establishments),

•

11.1 % of all resident males in NI were reported as having a long-term illness
where as the equivalentfigurefor resident females was 12.5%.
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Figure 9J - Profile of resident males/females reporting long-term illness by local
government district: Northern Ireland 1991
9.10

Usual Residence:
•

The 1991 Census counted 1,577, 836 people as being usually resident in
Northern Ireland. This included persons in households that were wholly absent
from their usual residence on Census day, but who voluntarily chose to
complete a census return upon their return.

•

There were some 10,958 visitors recorded as being present in Northern Ireland
on Census night, 41% of whom were bom in Great Britain.

•

Of the 381,874 students and schoolchildren resident in Northern Ireland,
7,932 had a term-time address in Northern Ireland otiier than their home
address, and a further 7,985 had a term-time address outside of Northern
Ireland.

':

9.11

Housing and availability of cars:
•

The number of owner occupied households was 330,198 (62.3%) compared
with 225,621 (49.4%) m 1981.

•

Among all main religions, households with a Presbyterian head had the
highest proportion of owner-occupiers (69.2%), followed by households with a
Metiiodist as head (66.2%). Households with a headfromthe Roman Catholic
religion had the lowest proportion (58.1%).

•

The number of households renting from a pubUc authority was 155,817
(29.4%) in 1991 compared with 179,192 (39.3%) in 1981.
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Figure 9.4 - Households by tenuretype:Northern Ireland 1991
Some 342,240 households had one or more cars available to them in 1991.
Some 464,812 cars were available to residents in 1991 compared with
343,526 m 1981.
19.9% of households had two or more cars available in 1991 compared with
13.5% in 1981.
9,12

Communal Establishments:
There were 37,583 persons enumerated in communal establishments in 1991
(nearly 2.4% of all persons present in Northern Ireland on Census night).
Of the 37,583 persons present in communal establishments, 23,298 were
recorded as being usually resident. Of these, just over 55% were of
pensionable age (65 years in men and 60 years in women).
Just imder 3.3% of usual residents of pensionable age reside in private nursing
homes for the old and disabled.
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9.13

Religion:
The main results on this topic were published in the Religion Report.
Some key results are as follows:
•

89.0% of residents in Northern Ireland were recorded as having a religion,
whilst 3.8% were recorded as having no religion. 7.3% of residents did not
state whether they had a religion or not.

Residents
700.000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000 |100,000
0

r^<^'

Figure 9.5 - Residents by religion: Northern Ireland 1991
The breakdown for the religious groups were: Roman Catholic 38.4%,
Presbyterian 21.4%, Church of Ireland 17J%, Methodist 3.8%, Other
denominations 7.8%, None 3.8% and Not stated 7.3%
9.14

Household composition:
The main results on this topic were published in the
Housing and Household Composition Report. Some key results were as follows:
•

Some 530,369 households were coimted, an increase of 16,2% compared with
the 1981figureof 456,348, whereas the number of residents in households
only increased by 6.4%.

•

The proportion of households with only one person increased from 18.7% in
1981 to 22.6% in 1991.

•

Under 1000 households (942 - 0.17%) were resident in shared dwellings and
just over 2,250 (2254 - 0.42%) households were resident in non-pemianent
dwellings.

•

The average number of resident persons per household was 2.93.
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Figure 9.6- Households by size: Northern Ireland 1991
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A: All households
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C: All households with inside flush toilet (WC)
D: All households with outside flush toilet (WC) only
£: All households connected to public water supply
F: All households connected to public sewer
6 : All households with central heating in at least some rooms

Figure 9.7-Households by amenities: Northern Ireland 1991
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9.15

Economic Activity: The main results on this topicfromthe 1991 Census on the
economic activity of the population aged 16 and over were published in the Economic
Activity Report. Some key results are as follows:
•

Some 58.4% of the 1,167,938 people resident in Northern Ireland aged 16
years and over were economically active (that is, employed full or part-time,
self-employed, on a government work or training scheme, or unemployed).

•

In the week preceding Census day, of the population aged 16 and over, 72.7%
of males and 45.2% of females were economically active. Of these 81.0% of
males and 89.2%) of females were in employment.

•

Of the 574,950 people employed, just under 12.8%) were self-employed. This
compares with just under 11% in 1981.

•

Men accoxmted for 52.7% of the total employees. Of the 231,006 female
employees, 63.6%) were married, and around 43.5%) of those married were
employed on a part-time basis.

•

The self-employed population disaggregated into those with employees and
those without employees shows the respective percentages for the males to be
34.5%o and 65.5%) and for the females to be 48.9% and 51,1%). Male managers,
foreman and supervisors, and professional employees make up 12.5%, 5.2%o
and 5.2%o of the employees in employment category, whilst the respective
female figures are 5.5%, 4.3%) and 1.6%).
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Figure 9.8 - Employed population by age bands: Northern Ireland 1991
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9.16

9.17

9.18

Irish language:
The main results on this topic for 1991 were published in the
Irish Language Report. Some key results are as follows:
•

9.5% of the resident population of Northern Ireland aged 3 years and over
stated that they had some knowledge of the Irish language (ranging from the
ability to speak Irish only to the ability to speak, read and write Irish). 87.9%
stated they had no knowledge of Irish and 2.6% did not provide an answer to
the question.

•

More than half of those who said they had some knowledge of Irish (55.6%)
could speak, read and write the language.

•

20.8% of the resident popxilation of Northern Ireland aged 16 years and over,
with degree level or higher qualifications, had some knowledge of Irish. This
compares to 6.2% of the population aged 16 years and over, with no formal
qualifications of any kind, who had some knowledge of Irish.

•

9.1% of the economically active population and 8.7% of the economically
inactive population stated that they had some knowledge of Irish.

Migration:
The main results in this topic were published in the Migration Report.
Some key results are as follows:
•

0.64% of the resident population of Northern Ireland on Census Day 1991 had
lived in Great Britain within the year preceding Census Day, 0.09% had lived
in the Republic of Ireland and 0,25%) had lived abroad.

•

73,132 (4.6%)) of the resident population had migrated (within the year
preceding Census Day) within their own local government district. Of
these, just under 66,000 (90.2%)), were located in wholly migrant
households.

•

There were 7,283 wholly migrant households, containing over 17,711
residents, who, in the year preceding Census day, had moved to their local
government district from another local government district in Northern
Ireland.

•

Of all migrants, there were more female (58,887) than male (55,015) and more
single (57,127) than married (48,748), within one year preceding Census Day .

Workplace and transport to work:
The main results on this report were
produced in the Workplace and Transport to Work Report. Some key results on this
topic are as follows:
»

84.7% of the working population were employed within Noxthem Ireland,
0.3% were employed elsewhere in the United Kingdom, and 0.3% were
employed in the Republic of Ireland. 14.6% of the employed population had a
'not stated / no fixed workplace'.
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84.7% of the working population worked in the local government district in
which they were usually resident.
28.1% of the working population worked in a local government district other
than the local government district of usual residence.
The most commonly used method of transport to work for residents in private
households was as the driver of a car or van - 50.6% of the employed
population travelled to work in this way. The next most common method,
adopted by 12.6% of the employed population, was to travel on foot.
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Mode of travel to work
Figure 9.9 - Employed residents by mode of travel to work: Northern Ireland 1991

FURTHER INFORMATION
9.19 Further information on all Censm results can be obtainedfiromCustomer Services
Section at the Census Office. A contact address is given at the end of Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 10
THE 1991 CENSUS VALIDATION SURVEY
(Author: Jacquie Hyvart)
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10. THE 1991 CENSUS VALIDATION SURVEY
WHY A CENSUS VALIDATION SURVEY
10.1 The 1961 Censuses in Great Britain (GB) marked the beginning of formal statistical
checks on the completeness and quality of census enumeration. Some limited demographic
checks, using birth and death registration records for instance, had taken place immediately
after the 1951 Census, but these were not as extensive, nor as pre-planned, as those devised
for subsequent Censuses. The more recent checks have centred on re-enumeration of a sample
of households previously covered by the Census enumerators. To a large extent, the need for
these checks resulted from the more prominent use of Census data in the formulation and
execution of policies and programmes within national and local government.
10.2 Northern Ireland, although following GB Census practice in other respects, has not
previously conducted a survey of this type. However in planning the 1991 Census, it was
decided to follow the GB practice and carry out a NI Validation Survey. It's remit was to
cover two main aspects of data collection:
a.

Coverage:

the extent to which the 1991 Census was a comprehensive
enumeration of the population; and

b.

Quality:

the accuracy of the information obtained about the people and
households recorded by the Census.

10.3 The coverage aspect was designed to look at whether or not a Census form had been
received from every household in the CVS sample, and whether or not every member of the
sampled households was included on the Census forms that had been returned. The quality
aspect addressed variability in the responses made to the same question at two different
points in time, although the consequences of differing respondents and possible lapses in
respondents' memories have to be taken into consideration.
METHOD OF SURVEY
10.4 The survey of a sample of 2,000 households (randomly selected from the rating list)
was carried out by the Social Survey Unit of the Department of Finance and Persoimel and
took place during June and July following the Census. Non-private acconmiodation was
excluded from the CVS because of the transient nature of large sections of the population that
occupied such accommodation.
10.5 It is expected that better quality information would be availablefromthose
households covered by the CVS than had been availablefromthe same households' Census
formSj primarily because it is carried out on a relatively small scale and attention can
therefore be concentrated on those aspects of the census most likely to cause errors. In
addition, highly trained and experienced field staff can be employed on Census validation
work and the difference between what the census enumerators record and what the CVS
interviewers find, can be considered an estimate of the error in the Census.
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10.6 Unlike GB, and due to differences in the administrative and legal framework in NI,
CVS interviewers here were provided with no prior information on their sampled households.
The Census information was added later when the CVS completed schedules were handed
over to Census Office for coding and data preparation.
10.7 In completing their schedules, CVS interviewers attempted to interview those
household members who had completed the original Census form. However, in some cases
this was not possible as the census form completion may have involved more than one person
or the original Census respondent may have been unavailable.
10.8 The interview followed the Census format and covered questions of a general
household nature together with questions on individual household members (or persons who
were in the household on Census night). CVS respondents were also asked to comment on the
actual Census operation - the questions, the form delivery and the collection process.

SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE CENSUS
10.9

The accuracy of answers given in the Census depends on a number of factors:
(i)

the reaction of householders to the 1991 Census and the contents of the Census
form;

(ii)

the level of understanding of householders in completing the form according
to the definitions and instructions;

(iii)

the degree of mvolvement of other persons in the household. The Census form
was addressed to the Head, joint Head, or other member of the household,
aged 16 or over, and in practice may have been completed by any one or a
combination of these people. Where information was given by proxy it may
have been obtained by the person who completed the form asking the others in
the household, for details or it may have been entered without them having
been consulted;

(iv)

the potential duplication of data, for example where persons may have been
wrongly included as present on Census night on two different forms; and

(v)

the accuracy of recording data, for example a householder recording
information on other members of the household might provide inaccurate data
on some of the personnel social characteristics such as address one year ago or
qualifications obtained.

SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE CVS
10.10 As with the Census, the accuracy of the responses to the questions in the CVS
depends on several factors:
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(i)

CVS interviewers were instructed^ where possible, to conduct the CVS
interview v^th the person/persons in the household who had filled in the
original Census form. However where this was not possible, another member
of the household was interviewed. This introduces potential for inaccuracy
when household members are asked to comment on other household members'
personal characteristics on which they may have incomplete knowledge;

(ii)

there is also the potential for error arising from inadequate recollection of the
circumstances affecting a particular household on Census night (for example,
the whereabouts of residents / non-residents on Census night).

COVERAGE ANALYSIS
Household coverage 10.11 The first level of coverage investigation involved looking at whether or not each
household in the CVS sample had received and returned a completed Census form. Of the
2,000 household selected to take part in the CVS, 1,590 participated. The 1,590 household
schedules were then returned to Census Office to have the corresponding Census data
transcribed. Within Census Office it was possible to trace a completed Census form for each
household in the reduced CVS sample (1,590) even though a small number of CVS
respondents had (incorrectly) recorded a 'NO' to the CVS question asking whether or not they
had received a Census form.
Persons coverage 10.12 CVS respondents were asked to record details on the usual residents and any visitors
to their addresses on Census night. From their responses interviewers made a note of the total
persons in the household who were (i) resident and present, (ii) not resident and present, and
(iii) resident and not present at the time of the Census.
10.13 Table 10.1 compares the CVS and Census counts of households by number of persons
usually resident / present on Census night. The table shows that the usually resident
population for the sampled householdsfromthe CVS analysis is 4,703 persons, compared
with 4,762 personsfromthe analysis of sampled households' Census forms - a net difference
of 31 persons (0.66% more persons recorded by the CVS than by the Census). However, it
should be noted that whilst in total there were 31 more persons recorded by the CVS than by
the Census, differences in the coxmts for individual households could occur in either
direction. The table shows that there were 21 more persons recorded as non-resident in the
Census than in the CVS.
10.14 Possible explanations for these differences are:
(i)

persons may have been classified as non-resident on the Census form when
they should have been classified as resident. This may have been due to
misunderstanding of the instructions for completion;
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Table 10J - CVS/Census count of households by persons
USUALLY RESIDENT AND NOT
PRESENT POPULATION

USUALLY RESIDENT AND PRESENT
POPULATION
Persons

o

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1 Total

CVS

CVS

Households

Persons

Census
Households

Census
Persons

CVS

CVS

Census
Persons

CVS

Persons

Census
Households

CVS

Households

Households

Persons

Census
Households

Census
Persons

32
332
414
289
275
140
68
21
11
2
2
2
1
1
0

0
332
828
867
1100
1 700
1 408
147
88
18
20
22
12
13
0

37
335
405
288
275
144
6%
23
9
2
2
1
1
0
0

0
335
810
864
1100
720
408
161
72
18
20
11
12
0
0

1505
58
13
7
0
2
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
58
26
21
0
10
18
7
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

1505
64
9
3
2
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
64
18
9
8
15
12
7
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

1568
19
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
19
4
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1553
29
4
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
29
8
6
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,590

4,555

1,590

4,531

1,590

148

1,590

141

1,590

30

1,590
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Usually resident population
CVS
Census
Difference

NOT RESIDENT POPULATION

4703
4671
31 (Percentage Difference = 0.66%)

(ii)

the person or persons completing the Census form may have failed to
include some persons who should have been included, whereas the CVS
recorded them accurately when interviewers explained the instructions for
completion;

(iii)

if there had been a genuine change in the number of persons usually resident in
a particular household during the period between Census date and the date of
the CVS interview, the CVS respondent may have incorrectly recalled who
was usually resident in the household on Census night; and

(iv)

persons could also have been omitted form the Census form because it did not
have space to record details for any more than 6 persons. In theory however
this should not have happened since the Census enumerators had been
instructed to enquire of the householder whether or not one Census form was
sufficient to need their needs. In the CVS, 42 households recorded more than 6
persons usually resident whilst the Census recorded 40.

10.15 It would appear from Table 10.1 that a household containing 11 usually resident and
present persons had been omitted from the Census as had a household containing 13 usually
resident and present persons. However, this was not the case. For example, one household
had recorded 13 persons as usually resident in the CVS but had recorded 10 as such i the
Census. It also had recorded one person as usually resident and not present in the Census,
thereby accoimting for 11 of the 13. Events of a similar nature occurred for other households
throughout the range of household sizes. For example, one household v/hich recorded 5
persons as usually resident and present in the Census, recorded 4 persons usually resident and
present and 1 person usually resident and not present in the CVS.
Table 10.2 - Percentage age distribution of the usually resident population

I
1

AGE GROUP
o'^9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70 - 79
80-89
90+

CVS

il04
15.77
15.99
13.73
12.02
9.91
8.88
5.98
2.47
0.22

CENSUS
1431
15.62
16.69
14.09
12.09
9.93
8.78
5.89
2.42
0.02

10.16 An analysis of the ages of the usually resident population as recorded by the Census
and CVS in Table 10.2 clearly shows very similar percentages for persons in each of the age
groups specified. The main disagreements are in the 0 - 9 age group where the Census has
less (14.31 %) than the CVS (15.04%), and in the 20 - 29 age group where the Census has
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more (16.69%) than the CVS (15.99%). In respect of these differences however, it must be
always borne in mind that the person filling in the Census form and the respondent to the
CVS may not have been one and the same person and over estimation and under estimation
of just one year of age at the extremities of these age bandings, could result in the different
percentages. In order to test the actual scale of these differences, a statistical (Census vs CVS)
analysis of the ages of the two groups of children aged under 10 was carried out. The result
was not significant.
10.17 An analysis of the recorded sex of persons participating in the CVS and the Census is
shown in Table 10.3. There is close agreement between the two data sources.

Table 10J - Percentage sex distribution of the usually resident population

SEX
Males

CVS
47.69

CENSUS
47.76

Females

52.31

52.24

MID - YEAR ESTIMATES
10.18 Mid-year estimates of the population of Northern Ireland are calculated annually but
are bench marked to the most recent Census, Due to the non-enumeration problems
experienced in the 1981 Census, the mid-year estimates for the years 1981 through to 1990
were based on revised 1981 Census figures calculated in 1985.
10.19 The final 1991 mid-year estimate of population of NI calculated to be 1,601,387. The
reasons for the difference between this figure and that shown in the published reports are:
(i)

mid-year estimated utilise Census data on the transfer base definition rather
than the definitional bases as published in the Census reports (see Annex 1 to
this Chapter);

(ii)

there is a timing difference between the Census data of 21 April and the
mid-year estimate data of 30 Jime; and

(iii)

the methodology used to calculate mid-year estimates allocates students to
their term-time addresses rather than their usually resident home addresses as
in the published Census coimts.

10.20 In keeping with the approach adopted in GB, in order to ensure no tinder recording in
the mid-year estimates of population, the 1991 MYE for NI was uprated by a factor of 0.66%.
This is the percentage difference, identified earlier in this chapter, between the usual residents
of NI as counted in the CVS in comparison with those counted in the Census. Since statistical
tests have failed to identify any significant differences between CVS and the Census counts
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of specific age groups the 0.66% uprating factor has been applied across the board to all ages
to enstire that the NI populationfigureis not misrepresented in any of the calculations for
which it is used. Subsequent to the production of the 1991 mid-year estimate for NI, a
retrospective revision of the previous decade's mid-year estimates was carried out. The
growth in population over the period is depicted by Figure 10.1.
TOTAL POPULATION
1,610,000
1,600,000
1,590,000
1,580,000
1,570,000
1,560,000
1,550,000 h
1,540,000
1,530,000
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
YEAR

Figure 10.1 - Trend in Northern Ireland population
(1981-1990: 1981 Census based
1991:
1991 Census based)

RESPONSE
10.21 The second objective of the CVS was to determine the overall quality of responses
given by householders, to the questions asked on the 1991 Census form.
Possible sources of error
10.22 As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for respome error in the Census, is the
practice of asking one person in each household to complete the Census form on behalf of
everyone else in that household. The CVS interviewee attempted, wh^e possible, to ask
their questions of this person, but where this was not possible proxy replies were permitted.
This left open the possibility for errors on two counts viz; (i)

where the original Census respondent recorded answers for other members of
their household without any consultation with those people; and
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(ii)

where the CVS respondent was neither the original Census respondent and / or
did not refer to other household members to ensure the accuracy of
responses.

10.23 CVS interviewers were asked to probe any areas of uncertainty encountered, but as
CVS interviewing took place up to 8 weeks after Census day, some omissions / errors due to
inadequate memory recall were inevitable.
Method
10.24 The data were analysed in terms of the percentage exact agreement which occurred
between the CVS and the Census responses to each question (i.e. where a CVS and a Census
response matched completely).

RESULTS
10.25 To examine the extent of agreement, only observation which had valid CVS and
Census answers were used. As some of the questions had a high non-response rate in the
CVS, comparisons were sometimes based on a reduced set of questionnaires.
10.26 Figures 10.2 and 10.3 illustrate the percentage exact agreement obtained between
Census and CVS responses to a range of questions. Generally speaking, on questions relating
to fixed objects or particular household characteristics, the agreement is very good. These are
fixed properties which the respondents can be expected to have little difficulty in responding
to accurately. On the more personnel characteristics of individuals, although respondents can
be assumed to have good knowledge of their own circumstances, they do not necessarily have
the same degree of knowledge of those on whom they are reporting.
10.27 The quality check has also shown that there are some questions where there was a
high degree of disagreement between the CVS and the Census responses, for example, the
questions on number of rooms, hours worked in main job, employment in week before
Census night, joumey to work and qualifications obtained.
Number of rooms (Table 10.4)
10.28 The lowest level of exact agreement between the CVS and the Census was on the
question, 'How many rooms does the household have for its own wi-e.^ Consistent answers
were only given in 60.6% of the responses. The majority of disagreements involved a
difference of only one room; in comparison with the CVS for households reporting 1-5
rooms the Census over recorded, and for households reporting 6+ rooms it under recorded. It
has been found in previous Post Enumeration Sxirveys of England and Wales^ that much of
the over recording was the result of households wrongly including bathrooms and small
kitchens (under 2 metres v^de).
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Figure 10.2
CVS CENSUS QUALITY ANALYSIS

Percentage Exact Agreement- Household Schedule
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Table 10.4 CVS form
results

CVS form
results

1590i
31
141
63!
2361
5821
3911
1531
85
29
16
7
2
1
2
1

CVS fomrt
results

5151
0!
Oi
2!
41;
381
76;
13;
2
0:
0
01
Oi
0!
OI
Oi

Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen

%

6
3
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

%

0.38%
0.19%
0.13%
0.00%
0.06%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

%

H'hoids

32.39%!
0.00%:
0.00% i
0.13% i
2.58%:
23.96%:
4.78%,
0.82%
0.13%;
0.00%
0.00%;
0.00%
0.00%.
0.00%.
0.00%;
0.00%;

397
0
0
0
7
109
236
40
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0}
01
Oi

1l

2!
4!
0!
11
1i
01
O!
Oi

4

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1-our

%

H'hoids

4.70% 1

71
0
3
33
29
5
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.76%
0.00%
0.57%
0.82%
0.25%
0.13%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

28
0
9
13

0.57%.
0.00%;
0.00%'
0.00% =
.0.00%:
0.00%:
0.00%;
0.06%!
0.13% i
0.25% i
0.00% i
0.05%;
0.06%:
0.00% 1
0.00%;
0.00%:

Seven
i
H'hoids i
%

24.97%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.44%
6.86%
14.84%
2.52%
0.25%
0.05%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%;
1.90%;
2.08%!
1.82%!
0.31%!
0.00% i
0.00% i
0.06%!
0.00%!
0.00% 1

0.00% 1
0.00%!
0.00% t
0.00%!
0.00% i

%

9J
0!
01
Oi
Oi
01

01
11
11

3i

3!
11
0!
Oi
0!
01

i
166i

oi
o|

0|
01
191
49!
71 i
19i
41

2|
1!
0!
0!
01

oj

0.57% I
0.00% 1
0.00% 1
0.00%!
0.00% 1
0.00% 1
0.00%!
0.06%!
0.06% 1
0.19% 1
0.19% 1
0.06% i
0.00%!
0.00%;
0.00%!
0.00%!

Eight

!
1

! H'hoids

10.44%!
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00% 1
1.19%I
3.08%!
4.47% 1
1.19%i
0.25%!
0.13%!
0.06% 1
0.00% 1
0.00%!
0.00% i
0.00%!

213
0
0
12
142
60
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

t

,

13.40%!
0.00% 1
0.00%
0.75%
8.93%
3.14%!
0.57%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00% 1
0.00%

0.00% 1
D.00%
0.00%
0.00%

%

84
0
0
0
0
1
8
21
43
7
3
1
0
0
0
0

•

5.28% 1
0.00% 1
0.00%;
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.06%;
0.50%!
1.32%;
2.70% i
0.44%;
0.19%!
0.06% i
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00% 1
0.00% 1
1

Nine

H'hoids

H'hoids
0.31%)
0.00% I
0.00% I
0.00% I
0.00% i
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.13% i
0.13%!
0.05% i
0.00%;
0.00% i
0.00%!
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1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0!

%

%

Kholds
33
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
12
9
5
1
0
0
1
0

H'hoids

0.00% 1
0.00% 1
0.00%!

0.00% 1
0.00%!

0.06% 1
0.25%
0.75% I
0.57%
0.31%
0.06%
0,00%
0.00%
0.05%
0.00%

Fifteen
Households

0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00% I
0.06% I

1
0
0!
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.00%;
0.00%.

01

0.06%*
0.00%!
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00%;
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00% i

2.08%

Fourteen

Thirteen

Twelve

Eleven
H'hoids

o;
0;

%

H'hoids

1
1

six

Census fomi results
Ten

91
0!

%

H'hoids

r
!

Three

1
100.00%!
0.19% i
0.88% 1
3.96% 1
14.84%;
36.60% i
24.59%!
9.62% i
5.41%:
1.82%]
1.01%!
0.44% i
0.13%!
0.06%;
0.13%;
0.06%,

H'hoids
TOTAL
One
jTwo

'fwo

One

Census form results
Five
H'hoids !

TOTAL
One
Two
iThree
Four
Five
six
Seven
lEight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
[Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen

1

Census form results
TOTAL
H'holds 1
%
; Hho\6s

1
TOTAL
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen

'On Census night, how many rooms did the household have for its own
use'?

1

0.06%
0.00%
0,00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00% I
0.00% i
0.06% i
0.00%!

%
0.00%l
0.00%!
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00%;
0.00%!
0.00% j
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00%!
0.00% i

0.00% I
0.00% i
0.00%!
0.00%!

Hours worked in main job (Table 10,5)
10.29 The level of agreement on the question 'hours worked in main job' in week before
Census night' was 68.2%. In comparison with the Census which recorded that 992 Census
respondents had worked 0 hours, the CVS recorded 345 of these as working 1 hour or more,
(104 worked more than 40 - 49 hours). Of the 2,149 Census respondents who stated that they
worked 1 hour or more, 139 were reported by the CVS to have worked 0 hours. It is possible
that the CVS / Census responses fail to agree for certain groups of people who for example
may work varying hours on a periodic basis and had difficulty in remembering the number of
hours worked in the week preceding the Census.
Employment in week before Census night (Table 10,6)
10.30 Agreement between the CVS and the Census on the question of the person's
employment in the week before Census night, was 77,8%, Areas of greatest disagreement
were in: looking after the home and family, at school or other full-time education and
working for an employer part-time.
Journey to work (Table 10.7)
10.31 The level of exact agreement between the CVS and the Census responses on the
question, 'how was the longest part of the daily journey to work normally made'v^as 80.2%.
The means of transport where there was most agreement was 'driving car or van'. Greatest
disagreement was 'car or van -pool sharing driving'. For every mode of transport, apart
from the 'other' category, the Census recorded a higher mmiber of responses. In this case
different responses could have arisen from different forms of transport being used on different
days orfrompeople reporting that they drove a car every day instead of sharing the driving in
a car pool.
Educational qualifications (Table 10,8)
10.32 Exact agreement between the CVS and the Census on the educatioiml qualifications
question came to 82.5%. Of the 232 respondents who had been recorded in the Census as
having attained degree level or higher qualifications, 30 were recorded by the CVS
interviewers as having only attained some form of lower level qualification. Of the other
1,871 who had been recorded in the Census as having no formal qualifications, 158 were
fotmd in the CVS to have at least CSE qualifications. Although 456 (12.9%) in this sample
had not responded to the Census question on educational qualifications, the majority of these
(308) did not respond to the CVS question indicating that they had not obtained any formal
qualifications.
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Table 10.5 - Hours worked per week in main job in week before Census night
Census Form
TOTAL

Don't know

CVS Form
Persons

CVS Time
TOTAL
Don't know
OHoure
1-9 Hours
10-19 Hours
20-29 Hours
30-39 Houm
40-49 Hours
50-59 Hours
60-69 Hours
70-79 Hours
80-89 Hours
90-99 Hours
100+ Hours
Other

1-9 Hours

0 Hours

10-19 Hours

•

%

3526 i
125 i
1131 i
74 i
126 i
187'
871!
759 i
102!

801
321
20 i

91
101

Persons

%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*.

100.00
3.55
32.08
2.10
3.57
5.30
24.70
21.53
2.89
2.27
0.91
0.57
0.26
0.28
0.00

1
1
"1

>

«1

t
«t

*1

1
*1
•t

"i1
•1

%

Persons
1377

40
992
26
39
41
95
104
11
16
7
5
1

•

39.05
1.13
28.13
0.74
1.11
1.16
2.69
2.95
0-31
0.45
0.20
0.14
0.00
0.03
0.00

Persons

%

Persons

68
5
17
34
5
1
2
2

1.93
0.14
0.48
0.96
0.14
0,03
0.06
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00

*
1
1

%

94
5
9
5
56
12
2
1

2.67 i
0.14'
0.26 i
0.14!
1.59!
0.341
0.06!
0.001
0.00 i
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.00 i
0.001
0.00 i

'
•
•
•
•
^^_^_____^^___

Table 1 0 ^ (ConhL)

Census Form
20-29 Hours

30-39 Hours

60^9 Hours

50-59 Hours

40-49 Hours

i
i

CVS Form
CVS Time

t

Persons

TOTAL
Don't know
0 Hours
1-9 Hours
10-19 Hours
20-29 Hours
30-39 Hours
40-49 Hours
50-59 Hours
80-69 Hours
70-79 Hours
80-89 Hours
90-99 Hours
100+Hours
lOther

%

i
156 i
2i
101
31
111
1121
14 i
3!
1
11
1
•;
*

4.42
0.06
0.28
0.09
0.31
3.18
0.40
0.09
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

^

Persons

%

909
27
36
21
6
16
618
183!
16
2
2
1

Persons

25.78
0.77
1.02
0.06
0.17
0.45
17.53
5.19
0.45
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

•
•

%

741
32
56
4
6
5
127
440
41
19
8
2

»

1

2102
0.91
1.59
0.11
0.17
0.14
3.60
12.48
1.16
0.54
0.23
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00

Persons

%

79
5
4

2.24
0.14
0.11
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.14
0.51
0.77
0.37
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.00

1
5
IB
27
13
3
1
1
1

•

Persons

%

49
4
3

•

"!
1

1
4
6
23
4
3
1
1
"i

1

1.391
0.111
0.09!
0.00 {
0.00!
0.00!
0.031
0.11'
0.17!
0.65 i
0.11 j
0.091
0.03)
0.001
0.001

Table 10.5 (Conttf.)
Census Form
70-79 Hours

OthiT

100+ Hours

90-99 Hours

80-89 Hours

CVS Form
CVS Time
[TOTAL
Donl know
p Hours
1-9 Hours
10-19 Hours
20-29 Hours
30-39 Hours
40-40 Hours
50-59 Hours
60-69 Hours
70-79 Hours
80-89 Hours
90-99 Hours
100+Hours
[Other

Persons

%

201
1 !
i
1
i
1
11
2i
1
4
7
3

•
1

0.57
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.11
0,20
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00

Persons

%

16
1
3

•
i

«

1
2

•
*

3
1
5

-

0.45
0.03
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.0Q
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.09
0.03
0.14
0.00

]1]

Persons

%

12
1
1

*

1

'

2

«f
•
^
5
1

*

0.34
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.03
0.00

Persons

«
^

*
«

1

•
1

»

1

!

Persons i

% j

0.14
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03

m

0.001
0.00 i
0.001

o.oo

«i

%
5
2

i
1

O.DO 1
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.00

J
•1

o.oo!

•1
t

0.00'
0.00!
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

m

1

T
j

1

3
•4

Working for an
employer ftjlj-ilmg
Peraons

Total

•Census For
Persons

[CVS Form

3526

10000

motking for an
emptoyer full-time
WorJklng for an
employer part-time
Self-employetj,
employing other people
S«K-emptoyed, ftot
employing other people
Unpaid work In a
family buslnestf
Government employme
or training scheme
Waiting to start a Job
already accepted
bnemployed and
jlooklng for a Job
At school or other
hilt-tlme education
|Unable to woilt.long-ler
sickness / disability
[Retired from paid work

t2fS

34.64

263

7.46

110

Looking after home
or family
Other

|To(aI

l2TSr

"22f

144

[Governmenf empfoymerjt
Persons

4.0B

17

048

1.11

fl21

10

026

0.34

21

0.60

0.00

017

23

065

187

5.30

000

2

0.06

000

017

3.12

4

0.11

3

0.09

2.33

14

0.40

003

000

132

374

15

0.43

1

0.03

0.26

95

2.69

0,11

0.00

23

0,65

1

0.03

1

0.03

0.06

3

0.09

009

0.00

26

0.74

7

0.20

2

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.40

6

0.17

1

003

0.00

0.00

0.00

000

0.00

242

6.86

5

0.14

2

0.06

0.03

009

000

009

185

5.25

0.00

4

0.11

0.00

0.00

009

0.14

197

5.59

2

0.06

1

0.03

0.06

0.00

000

000

429

12.17

1

0.03

1

0.03

0.00

0 09

0.09

000

523

14 83

1

0,03

10

028

0.06

006

0,09

009

0.48

li

003

0.00

0.00 I

0,00]

0.00

0.00
000

i
17

pon'l know
|

"m

3.12

Unpaid work IrTa"

^family
fausine^ |gfjrglnlnfl ^^m%^
Persons

31.79

0.00

bid Not Answer

|S8ff-eniployed.empfoyln| Self-employed.
Working for an
empleyw part-timq other peopte
employing ottier
Persons
Persons
Persons
IT

155

1

4.40

33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.94

0.14

0.00

0.03

0.00

OS
I

5

Table 106 (Contd)
K)
[CVS Form

Census For Waiting to start a Job
Alreaifaacc« oteti
Persona

Total
Working for an
employer fitlMme
IWofking for an
employer psft-time
Self-employed,
employing other people
ISelf-employad, not
lemploylng other people
Unpaid work In a
ifamlty bttslness
jGoyemment employme
or training scheme
Waiting to start a Job
lalready accepted
[Unemployed end
looking for a Job
lAt scttool or other
hiU-tlma education
Unable to work,long-ter
sickness / disability
Retired from paid work

%

.

Unemployed and lookin At school or oUier full
tirne education
for a lob
Persons
Persons 1 — ^ —
%

192

5.45

000

9

0.26

0.37

2

0.06

446

0.11

256

7.26

1

0.03

4

0.11

0.00

5

0.14

0.00

1

0.03

000

000

0.00

2

0.06

000

1

0.03

1

003

0.00

1

0.03

1

0.03

1

0.03

2

006

7

2

0.00

1

0.03

2

006

3

0.09

t

0.03

186

'
'

Looking after fiome
or family
jOtiier

000

•

•
13

5

0.00

35

0 99 i

164

0.00

1

0.03

4

Oil

29

0 14

13

037

1

003

6

1

0.03

2

006

2

1

0.03

000

3

0.20

000

1

000

000

0

0,00

0.00

0

006

15

000

9

000

0.00

0.00

5.29

1

003

6

0.17

162

4.59

2

0.06

r"^™"'

1265

0,00

000

INO response

446

Q.06

'

"

Parsons

12,65

000

*

fottier

I %"'"

*

655

4

'

231

|Unat}le to workjon^ter [Retired from paid work looking after home
sickness / disability,
orj^miiy__^
Persons
Persons r^%"™ Peiftons

1

0.03

'

000

'
16

*

0.45

•

2

0.00

•

000

7

0.20

0.00

122

3.46

33

094

16

045

2

0 06

12

0.00

3

0.09

0.00

21

0.60

312

8.8S

49

139

9

026

27

000

26

0.74

0.00

22

0.62

86

2.44

332

9.42

9

0,26

27

003

3

0.09

2

0.06

1

0.03

4

000

*
Q
gj ™ . « 0 ^ 6 j

000

000

Don't know

'

0 00

'

pid Mp^ Answer

•

0.00

ITJ

•

1

0.00

'

000

•

0.00

0.46

SjM

1.45

sj

0.09

"
4J

0.11

r\

0.11

5

0

0

0 06L^_

2m

Public service bus

Train

TOTAL

Census For

Ennployei'$ bus
1

CVS Form

%

Persons
3526

TOTAL

Persons

i

%

100 00

14

040

7

0 20

9

0 26

149

423

000

Emptoyefs bus

21

0 60

iMoIor cycle, nnoped.

11

0 31

Train
P ubiic sBfvice bus

Persons

,

181 ;

%

1 Persons

6 13

1

37

"^
105

281

7

0.20

000

000

12

0 34

000

000

99 1

18'

0 36

62

%

003

3;

0 09

000

000

2:

0 06

0 28

000

1

10

1 76

26 52

000

000

Dnvtng car or van
PerBohs
935^

0 00

000

Car or van-pool
sharing driving
Persons
%

Motor cycle, nnoped,
scooter
_
Persons " '
%

000

0 03

1

000

?>
^

000
i

000

000

000

11

003

5

014

4

Oil

1 \

003

12:

0 34

3

0 09

0 45

000

t

003

0 00

0 00

261

740

1

003

9

0 26

2

006

0 00

32

091

0 00

4

Oil

2

122

3 46

000

1

0.03

17

0 4B

0 00

0.08

1704

48 33

9A}\

1331

25

071

Car or van-pool
sharing drfWng
pnv(ng car or yan^

929

26 35

Passenqief in car or van

230

6 52

16

Pedal cycle
On looi
Other
jWorKs nainly at home
Oon'( Know
Did not answer

4

1

*•

0 00

1

3

009

36

102

763

2164

2

006

11

0 31

27

0 77

1

0.03

6

1

0 03

003

1 1 •

0 31

017
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0.06

0 00

0 00

6

0 14

0 00
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0 00
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0 28
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7

0 20
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TABLE 44 (Cor^ld.)

1 Passenger in car or van

fCVSFonn(PQ3l)

Persons
TOTAL
[Train

%

245

695

1

003

1

Pedal cycle

Persons

i

22 j

%
062

On (ool

Persons

%

285;

808

Persons

%

28

000

000
6i

Worlts mainly at honr^ iNo response

aher
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003
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23

003

0.00

4

Employer's bus

000

0.00

^
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000

000

Passenger in car or ya<i

";

000

2 :

0 06

12 1
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•

Pedal cycle
13
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Other

J

Works rviamiy ai home
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Old not answer

j
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1

0 09

1
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1

3i

0 20

2 69 1
000

017

014
006

7\

102

Persons

0.00

5
2

36

%

000

Public service bus

JMolor cycle, moped.
scooter
Car or van pool
sharing driving
jorlvlr^q car or van

Persons

034

7

020

•
7

0 00

1

0.00

6

0 20

63

383

1

003

8;

0 23

000

0.00

JO

0 00

to

0 28

*
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1

0 03

000

3
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2

006

1

003
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9
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1
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4
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3
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Table 10.8 -

Highest level of educational qualifications obtained

TOTAL

Degree level ^ r
higher

i

•Census Form j
CVS Form |

;
Persons i

iTOTAL
! Degree level or
1 higher
jBTEC Higher, BEG
Higher, TEC Higher
HNC
GCSE*Aaeve),
lAdvanced Senior
jSchooi Csftiflcate
' i t E C Natlbnil,
{TEC National
| ( S : S E / C X : E * 0 * Level
line. CSE Grade 1 ,
jsanlor
|CSE Other than
IGfade 1
jNblormai
j qualifications,
iDorit'toJOfw

;! Did

%
100.00

232

6.58

73

2.07

230

6.52

194

5.50

5

0.14

44

1.25

4

0.11

28

0.79

220

6.24

14

0.40

7

0.20

GCSE *A* Level.
Advanced Senior
School Certmcata
Persons

;

2151
121
i
2\
1
1

^

%
6.10 i
0.34!
\
0.051
1
i

[

i

0-40

!

0.06

5

0.14

14

607

17.21

8

0.23

10

0.28

17

90

2.55

1

0.03

1

0.03

2020

57.29

1

0.03

11

0.31

5

0.14

77

2.18

0.00

3

0.09

4

0.11
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3
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4.34 1

%

1
\
]

541
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1

i

6

8

( GCSE^GCE'O'Level i
Inc. CSE Grade 1 ,
Senior

i

-

i Degree Isvei or
1 higher
STEC HlghsrrBEC
IHIgher. TEC Higher
i HNC
iGCSE'A'Levei;
|Advanced Senior
{School Certmcata
iSTECNatlohial.
TEC National
iGCSE,"GCE '0* Laval
!mc.C%(^d»1,
jSanlor
CSE Other than
JGrada 1
jNo formal
qualifications
Donl know

1
2

Persons i
_

1

3.941
!

2.41

BTEC National.
TEC National

„

139!

85

CVS Form

[dW Not Answer

% :
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3526

153

;Census Form

TOTAL

% j

Persons

BTEC Higher, 8 E ^
Higher, TEC Higher |
HNC
1

i

Not Answer

j

\
\
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i

%

CSE Other than
Grade 1

1 Persons
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0.001

0.621

|

%
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qualirtcatlons
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Other

1

Persons

1

]

%
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14.78
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2.95
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53.06

4561

0.00

6
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1

0.03

4
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2
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1

0.03

1

0.03
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5

0.14
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1
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1
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1
1
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1

!
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J
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f
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I

1

1
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5
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22 1
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1
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3
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12 !
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0.99

18

55 1
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CONCLUSIONS
10.33 By virtue of its scale of operation, and the fact that persons are compelled by law to
respond, a Census is the most comprehensive statistical exercise carried out to enumerate the
entire population. However, for a variety of reasons 100% coverage may not be obtained. The
1991 CVS was designed to give an indication of the degree of enumeration of the 1991
Census of private households and persons usually resident therein on Census night.
10.34 It is concluded that the 1991 Census was a comprehensive enumeration of the
population. No one in the CVS sample had failed to receive a Census form. However the
CVS count of usual residents was 0.66% greater than the Census coimt. In terms of the
quality of the responses recorded, the results varied depending on the questions being asked.
This may be the result of the respondents inability to interpret the questions in the way in
which they had been designed for interpretation. But as this report has recorded, this
variability could also be attributed to things other than the quality of Census responses. For
example, a CVS interviewee who was not the Census respondent. Overall the CVS indicates
that the quality of the responses given in the Census was accxzrate, particularly in the case of
household characteristics and easily defined personal circumstances.
10.35 A major difference between the Northem Ireland CVS and that carried out by the
Office of Population Censuses and Siirveys (OPCS) is in the amount of prior information the
CVS interviewers had with them before they began interviewing. Northem Ireland CVS
interviewers were not in possession of the Census responses previously given by their
interviewees, whereas the OPCS interviewers had this information to hand before field work
began. This enabled them to question contradictory responses and eliminate errors which
could arise through either mismatching information or inadequate memory recall.
10.36 How then do we apply what we have learnt from this CVS to our next Census in
2001? Firstly, as with the 1991 Census, every step must be taken to ensure that Census forms
are successfully delivered to every household and establishment in the country. The
application of a Geographical Information System (GIS) should allow for continuous and
speedy updating of enumeration districts and the supply of accurate maps to the enumerators.
Secondly, from the coverage aspect, we must ensure that every person in the country is
provided with the means to be enumerated. This involves large households being supplied
with sufficient forms to meet their needs. Thirdly, from the quality aspect, each question must
be designed and formatted in such a way that there is no ambiguity associated with its
interpretation, and fourthly the means of recording responses must be such that the
respondents are able to provide concise and unambiguous statements of their personal
circumstances.
10.37 Each Census incorporates refinements and lessons learnt from past experiences. The
1991 Census and the CVS has provided us with a guide to the course to follow in 2001 both
for the Census itself and for the 2001 Census Validation Survey.
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Chapter 10 - Appendix 1
CENSUS POPULATION BASES

Usually resident population - present / absent base
This is a count of all persons recorded as a resident in households in an area, even if they
present elsewhere on Census night, plus residents in communal establishments who were
present in the establishment on Census night.

Usually resident population - transfer base
This is a coimt of all present residents in an area, plus a 'transfer* count of visitors elsewhere
in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland on Census night, plus absent residents in
enimierated households who were outside the British Isles on Census night, back to their area
of residence.
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CHAPTER 11
LOOKING FORWARD:
THE CENSUS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
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11, Looking Forward: The Census Development Programme
11.1 After completing the 1991 Census fieldwork, the Census Offices took a broad look at
options for the future, A policy evaluation and reappraisal programme was undertaken
which, inter alia, was to consider the possibility of developing various different ways of
collecting the primary data for which the Census has hitherto been the main source.
Widespread consultation took place with users. However, most of them said that they were
generally satisfied with the traditional form of the Census, though they would like more
frequent and timely information, and that they had little enthusiasm for alternative approaches
such as register-based systems or rolling censuses.
11.2 In view of the need to limit public expenditure, Ministers decided in light of these
views from users, that the best use of the available resources throughout the 1990s would be
in developing improved methods for use in a traditional form of census in 2001, rather than in
exploring possible alternatives further. The major proposals for a policy evaluation and
reappraisal were therefore reduced into a Census Development Programme. Though more
narrowly focussed than the original planned study, this will nevertheless review a wide range
of options for the 2001 Census.
11.3 The key requirements of the Census is to produce statistical information which meets
users' needs, gives the best possible value from a large investment and addresses any of the
problems discovered in 1991. To achieve this, changes will be necessary in census methods.
These need to be thoroughly developed so that they can be brought in without risk to the
operation. There are two particular reasons why 1991 methods caimot be re-used in 2001.
First, social and behavioural factors which affect the Census are changing. For example, there
is an increasing number of one person households; attitudes towards Government are less
compliant; and, for a variety of reasons, people are more difficult to contact. These changes
have implications both for collection methods and for changes in the way census topics are
chosen and the questions worded. Secondly, technological change continues to open up new
opportunities. Not only must the basic processing systems be reviewed and decisions made
about replacement, but also the programme will need to continue to explore developments in
information processing. This will provide for more cost-effective methods of planning
collection areas, better ways of capturing and coding the data, and better ways of
disseminating census results.
11.4 The date for the Census is set by legislation and many of the activities are time
critical. The Order and Regxdations necessary under the Census Act (Northern Ireland) 1969
must be made well before the Census to allow, for example, for census forms to be prepared
and printed, and for detailed planning of statistical reports. It has also become usual (because
a census involves every household in the country and because of the considerable importance
of the results) for the Government to issue a White Paper containing proposals for the content
of a census well in advance of Parliamentary debates. The Parliamentaiy timetable in turn
imposes deadlines on all developments necessary for the Government to be able to put
forward firm and effective proposals.
11.5 The Programme for the 2001 Census began in 1993-94 and has been focusing on a
broad evaluation of the options for the use of new and improved methods. These will be
narrowed down to a small number for a major field and processing trial in 1997. Following
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this, the design of all of the main features of the census will be decided and incorporated into
a Dress Rehearsal in 1999. This will allow the Census Offices a period of up to 18 months in
which to correct any faults detected by the Dress Rehearsal and re-test the system, and
thereby reduce the risk in the Census operation itself to the minimum level practicable. The
programme is built around four strategic aims:
i.

to ensure that the question content of the census is appropriate to meet the
demonstrated requirements of customers, taking accoimt of considerations of
value for money;

ii,

to deliver census products and services to meet legal obligations and
customers' needs within stated quality standards and to a pre-defined
timetable;

iii.

to ensure that all aspects of the census collection operation, and the
dissemination of results, are acceptable to the public and comply with Data
Protection law;

iv.

to demonstrate that the Census represents value for money.

11.6 To help guide the programme the strategic aims are supplemented by sets of planning
objectives and assumptions derived from consultation with users and assessments
made from the position of census respondents and the Census Offices. These objectives will
evolve as plaiming proceeds and together with the assumptions will be developed and built
into a full specification for the 2001 Census as the research programme unfolds. Input from
census users will play a key part in this work. The programme of consultation with users in
planning the 1991 Census was one of the successes and it resulted in a nimiber of
innovations and developments. It will be important to maintain this dialogue through the
intercensal period in order to keep be aware of developing user needs, and to keep the Census
Development Programme focused on the areas which will yield the greatest benefit.
11.7 The trialling of methods and procedures, and the development of prototypes are
important elements of the Census Development Programme. A small scale testing programme
was started in 1995 to trial possible questions, alternatives for the design of the census
questionnaire and acceptability to the public of possible topics. It is also being used to gather
information about the quality of the data that would be collected and measure the overall
burden on the public of alternative question sets and questionnaire designs.
11.8 A significant milestone will be reached in 1997 when a Census Test will be
concurrently conducted by the Census Offices for Great Britain and Northern Ireland, The
main aims of the Tests are to tiy out revised enumeration procedures, different types of
census questionnaire, new and revised questions, a new method of planning enumeration
areas, and more automated data processing techniques. The results of the 1997 Census Test
wall largely determine the content and methods of the 2001 Census. Conclusions will feed
into a Government White Paper to be produced in 1998. There will be a Dress Rehearsal in
1999 to mimic all 2001 census operations.
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11.9 In summary, the Census Development Programme will identify, test, evaluate, and
develop all the methodologies and procedures needed for the 2001 Census.
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Please read these tnsiructioiis before CUlin^ in this form
A Household:

1991 Census
NORTHERN IRELAND
H Form for Private Householtis

A bouseboid comprises eitber orte person living alone or a group o/peopie (not
necessarily related) living ai the same address with common bousekeeping that IS, sharing at least one meal a day or sharing a living room or sitting
room.

To the Head o r j o i m Heads or members of the Household aj»cd

People staying temporarily with the household are included.

l6orover".

W"

If there is more than one household in this building, answer for your
household only.

•

First check Panel A and then answer questions HI on this page and
H2 to H5 on the back page.

•

When you have answered the household questions, answer the
questions on the inside pi^cs about each member of your household.

^

If a member of the household is completing an Individual Form please
enter their name and answer questions 5 and 6 on this form.

W'

Then complete I^mel B and Panel C on the back page.

•

Anstver each question by ticking the appropriate box or boxes r / j
where they are provided.

W

Please use ink or ballpoint pen.

Please complete this form for ail members of the bousebojid, iochidlsg
children, and have it ready for collection on Monday 22nd ApriL Your Cei^us
Enumerator will call to coileci it then or soon after^rds and will help you with the
form if you have any difficulties. "H^e enclosed leaflet explains why the Census is
necessary and how the information is used.
Completion of the form is compulsory under the Census Aa (Northern Ireland)1969. If
you refuse to complete it. or give false information, you may have to pay a fine of up to
i/400. TTiere is no penalry for refusing to state religious denomination as this is a
voluntary question.
Your answers will be treated in strict confidence and used only to produce
sutistics. No names and addresses will be put into the computer; only the postcode
will be entered. The forms will be kept securely and treated as confidentiaL No
information about nuned Individuals will be passed by the Census 0£Qce to any
other Government Department or to any other authority or person.
Anyone using or disclosing census information improperly will be liable to
prosecution. For example, it would be improper for you to pass on to someone else
information which you have been given in confidence by a visitor to enable you to
complete the Census Form.
If any m«nber of the household aged 16 or over does not wish you. or another
member of the household, to see their information, please ask the Enumerator for an
Individual Form with an envelope.

Enquiries to:Census Office
Department of Health and Social Services
Castle Buildings
Stormont
BELFAST BT4 3RA
Telephone Belfast 763939

-•^fiLT compleimg the form, please .sign the declaration on the last page.
Thank vou for your co-operation.
9

R McMurrav
RegiMnir General
FOR OFFICE USE ONffcY =

E,D, No.

1

Form No,

Grid Reference

Ward

District Council

Postcode I B T

1•_

BUACode

1 FamilyType ]

1
H I Aeconunodatton
If b<»X'7'orJb€>x H in Panel A is ticked^ tick o n e b o x below t o ,
s h o w the t y p e of a c c o m m o d a t i o n w h i c h yotir h o u s e h o l d ' .
c>ccupie*j.

PanelAr-.;- ,
,• .*-- c-^ ' ." .^..•••. - ' : To bevcompleted t>y^the E n u m e r a t o r and amended^ if.
necessary; b y t h e pers<>n(s) s i g n i n g this fottvu- '
;'

A one roomed fiatkt
with private bath or shower, ^ C and kitchen
fadliiies.

Tick one box to show the type of accommodation which this
household occupies,
A caiavan o r o t h e r mobile o r temporary structure
A whole house or
bungalow that is

Females

Townland

Town or Village
: Street etc. with No. or name of hotise
Name of head of household

Males

One room or bedtlt, not KKtfcooiained
(to move from your room to bathroom,'VC or
kitchen facility you have to use a hall, landing or
stairway open to other households^

detached
semi-deiached
terraced (include end of terrace)

The w h o l e o f a
f in a commercial building (for
purpose built
J example in an office building
flat o r maisonette | or hotel or over a shop)
I in a block of flais
Part o f a converted f separate entrance mio the
or shared house. J building
bungalow o r flat j shared entrance into the
^ building

A aclf-comalned fiat or aocommodation wlds
2 or more foomitt
having baxh or shower, WC and kitchen facilities
all behind its own piivate door.

)

2 or more looma* noc aetf-containml
(to move between rcxxns or to bothroono, WC,
or Idtchen facUi^es you have to use a hall,
landing or stairway open to cscher households).

Di

n^
•a
D^

Please turn to the back page and answer questions H2 to H5 -

1-3

.Saint's SOX. aiid tiaic otM>irtli oi pr<>i>lc to IK* tncUKlcd
Impofttnt • please read the notes before answering the questions.
In answering the rest of the questions please include:

^

every person who spends census night (23-22 April) in this household.
tnchtrilng anyooe stsylng tcfflporarijty.

^

any other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are being included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who amves here on Mondsy22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st April and who has not been included as present on another census form.

!•

any baby bom before 22 April, even if stiil in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

'^*

Write tbe names in BLOCK CAPITALS starting with the head or a joint head
of household.

On the 2l6i April what is the person's marital status?
If separated but not divorced, please tick 'Married (fust marriage)' or
•Re-manried' as appropriate.
Please tick one box.
BrlBtionghilpto:
Huibandorwife
living together as
ntoaplit
Sopordau^itcf
Other fdative

|..KelatioiishipL.sn;ho«ii^hoM>
Tick the box which indi«ies the relationship of each person to the person in the first
column.
A stepchild or adopted child shbuld be included as the son or daughter of the step or
adoptive parent.
^'rite in relationship of 'Other relative' - for example, father, daughter-in-law. niece,
uncle, cousm. Write tn position in household of an 'Unrelated' person - for example,
boarder, housekeeper, friend, flatmate, foster child.
Whcreal><>wts o a tiij>ht ar^ZlZZJipriV

t99i^

Please tick the appropriate box to indicate where the person was on the nighi of 21-22
April 1991.

Uiuelated

M1bi»*ckksts,oat
ootuigfac^vorkfir
mveOtaig to tfaik

[^1

UTri nil ••111 » - - * - - »

OutrideNcfthem
Iniijuad

Q s

B

D3

^

At this address, out f~}i
t n night woric or
tiavedHog to this
Elseivfaerein
Northern Ireland
OutsideNofthem
htiand

{^2
Vli

AU-ma^T«:d•i.\v^dow«^tl»^^s^^
All mamed. wtdowed. separated and divorced women in the household.
a • enter in Box 1 the total number of children bom alive to her.
b - enter m Box 2 how manv of these children were bom alive after 21si Apni 1990.

a Nuoabcrof

a Nuinberof

b Nunberof

b Nuinberof
chUdien

TliisaddRM
If the person- usually lives here please tick This address'. If not. tick 'Elsewhere' and
write in the person's usual address.
Kor students and children away from home during term time, the home address should
be taken as the usual address.

HI

tf ISlaeivheir', pleue w t e tfae penoo's
uwftl adckcit and poBKode bdow In
BLOCK CAFtTAlS

Ihis address
Ssei^iere

B;

IfElsewhere', pleise w i l t e d petson's
usual address and postcode below in
BXXXX CAPITALS

For any person who lives aw^y from home for pan of the week, the home address
should be taken as the usual address.
?C0iBode

Any p>erson who is not a permanem member of the household should be asked what
he or she considers to be his or her usual address.

r c r m l a n e a d d r e s s of s t u d e n t s a n d sch(K>t ct>ildrcii.

1
NMftXUdencor Q 1

If not a student or schooichild. please tick first box.
For a student or schooichild who lives here during term time, tick
This address'.
If he or she does noi live here during temi time, tick 'Elsewhere'
and write in the current or most recent tenn time address.

B
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^ "" Bi
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Elsewhere Q s
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Day
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b Numberof
dwdren

DiisaddreeB
Baewhere

Bi

1

aisouple ^""^
Sonordau^bAer { I j 3
Oiherw^siivtr Q 4
jEtorjjpat^

a Nundxrof
children

Bi

n *

Cdecreeabaolnte)
mdowed

a Numberof
diOdpen

This address
Elsewheze

Year

CuM mantage)
Ite^nurlea

Unxdaied { " f l

5

At this address, cm F T T
onnighi^nofkor
tiav«JIingtothis
addnets ^^^
Elaewhereta n j 2
Nofthem 2rdand
«M
OutaideNortiem • s P

I3«r

Month

l U s address
ElsewncR

Bi

If 'Elsewhere', please write the person's
usual address and postcode bekw in
BLCXXCAPITAIS

If Ttoewhete', pleaae write the person's
usual addtew and postcode bdow to
BUXXCAPnVU^

If lOsewiwre*, pleaae write the person's
usual address and posttode bdiow in
BUXXCAPmoS

Postcode

Postcode

ypMcode

This address
3!f 'Elsewhere'^ please wtMe the person^
\tatxid addrcwi and postcode bdki^
BUOaCCAHTAlS

Q
Notastudenior n i
achookhild
Thisaddnas Q 2
Elaewhete Q j
If'Elsewhere', pkase write the fie
address and postcode below in
BLOCK CAPTTAU

I

Notasiudentor [^ 1
Elsewhere
If msewheEC, ^tease wriie the senn liDie
adAcM and postcode below ID
BUXXCAPXTAXS

Bi
BUXXCAPITAIS

Thii address

Bs

jEfEwnsriiere', plcaae^wyitp dtetemi tine

BtooccAprrAis

Postcode

PIOKM; tutra over •

1-3

Namey sex and date of birth of people to be included

Person No.. 2*

Pfet«onNo. 1

Nraie and suname

IfflpOflaAt - please read the notes before answenng ihe questions.
In answering the rest of the questions please include:
^

every person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household,
inchidlag anyone staying temporarily.

h^ any other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you Icnow they
are being mciuded on another census form elsewhere.
^

anyone who amves here on Monday 22nd April who was in Nonhcm Ireland on
Sunday 21 si April and who has not been mc4uded as present on another census form.

P^

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

^

Write the names in BtOCK CAFTTALS starting with the head or a joint head
ofhouaebokl.

If the person s usual address one year ago (on the 21st April 1990) was the
same as his or her current usual address (given in answer to question 8),
please tick 'Same'. If not tick 'Different' and write in the usual address one
year ago.
If everyone on the form has moved from the same address, please write the
address in full for the first person and indicate with an arrow that this applies
to the other people on the form.

Mak

•

1

Pemak

•

2

D'
DMeorfatetfa
Dqr .Moeih

y«r

Day

Month

Year

LULU

•
ChadgDdwoDeQd

w

ptnod*B «ddKW«id postcode
on tbe 21ac i^arfl 1990 below in

SameasQl
Questions
Diffeicmn2
Child under one Q 3
Jf'Difeem', pJeasewrfteihe
pexaon's address and posECode
on die 2151 April 1990 below in
BLOCK CAPTTAIS

For a child bom smce 22si April 1990. tick the 'Child under one' box.
yomooOe

<.<Hinirv o l ' l n n l t i

Ndtfaemni
lidand

Please tick the appropriate box.

Please .siaie the Religion. Religious Denomination or Body to which the
person belongs. The general term 'Protestant' should not be used alone and
the denomination should be given as precisely as possible.

Nordiem[|3l
Ireland

Eo^aadO^

England • • 2

ScodandD^

Scotland • 3 _.

. Vales D-*

Wales 0 4

RepuWicns
oflrdaiid

ReputrficGs
of Ireland

Elsewhere n 6
If ^bewheie*, please write in ihe
piesent name of the country

ElsewhereDe
If'Elsenl3ere\ please wtite in the
present name of the country

Helicon

Retigion

Yea^hasahealdiPi
pnjblemivhkh
Usnteactivtles *

Yes, has a health {~)i
pioblem which
limtss activities

HMnoiucfaQs
heilihrpfoUem

Hasnosuchn2
hetldipcoblem

If none write NONE.

Does The person have any long term illness, health problem or handicap
"cv^ich limns his her daily aaivnies or the work he/she can do?
Include problems which are due to old age.

Person So* 4

Person No, 5
Pfame and »um>me

Male
Female

******* aOD BUT*******

Me • !

Ql
^2

Dtteof bifftfa
Day

Month

Femaie

mat

D2

Q2

:c

Day

Q]

OMaflMk

VtmuiUiih
Year

Male

ftwpate Q 2

Month

Year

Day Month

Yev

Year

cncincnLrj

Same as Q l
QuestkmS
I>ifferemri2
Child under one Q 3

SaooeasQl
QuestioaS
Differemn2
Child under one Q 3

.

If •IMfferem', please write the "
person's address and postcode
on the 21st .^>ri] 1990 below in
BIXXX CAPITALS

IflMfiefesf, pieaaewritette
person's address and postcode
ontibe21st April 1990 bdow in
BXXXHCCAPrTAIS

Posicode

Posicode

StmeasQl
QueadonS
DififecenKnz
ChfidunderQoe{|j3

SwneasQl

Ch9d iinder one r i 5

IfDJffemn\ plea*ewitethe
peoon's address and postcode
00 Ibe 21st April 1990 beksw in

a

IfDifoent', pteaaewaoeihe
peflKMi*# address ^nd poMcodg
on the aiatil^Mfi) 1990 bekyw in

BLOCK CAPTTALS

IJLMM

Northern P I i
Irdand

Noithemni
Ireland

Noithemni
Mand^

England ^ 2

£i^landQ2

£a^bndQ2

Scotland n ^

SoodandO^

ScodandG3

Wales D - i

Wale»D<

WakffO^

RepuHicn5
of Ireland

KcpuWicns
of Ireland

ItepuhticQs
otfMand

Else?»^iere • 6
If *Else^^iere\ please write in the
present name of the country

Elaewfaeier]6
If'Elsewhere', please write in the
present name of te country

Eisewbcre I _| 6
If'Elsewhere', please write in die
present name Oftinecoufltty

Yes, has a health Q i

Yes^hasabetldiQi
pioblem which

YtephMsfaeattni

pR^:^emwhidi

Unuis activities
Has no such r i 2
health pnsbtem

— * . « —

ScodandO^

Xepufcaicn*
Of jsetaoci

-r^:^'^ ^:rJ^
T«i^hM«bealihni

_.«-«.»• • • *

ItauES aCuVMiCi

Has no such P ] 3

H8»tK>illcfaQ2 .

1

hfftlih pwiHcHi

X^ksMHC turn ovef *

Name^ sex and date of buth of people to be included.

21 I

Person No, 1

Person No. 2

ImjxMtamt- please read the notes before answering the questions.
In answering the rest of the questions pl«ise include:
^

every person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household,
iSKbidiug aayooc staying tcaxponaiiy.

^

any other people who are usually members of ihe household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know ihey
are being included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who arrives here on Monday 22nd April who was in NorUiem Ireland on
Sunday 21st Apnl and who has not been included as present on another census form.

^

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

^

Write the names In BLOCK CAPTTMS starting with the head or a joint bead
ofhouaeluDld.

Da

Female

Q

2

IMeorbktfa
Dttf .Moftfa

I>Ry

Year

Moosfa

Year

»UUU fTTT

cDODn-m

This question is for all persons aged 3 or over (bom before 22nd April 1988)

~~n:

14 IrishlanguagjCi:^;^'/*:'*_/.-;^-^'v ; , •-.••-\'V-:^.;. .'-;.!" ~'"-\ '-.:''-^^'/. '^.i
Cani^Mstkliidi
CiaieadliUi

Can the person speak, read or write Irish?
Please tick the appropriate boxCw).

Ctofead Irish

a*

Cui«iftelrii6
Does ncscknov Irish

Cin apeak Irish
Cuiwrice Irish
Poes sot know Irish

Do

Answers to the femaining questions are not required for any person under l6 years of age
(bom after 21st April 1975)
WlKitiifcrimorkjunig+.ixitljr^

t h e h o m e etcs- l ^ t ' ^ v c e k ^

Vhich of the following things was the person doing last wee3c?
PJea^e read carefuJJy right through ihe Jisr. If the person did more
than one of the things listed la» week, tick all the descriptions that apply.
Cisuai or temporary- work should be counted at boxes
I. Z. 3 or-J. Also lick boxes 1.2.3 or 4 if the person had
a ^ob last week but was oiT sick, on holidav.
:err:poranJy laid off or on strike. VForkuig for an
empioyer is pan time rf the hours worked, excluding
anv overtime and meal breaks, are usuallv 30 hours or
ies*a week tbox2).

Wasworiringforan
csnpkyyvT-AiH time
Oaocetfaan
30 boms a week)

Di

Vaswockittgforan
csQpicsfytT past tixoe
(onehourorixxMie
awedO

D^

Intiude any person wanimg a lob but
prevented by holidav or ternporary sickness from
looking for one.
Dr not count training given or paid for by an emplover

aohouxsaweek)

Da

Was setf-empiGyed, not
eBapk>ying otiter people

n*

Unpaki%c«k
Was ottt {Eowenuaesi
enployDent Of

Ir.ciude for example .ACE Scheme. Youth Training
Programme and Job Trammg Programme.

1

w
W

^
W

Was workingforan T^2
emptGycr partrinse.^
(one hour or more
aweelc)

•

Wasself-enqpkiycdl Q
emplcytng other people
Wassdf-en^)icyed,not
en^dcytng other p e o ^

3

Q 4

Ds

Unpoidvock Q

5

D*

Wasooagcvefflffienc Q
en^jloymeni or
tiaioing scneose

6

CrUAlfMt SCDC09C

WatwKftlogio
Man a fob hp/shc
hadatoaidy

D'

" Waswaitingio Q 7
xait a jot> he/she
hadalseady
accepted

Was uoenpioycd
m d looking nsr a
Job

Qs

WasunefflpCoffed Q 8
indlookiiigfora
)ob

n» ;

Wasasadsootorki

1

Wasworidngforan Q 1
cfs^loyerfulltiaae
ODOCC titan

Wassdf-ecupksysd)
oDpkJiylng ocber people

L'npaid work in a family business including a .shop or
farm.

1

D"

Wtot»ifaleit>«raric
IxcMve of IccK IBSB

Was at school or In Q
otiberfidUtloie

because cflonf tern

9

•lO

^tkMKoraMbikr

Qu

prid«oik

D«.

WmkKMagMm
Include volunt3r>* work and any other activir>^ *

;

D» -

.C*er

jawm9mtf_

O
izzi

1 ,.-Tr.-3^,\ -^-I^^^Tia

piridworie
IOOUM^

Q I 2

Person t^o. 5

Ftej'»o»N0;6

Person No. 5

Per»oiiNo,4

>huae and aunaune

Male
Fcmak

Mawfeftttdi

Mak • !

Male • !

Ql

Female

Qa

ftemakr

^ 2

Day

Month

mm

^ 2

X)«MttlMMll

I>Mec#birtli
Year

Day

Mooch

Day

Year

Month

Diay

Yew

Mc«^

Y«ar

I I I I ii

iincn
nzmnnimi
mmrrrq
This question is for all persons aged 3 or over (bom before 22nd April 1988)
Caaapeaklftah [ [ ^ ^
Otojeadbiih Q 3

1

1

^ i -

H I I i{

• ^ • ' : ^ . ' • > • • - • ; V * '••-•••

~ ^ '

'

.- ;r •OttWBtelWlil , " j *

OoeaooikziowXfiih | ^ 0

'. • M

3^ .''*•
•...^:-:._1

••:„:-.:-;

J

Answers to the remaining questioxis aare not required for any person under 16 years of i^E^e
(bom after 21st April 1975)
VasworkiogforaB.ri 2
caajjIoyerfuUttoe *""^
CsDorethan
30bouis aweeiO

cjaptojioiuBttec ^"^
Coxxdhsn
dObaott a«eelO

WasworiKtegfocan | ^
en^dioyet pait tiiDe
(one hour or more
awedO

Waaworidogfofaa Q 2
ftnpioyef pait
ttpe
Cone hourormore

z

90hoi9B a a m i j
1

emfdoying other people ^"^

1

Wa8 9elf-einpioyed.not P H 4
empkjyjx^ other peopte ^""^

Waa aeif-cmployed, DOC ^ ] 4
eiBptoytegodierpeopie

j 1

Unpaidwork Q

Vatooagowerasest ^ H 6
cntpiCfyiDeni or
naining jcheiDe
Vasnoiiingio I ! 7
sianaK^he^she *--^
hadaJready
aoocpced

WaawaUQgto f ^

Wasaiacfaootorin [ | 9
odierfuUtime ^""^
education

'Waaatacfaootorln | ] 9
QdxrfuQttne ' " ^
education

WasimatolelD«ncxk p ^ a o
because of long teisD ^"^
sickness or dinUIizy

- Waaucafafeloivoik f ^ I O
becautectflongiefrD ' " ^
aickDeaaordM3tii9

Wisittiiedfiom | | i i
fmidwotk *—'

Waaiedredfiom 1 ^ 1 1

"

] 4

«w«dO

1

D-*

1

1

1

D«

liMiaAii

ItaauneiBploycd | | g
MdlotAtaftlcva ' - - '
•aaatadMolorlD P I 9
citefuBttoe *—^

V«i«Mdntlo

Q ?

iMldMiMMdf

'Mkikkotioilbr*

D»

Vi««t»dtMiolorto F n 9

becMiaeoflOQgiefai ^''**^
aldEaeaaordMjiirf
Vteradndfioa 1 ^ 1 1
pNAd woilc

Vas looking after ibe F H u
homeorSwDliy *~^
Odicr Q l d
jBtear^pat^

^Na adf-ompiiryrdj not [
cBployingoCber people

Waawaftjlngio r~| 7
atMta^fae/^M ^ - ^
iMdaheadf

tedakody
Waa uncunptoyed F H g
andlooldafibra ^"^

| 3

^isgS

7

Wasuoemptoyed j | 8
andkxiicingfbra ^"'^
Job

f ^!aa«dF<«pioifcd» |

]
j
1
1

vopm^io^ [ ^ 5

$

Waaonaguwuiuma, J ^ 5
cflipioynsmK or
f

"Mm*

']

V^MwodbmlDraa p H 2
cnplarerpifcttBt *--*
Cow hour or neve
amelO

Waaicitoiytoygd, p l 3
employii^ other peopie

Unpaidiwxk ^ H 5

1
r

• •••iilnimii l i a t l r i i i i i

j

W«a looting after die

] 1
1

ftmrnifmctfy

V^lZ

\ 1

ptmmjp»e^

^^

/ilMMviywrf^

Beaisc tarn over-

Name^ sex and date of birttt of people to be incitided

21 •

Petson No^ 1

Person No; 2
Naine and surname

Important - please read ihe notes before answenng the quesuons.
In answenng the rest of the questions please include:
^

ever\- person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household.
inciudlng anyone staying temporarily.

^

any other people who are usually members of the household bui on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are bemj« included on another census form elsewhere

^

anyone who arrives here on Monday 22nd April who was m Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21si April and who has not been included as present on another census form.

1^

any baby bom before 22 Apnl. even if still in hospital. If noi yei given a name write
BABV and the surname.

1^

WHte the names in BIXKK CAPTTALS starting with the head e r a joint head
of household.

rsa

Dirr

Yettt

MoDih

T

an.

i^ie

•

1

Femaic

•

2

1 Day Mondi

n

Year

III 11 1 M 1

Please read A below, tick the box that applies and follow the instruction by the box ticked.
This will tell you which questions to answer for each person.
Did the person have a paid job last week or do unpaid work in a
family business, including a shop or fanri (any of the boxes 1, 2,3.4 or 5 ticked a
question 15)?

tiicn go to ^MJdOD 21

YES n
Answer questions 16,17,
* ^ IS. 19 and 20 about die
ttsla Job last week,
dien go to questioa 21

NO Q

AnwBfB

NO

AsswerB

VES n

AaKwciqi}eKio(»l6,l7aad
IS abcusiiitiatmjeceDit
)ob,tbea go oo ID question 21

Y£S r n

Answerque8tiocsl6>.l7and
19 about the most reosnt
job. tbea go on to question 21

NO [ ^

GoonK>que3tku21

NO r n Go on to question 21

YES r i Ajsnvcr question* l6vJ7»
* ^ 18.19aDd20aboueibc

Has the person had a paid job within the lasi 10 yesrs?

^^nnbercffaouta
wpfkedawcefc

I
1
'""•^

Number of houis
woiicedaweek

How many hours a week does or did the person usually work in his or her main job?
Do not count overtime or meal breaks*
17

t>ccu|>atu»rt*

sFuUlobiide

sFuU job title

bMaintfaii^dooeinjob

bMalnAing»donein)ob

ft N M D C o f CSDfMOfCf

s }^aie of eiDplojpef

% Peseripttop of cmipioTct's burtocw

9 OoKiipikMi of enpiojWs fausinesi

Please give the full title of the person's present or last job and describe the mam things
he /she does or did in the job.
At a. give the full title by which the job is known , for example: "packing machimsf;
'pouitn* processor*: 'jigiand toolfitter*;'supervisor of typists'; 'accounts clerk": rather
than generai titles like machinist': 'process worker*: 'supervisor" or 'clerk'. Give rank
or ^ade if the person has one.
At b. wnte down the main things the person actually does or did in the job. If possible
ask hiiwhcT to say what ihese things are and write them down.
Armed P o m s • enter commissioned o^icer* or other rank' as appropriate at a. and
leave b blank.
CMS Servants • give grade at a, and at b state discipline or specialism, for example:
•electrical engmeer': •accountant"; 'chemist'; 'administrator'.
Other Public Officials - give rank or grade at a and description of duties at b.

18

Name and husinessof employer (if self-employed give the namearid nature of person's business)
At a. pl»se give the name of the employer. Give the trading name if one is used. Do
not use abbreviations.
At b. descnbe clearly whai the employer lor the person if self-employed) makes or
does (or did).
Anoaed Forces - write Armed Forces' at« and leaive b blank. For a member of the
Aimeci Forces of a country other than the UK - add the riame of the country.
Cfvii Servants - give name of Department at a and write Govemmeni Department' at
b
Other PubUc OfiBcials - give name of employing auihoniy at a and deparunem in
which employed ar b.

Pfcasetumofvw •

• !»er5on No, 4

Person No, 3
Name and wmiffle

Sex

Male
Female

Male • !

[^2

Female

fio

Mais
noak

^ 2

^^MflEMv t^ffiff ^UVtMUCtM?

Q l

Month

Year

IJ

Day

Month

Pemale

Q2

C]2

XiNMECHriNHtik

DaacorUrtb

DMcofblMb
Day

ll^neiniamMae

Kameind

Ql

' FersonNOv 6

Pferson N o , 5

Year

•nrnr-rrn

Day

McaMfa

D«y

Year

1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

MoMth

Y«af

cnna r m

Please read A below, tick the box that applies and follow the instruction by the box ticked.
This will tell you which questions to answer for each person.
Y25 p i

MmKtqiKmkt»l6,t7^

^O
fMlBJBblMt«Mft;
AmiDto4MDB2l

NO

AoflWCf B

MO

ND

YES r n Aw«i«rque«loml6»17and
IS about die moKieoent
job. ihfai go oo to {{uettkxi 21

YES r n lnw(ffrquwriniial6^17iPd
**"* la-abouKibenoflKieoBat
jobtihpifpQBift ijuKhai ZX

YBS n

NO Q

NO n

NO n

Ck>o»toque«lon21

HixatoeTothaea
vofkedaweek

Goomoqaqdoo21

MaDsbsf Of boun
iMsckedaweek

WMtal^Clb )MKWOdk»

~ ' M I I M Job I N K w M k i
' JbBn|0«oi{tiettiQa2J
NO Q

AiMMnarB

.

J

]

AiMwerqiMwttoDa 16,17 and
^"^ IJSIt ibCM ]die moat MceoK

j

|ab^ 4cB 90 ottioquefilQa 21
GocoiPiywadon21

MuDbcrofbcana
wotted a wQck

NO

1

r-l «SooB«>v«*l«»a

1

iipotkedaiincfk

1

1

mFtiU job tide

sFuStobtUe

aPi^ job tide

1 MFuU^titk

1

bMain things done in job

b Mato ihiny donetojob

b Main tfaingi dooe in job

1 bMatottiixiigsdbtseinjGb

1

« Name of cmpkvyer

s Name Cf employer

1 M^^iSOHiti t$OfilCff€f

\\
b Deagipiaoo of enqrioycf'a bustoeaa

b Dejcri|9tioi!i of cmployci'a butlneaa

bDeacriptkmof cm|!iiiiygf*abuatocw

II

b OcMstpdm of empkyy^rt b u ^ ^

'."•

'• "
Please turn over •

1-3

Name* s e x and tiate of burth of people to be included

Person No, 1.

Importftnt - please r«d the noies before answering the questions.
In answering therestof the questions please include:
^

every pci^on who spends census night (21-22 Aprii) in this household,
Induding aayoa^ staying tanpoxmrify.

^

any other people who are usually members of the household but on census mghi are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even 1/ you know they
are being mcluded on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who arrives here on Monday 22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st ApriJ and who has not been included as present on another census fonn.

^

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname

^

Write the names in BLOCK CAFTTAIS starting with the head or a Joint head
of household.

Female

Vtf

Day

.Monh

Q

2

MoMh

rnmn-mi
poaKode of wockptooe bdow to

n

Fiease write lull address and
postcode of wockplaoe belov in

wyzwnm

Please give the full address of the person's place of work.
For a person employed on a site for a long period give the address of the site.
For a person not working regularly at one place whoreportsdaily 10 a depot or other
fixed address, give that address.

Postcode

J^

For a person not reporting daily to a faed address, tick box 1.
For a person working mainly at home, tick box 2.
Anned Forces - leave blank.

20

Daily louniicy'toworkji;
Please tick the appropriate box to show how the longest pan, by distance, of the
person s daily ioume>' to work is nonnaliy made.
For a person usmg different means of transpon on different days, show the m&ms
most often used.
Car or van includes three-wheeled cars and motor caravans.

a
Hi

Nofixedplace
Mainly ai home

NonsodpliOC!
Msdnlyathcme

B

Tiain Q

1

Public Mivks bus Q

2

Motor^de. Q

4

CarorvaMcxsl, Q
riming dnviog
Drtvtagaatror n

5

Tiain •

6

Onkxx •

^

Driving a car or O

6

5

8
9

Ohcr D l O

Woffkssaiflty
at home
J 11

Q n

Degree level or higher

Q i
n 2

BTSCQB^ierXBECOii^terX

D ^

BIBCOS^ierXBECCHIs^X
TEC (Hitler), HNQHND

GCE'A'lwd,

n 3

GCE*A*Lwd»
Advanced Senior Cemfiaae

r]3

Bm:CNttk3naD.TBC<N0iaBa2).
BEC0(ttkxsaD,ONC;OND

FI4

GGSE.GCS'aLevd
ODdmttt^gECndel),
Seniui Ceitiflcaie,,
BIBCCGeDenO.
BBC(GeoexiD
CSB(oiberthaaGiadel>

PI 5
^"^

A. Please tick the appropriate boxes if the person has obiained any of the
qualifications listed aside.
BBC QMofnlX C3NC OND
GCSB.GCZ'Cy level
QMkidkwCSBGfMdielX

riS
*"*

BIK:«3caenD»
SCCCOeDOiD

WofanBri<iiMllfirwlriiiiii«»«bo<re
B'. Has the person obtained professional or vocational qualifications
.such a.1 nursing or teaching qualifications?
If yes. ple3s<f suie qualificauons held.

4

Onfbot •

Q u

D^ice Icffcl Of hjgjhcf
? • Acaidemic, p.rofe»stohal-and v<>cational qualiitcations-

3

Mocorcyde, D
SK^)ed,scoocec
Carorvaihpcx:!, Q
sbutog dnvtajg

Fedalcyde Q

^

O&er n ^ O

Woriniminlsr
acfaocDe

2

Eiiq>k99ef's bus Q

PasKsigerlna n
7
carorvan ^ ^

PiMrnjtiina F ] 7
csrorvas *"*
Pedilcside G

1

Public servfcs bus Q

• ?

Q6

NofomalqualHkaikMMaaabcwre FH?

Person No, (>

Person No: 5

es-

NMOBMMJ

ses

Miie

ifafe O i : ;;S-

Q l

DMeofbimi
Day

]Mi«riMi.

DMeofbMk
Di^

Year

Month

Postcode

No fixed place
Main}yaihocDe|

Postcode

PoMcode

Postcode

Train

Employer's bus

03

En^loyer'sbus

Mocorcyde.
moped, acoocer
CarcM'V3»-poo),
sharing dnving
IMvingacaror
van

O^

Motorcycle.
moped, scooter
GarorvaiMXXil,
shoring dnving

rina
car or van

o^

Pedal cyde

Os

On foot

09
Oio

Other
pieasespeci^

Degree levei or hitter

1

TTT
D2
D3

BTEC (Natiooal). TEC (NaliooalX •
BEC (NaiiorxaD, 0 ? « ; OND
GCsk GCE'O'Level
(inchiding CSE Grade 1),
Senior Cenlfkaue.
HTH: (General),
BEC (General)

[-] 5
*""'

CSE (odxT than Grade 1)

fHs

No formal qualiBcadons as above FH?

^

Etsploycfafaua O

3

Bno^sloyef'ibus Q

3

Mooarcyde>
isMspedt jtcooter
Carorviik^OQl,
abaitngdttvlng

S n a D O S SHIVIMK

Q 4
^^
P] 5
""'^

PaMengerbian 7
«arorvin ***'

Fttdalcyde O ®

F«^cydK! O ^

Oio

Odxr O 10
trimnrjcaKil/V

BTBCCHl^jerX BEC (Hurler).
•racCJfl^XHNQHND

4

PubBctervtoebus Q

Bnaengerlna P ] 7
cttorvaa **^

Degree level or higher

HI 3

2

D^
Pedal cyde D«
On foot O^

2

GCE 'A* Levd.
Advanced Senior Certificate

l

1

Drivlr^acaror []]] 6

j

•

Train •

Train Q
Plastic senrloe bus Q

Mocorc^vtey i.,^J 4 .
fl300QCi% scooter

Ottfooc •

WoiksmiUniy Q l l
aihaaae
^

u

OclylQgacaror ^ 6
. van ^ ^

Other

GCZ'A'level.
Advanced SentorCcRlflcKe

VoriEsmdniy
Q 1

Q n

9

Vorksmaioly p i n
Mhome

D^ree jBvei or raphe?

Dc^iRM^ levfi or bljiiber

aFIBCOit^MsX BBC Qilsber).
TBCOOgberXHtHCHNp

VTBCOilgheO, Biec d d j ^ X
TBCQttiherXHNCHND

pi 3
'-'

GCB'A'Lefcl.
^
AdysBKBd Scnkv CcAlfiCMe

[^4

GCSE,CCE'aLevd
Onchidii^ ffE GtMie 1),
Senior Oertiikase;
BTEC (GenetiD,
BECCGeoenO)

PI5
'-'

CSS (other than Gndel)

Q s

NofomalquallftcukNMassbove

Onfooi •

9

Q s

BmitKukxaD.ISCQtekxttD.
BEC(KttlaoiO.(»K;<X«D

D2
D3

BIK<HMiaaiD,1KIN«kiuA 0 4
BBCO«MiapdXO(K;aND
^^

n»

Qnciadkv CSS Cade 1).
BIBCCGenenD,
BEC<Ca«I)

Q y

*'

1—

No£b»dplice|
Malndyathoime

a

Passenger tna
car or van

BTEC CHi^ier), BEC (Hi^wr).
TEC (Higher). HNC HND

aKaoMAig

Nofisedplaoei
Halniy at homei

D4
05
Driving a car or
van 0 6

Works mainly n i l
azhocne

0303 am
poffi»deofwt«iqpl«cebekiwlo

Public servk« bus

05
06

Year

WeaiB write wB lOMeis aod
posBBOOE of ^HOnKBttce oeiowr is
BLOOCCMTOM
-

fi

Public service bus

.Uri^

neiaewikelua address aad
poMoode of iHoriqaiace bekw m
BLOCK CAPrrALS

Nofixedplace
Mainhrathotoe

a

0iy

-irDfrrT

cnnnDiE

PicasewisehilladclxQasaad
postcode of-workplace below ia
BLOCK CAPTTAl^

Train

MoBih

0IB:(HMtfMMdE>>t1SCCM)ttloaiJ).

n 4

B8C(MW«MO»ONC.<»«D

^^

OCS)EE.GCetyiJmd
OrwiiirifcVlCSg Omde )X

Ds

BnsCCOeaentiX

CSBCodMrdMCfidttl)

Q ^

CSE Cother than Gfftde b

06

NofamlqutflkMdomatibo»e

Q ?

NofawBaii<^iilifk:itkao»a)iatogre

PI?

Please tara o v e r aiad complete pancJs B as&d C -

I

Please answer questions H2-H5 about your household's accommodatio&
H 5 <Iars and vans '
yiiliiMi'l<itl>piiif«tMibogloip<»eMeiheniai)erofciaiiKiTam

M^f c v cr^MS provided b f cnopic^wn

Hoc

]MB8 voon

DiUMdCOty

.ttcbeaf«|] ii2<
aodwrm

Itooe Q
TITO

•-: ' r f

Please torn to the first laside page
H5Tenurt?-

I S M uiicb 99 s T M O O o o e f3a me

Pksae Hck the bcK w h k h bsK ikniJbBi hg/ftymwdyoothaoMbBid

occupf JOIM ', ^^^^ j ^ - ^ '*Jl^
:^-j^i.5^ ^

No'O

- .'/^l5>OMSe A H * ^ws DO i c o n oo thefann?

j ^ j i ^ p f i AdDsdL picflR s A A c SounoMcr for i i K ] ^ ^
^ . ^ ^ ^ A M | m M sfl^ooe ott b e o ^

AKMfjb BKHQPHeOf lOHl

NoD

/.-'"iriMdwih^ihciuldbeiwciudcdoptbefcBiik?
yiwltrtiriiVjiifisijtwiitiih iMimimlilii nriinn
nfy^ypiwceiiBKwwMCXipchidtngifeefli.
Name
Reason

inftzQtined B i n > prtvaK I B M S O I ^
nttdiibBd ISPOIO 1 pRVStB IttlyHMDLCQNXBttHrOf OBKVdEHHflHDOD

Name

Nan^

ihaxi»ytniad$xifpeopkswiioiimaSfyltnhBn^i10xjoii^
^ ^ flwt >8 <jUffWionsi>faicfa tfaockl hive been amwcied hsve beeo
•wsKMdfcecvctyflsefloberof T^ixir hoisEliold

* A fixed tattfa Of afaowcf pennsx>Mttiy c<MtnPCTed to 1 wsM^

T«s > for u»e oolr by tbii bouseix4d
Tcs - lot Qte S1K> by tcioitMT I I O D M I I O U

•AfiuahtoOei (WOnrfeh enmnce

tbebufldtt«?

^

lte^roebff«lDdudedevei^fODewfao9peixihealfl|xof21-22Aprata
fOarnouKnoKi

1^

<i»yaib«wlnriiidfriewayopc who i»MBylht» here bui was swsy
ftoaihiMeoaibcni^of2lr22April

• ^

: itMQOVJifeGO^bosfdenoroewlf bofli(ldklren,cwctttf id&taboi}rii^

. . .

TsB.fcruMBaaly^ditohouacfaold
T)»«lbri»eslK>by

i»-aiiiii«9te«fth

ic

henen^ itfBsn air or 1)Dde^floar bstftag) vMber sceo^
Tfl»-d]M)giDQCDi
Tcs * scBw (ixx aS) Bftaig icxMBi SMI bsd^BOfls flEflnSf

S|BQaiufe(s)

sWterjt^plfr

•OooMstic sewi^ dkpaaid 7
a«pttc«*/cwiptftyBi»<i»by-afcliinwilir<<n>V^*

^^'

^^

M
pTinled in ibe Ufljied KiDgdom for HMSO
Dd. 303784. € 2 1 10/92 Gp. 14672

Date

April 1991

Please r e a d these i n s t r u c t i o n s hcfore ftUing in t h i s f o n n
A Household:

199ieensus
NORTHERN IRELAND
H Form for Private Householils

A bouseboU comprises either one person living alone or a group of people (not
necessarily related) living at the same address with common hoasekeeping that is, sharing at least one m&zl a day or sharing a living room or sitting
room.

To t h e H e a d . o r J o i n t H e a d s o r m e m b e r f f of t h e H o u s e h o l d aged

People staying temporarily with the household are included.

l6orover;.

•

If there is more than one household in this building, answer for your
household only.

•

First check Panel A and then answer questions HI on thla p a ^ and
H2 to H5 on the back page*

•

When you have answered the household questions, answer the
questions on the Inside pages about each member of your household,

^

If a member of the household is completing an Individual Form please
enter their name and answer questions 5 and 6 on this form,

W"

Then complete Panel B and Panel C on the back page.

•

Answer each question by ticking the appropriate *OT or boa^s [/i
where they are provided.

W"

Please use ink or ballpoint pen.

Please complete this form for all members of the household^ Inchsdiog
children^ and have It ready for coilcctton on Monday 22iui ApriL Your Census
Enumerator will call lo coilea it then or soon afterwards and will help you with the
form if you have any <:^)cuhies. The enclosed leaflet explains why the Census is
necessary and how the information is used.
Completion of the form is compulsory under the Census Act (Northern Ireland)!969. If
you refuse to complete it. or give false information, you may have to pay a fine of up to
i.400. There is no penalr>' for refusing to state religious denomination as this is a
voluntary question.
Your ans^n^rs will be treated in strict confidence and used only to produce
statistics. No names and addr^ses will be put into the computer; only the postcode
will be entered. The forms will be kept securely and treated as confic^tlaL No
infom^tlon about n a m ^ individtials will be pa^ed by the Census OfiBce to any
other Gcvemment Department or to any otter authority or person.
Anyone using or disclosing census information improperly will be liable to
prosecution. For example, it would be improper for you to pass on to someone else
information which you have been given in confidence by a visitor lo enable you to
complete the Census Form.

Enquiries to:Census Office
Dej^rrment of Health and Social Services
Castle Buildings
Stormont
BELFAST BT4 3RA
Telephone Belfast 763939

If any member of the household aged 16 or over does not wish you. or another
member of the household, to see their information, please ask the Enumerator for an
Individual Form with an envelope.
After completing the form, please sign the declaration on the last page.
Thank you for your co-operation.

/^l»^?>»»»»«~;^
R .Mc.Murray
Registrar General

::

_

E-B.No.

District Council

1

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Form No,

•

'

Grid Reference

Ward

._•_

Name of head of household

••^'"'.•'^7:-

Males

Females

Townland

i Town or Village
j Street etc. with No. or name of house
Postcode I B T

•-"• .

BUACode

| FamikyType |

1 1
H 1 Acconunodatioa
If box-TorJK>x H i n Panel A is ticked; tick o n e b<>x b e l o w t o .
s h o w t h e t y p e of a c c o m m o d a t i o n -which y o u r h o u s e h o l d ,
occupies.
.
'
,
A one roomed flalOet
with private bath or shower, WC and kitchen
faoHtles.

To beccompleted by-the E n u m e r a t o r a n d amended^ if
necessary., b y t h e p e r s o n ( s ) s i g n i n g t h i s form, ' . r
Tick one box to show the type of accommodation which this
household occupies.
A caravan o r other m o b i l e o r temporary stnicture
A whole house o r
bimgalow that is

D^

^ ] 1

One room or bedeit, not sdtfKXMatahied
(to inovefrtamyotu-loom to bsohroom, WC or
kitchen facility you have 10 use a hall, landing or
stairway t>pen to other househojkb).

detached
CD 2
semi-detached
| ^ 3
terraced (include end of terrace) p n ^

The whole of a
T in a commercial building (for
ptirpose built
J example in an office building
flat or maisonette | or hotel or over a shop)
I in a block of flats
Part of a converted f separate entrance into the
or shared house, J building
bungalow o r flat | shared entrance into the
J_ building

• 5
• 6

Aaclf«cogtatoedflatoraccomfnndattonwifl>
2 or more rooms*
having bath or shower, ^ C and kitchen £adlitie$
all behind its own piivate door.

• 8

2 or more rooms* not self-contained
(to move between rooms or to bathroom, WC,
or kitchen facilities you have to use a hall,
landing or stairway open to other hoti^eholds).

)

n^
n^

Please turn to the back p a ^ and answer questions H2 to H5 -

1-3

.Naiht\ SOX i>»itl tiatc of b i r t h o f p e o p l e to be invUittcd
Impottant - piease read the notes before answering the questions.
In answering the rest of the questions please include:

^

every person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household,
UKituding anyone staying temporarily.

^

any other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are bemg included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who arrives here on Monday 22nd ApriJ who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st April and who has not been included as present on another census form.

^

^S^
:iW^^gp^to-CI»

M*le •

1

ap?

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write

SMcoClMctIi

BABY and the surname.
+ A V «>,ai^SjS>

^

Write the names in BIXX3C CAPITALS starting with the head or a joint head
ofhousehoJd.

Marital stalus-;^

Itay iMooifa

Year

oncnax:

Siocuh

Year

nucn
(never soazxtetO
Married

On the 21st April what is the person's marital status.'
If separated but not divorced, please tick 'Married (firsi marriage)' or
'Re-married' as appropriate.
Please tick one box.

Day

^ 2

Be-manied
Mvorced Q 4j
(decree abaoiote)-

CdeoedidbiMfaitc^

Widowed D 5
.,J<dationshipJn;hOo.s'ehc>id>

Hiabandorwife
living togedser as
acoi^
SoDcrdau^iter
Odieridative

Tick the box which indicates the relationship of each person to the person in the first
coJumn.
A stepchild or adopted chilfd should be included as the son or daughter of the step or
adoptive parent.
Write in reiationship of 'Other relative' - for example, father, daughter-in-law. niece,
uncle, cousin. 'Write in position in household of an 'Unrelated' person - for example,
boarder, housekeeper, friend, flatmate, foster child.
Whereabouts on ni^hi

af<ZlZZAprit\l9W

P] 1 .
Q 2
O^
Q4

Unrelated f T ^
MAS tittafiAt

At this address, out
onaishtvitickor

[^1

Please tick the appropriate box to indicate where the person was on the night of 21-22
April 1991.
NiCMihen icidsod ^ ^
Ou»k)eKdia>em P l a
!iebnd

^^"

Attbisaddress,out Q l
on n i ^ work or
travelling to tbls
address ^ ^
EbevAeieia ^ 2
OutstdeNonbem
Island

Qa

Al^mar^K:4c^^v^d6wedv s e p a r a t e d ^rttl?dtvorH'dtvv'6men:
All manned, widowed, separated and divorced women in the household.
a - enter in Box 1 the total number of children bom alive to her.
b - enter m Box 2 how many of these children were bom alive after 21st April 1990.
Rsual a d d r e s s ^
If the person usually lives here please tick This address'. If not, tick 'Elsewhere' and
write in the person's usual address.
For students and children away from home during lenn time, the home address should
be taken as the usual address.

a Nomberof
children

a Hxiiebcroi
children

b Kiiniberof
chfldren

b Number of
diildren

ThbaddrcM

HI

If ^toewhexe", pleue wtice the peraon's
usual addiC9» and postcode below in
SUXXCAHTAIS

lids address
'Shewbete

El

If 'Elsewhere', please write the pefson's
usual address and postoxle bdow in
BIOCK CAPITALS

For any person who lives away from home for part of the week, the home address
should be taken as the usual address.
Any person who is not a permanent member of the hoiisehold should be asked what
he or she considers to be his or her usual address.

Term t i m e a d d r c s s o f s t u d e n t s a n d sehtH>I chUdren .
If not a student or schoolchild, please tick first box.
For a student or schoolchild who lives here during term time, tick
"This address'.
If he or she does not live here during term time, tick 'Elsewhere'
and write in the current or most recent term time address.

Postcode

NocaaOidenKor Q 1
tcfxxik'fafld ^^_
Ihtoad^cw | j 2
'H«*tee ^ 3
IT'Ebcwtaicre', plnsff wtitt!tfietsfoi tloQe
addneataodpcaBcodcbetoiyia
BIXXKCAFFTALS

Nbcastudentor • 1
sdioddiUd Zl
Diisaddress 0 2
El5e«*ere M 3
If'Elsen^ncre:', please write the teim dflie
address and postcode bdow in
BUXX CAPITALS

Postcode

25 I

Person No;,3
Name and sunume

ScK

Male
Female

Person No, 4 •
jtaine >od mtMinc

Person No, 5

Person No^ 6

HHMMdj

JMtBOOfH 9SSt^ ^tkJVOmOfH

Ql

3at

^ 2

Bemtle

Month

SMeefMrtfi
Year

Single Q l
(never xnaniecO
Married.02
(first marriage) —.^
Re-mairied Q 3
Divoroed F l
(decree absolute)
^ysdowed n s
Belatlottsli^ t o Person N6.1
Husband or wife Q 1
living together as M 2
a couple
Scmordau^^ier O ^
Otherrelatjve Q 4

1

D«r

CnevermmiiedE)
Mamed ^ 2
Cfintmaxriage) ^ ^
Ke^nantod L J 3
IMwsiced n ^ Cdeaceabaciute)
|
Mcuitiomhfp t o . _ ••. • NOwl
,
Husbandorwife ^ 1
living together as M 2
Sonordau^ieer 1 1 3
OflierieJative Q 4

Unielaied [ n 5

At this address, out Q l
on n^ht wofk CM*
ttavelUngtotfais
Elscwherein
Afordiem Ireland
Outside Northern
Inland

n>

Qa

CMeofbirtli
Day

M«te

Q z
Q s

Unrelated

§

At this address, out P l l
onni^wockor
travelling to this
address
Elsewhetein ^ 2
Noftfaemlfelaiid
OuisideNotthem F H s

Moodx

cnnii

Muried Q a
CBisc mudigcO' « «
BiMUcried l i J 3
DfaKXced Q 4 - .
OiecreeabMrfute>
J
Wklpwed D s L
Huabondorwtfe Q 1
LMng together as Q 2
acouple
Soaordat^efacer L J ^
Olherrelatiye Q 4

(^ewrmantedO . ^
l«Mfkd [ J 2
CBistnmrriige> p ^
Divtxoed Q ^MMM

Husbandorwifb
Ifylng together as
acouple
Son or daughter
Oibcrielathre

Attfalaaddpeis.out
ooni^woricor
tntveilingiDifals
address
Elsev^iereln
Nocthem iretoid
OutsideKofdhem

" ^

M2
Q ?

Stoewfaetein
NbrihemlRted
CXnsideNocdiem
Indbtnd

a Numberof
- chfldren

a Nuniberof

Number of
children

b Nundxrof
diUdren

b Nuisd)erof
dtiidren

b Kmnberof

Elsewhere

B

If 'Hsewhere', please wrte the person's
usual address asxl postcode below in
BLOCK CAPITALS

If'Elsewhere', please wxiie the pef9on*s
usual address and {xxtcode below in
BLOCKCAPrrA25

Postcode

Fosscode

1
2
^
4

"" Ai to addbpeSW' Q i T
onnig^woxlEar
tnKvelting tothif^

a Nuniberof
diildren

this address

n
rj
Z:
LJ
Q

Uairfated r T S

Numbered
children

TTiis address j l ^
Elsewfeere \ \ 2

Year

lliis address
Elaewfaere

B;

If'Ebewheie', pkase wijte die person's
usual address and posKode below in
BLOCK CAPTTALS

Q 2
Q s

n
u
If "Elsewfaen^, pieaae wdne ihe petson's
Thisadkitess
'EuMPwherc

usual address aikl poKiCJode below in
BLOCK CAPUALS

Postcode

I
Ntac a student or Q 1
sdxx^child
Th&address LJ 2
Elsewhete L J 3
If'Elsewhere', piease write the texsn time
address and postcode below in
BLOCK CAPTTAIS

NiDiasiudeaior P J 1
scbookMd ^ •
niisadclress Q . 2
Elsewhere Q ^
ff'Ebewhere', pleaae write the cenn time
address and postcode bdow in
BLOCK CAPITALS

Postcode

PiMoode

Nbcaxodentor Q 1
xitoDkhUd
ElKHdieie Q 3
ff^beigfaere', pjcaar ^wte tfaetenBtianfe
3W|a»es> aoo poBtcooc ociQw te
SIOCKCAFirAXS

Nbcascudemor Q 3
sdboolcfaud
TblsAddre«s
Euewheie
n jElsewnere^* pasase iwiiMe theienn tiipse

Qa

BLOaCCAPTTAlS

Posecode

a

^MI

,

Please t u r n over •

1-3

Name, sex and date of birth of people to be Uxcluded.

PctsonNo* %

Important - please read ihe noies before answering the questions.

21 •

Person NO,. 2'
KsaaeftndAimtme

In answering the rest of the questions please include:
^

every person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household,
inctuddbog anyone staying temporarily.

1^ any other people who are usually membeTS of the household bui on censvs night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are being included on another census form elsewhere.

Mate •

1^ anyone who amves here on Monday 22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st April and who has noi been included as present on another census fonn.
^

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

^

Write the names In BLOCK CAFTTALS starting with the head or a joint head
of household.
10: 1 s»ia|.iKUIre>s<>nt^Vcar':ii;t>
If the person's usual address one year ago (on the 21st April 1990) was the
same as his or her current usual address (given in answer to question 8),
please tick 'Same'. If not tick 'Different' and write in the usual address one
year ago.
If everyone on the form has moved from the same address, please write the
address in full for the first person and indicate with an arrow that this applies
to the other people on the form.

Feoiale

•

1
2

DMtofhirifa
D«r .Month

nucnczrn
\ Jljrr -mitfff^ ^?BP

Day Month

Year

SameasQl
Questions
Differentna
CWld under one • 3

BUXXCAmJOJS

IflHfeenf, itoeewriteihe
person's address and postcode
on die 21st April 1990 below in
BLOCK CAPITALS

PoMcode

Postccxie

For a child bom since 21st Apni 1990. tick the 'Child under one' box.

Noftiiemni
Ireland
Please tick the appropriate box.

Northern Q i
Ireland

En^andQa

England D 2

Sco^ndQa

Scotland Q 3

.WaksD.4

Wales 0 4

RepuWic[35
oflr^and

KcpubUcn^
of Ireland

Hsewfaerene
tf •JSbewhejie', ptease write in the
jaesem tjamc of ihe country

Elsewhere • 6
If 'Elsewhere', please write in the
present name of the country

Ye5,hasaheaWiQi
pRjbtemwhid>

Yes^hasahealdini
pn*lem^»^ch
limits actiytiies

Please state the Religion. Religious Denomination or Body to which the
person belongs. The general term 'Protestant' should not be used alone and
the denomination should be given as precisely as possible.
If none write NONE.

13 J^ont; t m n iHiic?Does the person have any long term illness, health problem or handicap
which limits his • her daily aaivities or the work he/she can do?
Include problems which are due to old age.

HasnosuchQ2
health piot^em

Pterson N o , 5.

Person No^ 4

Name and suxtMune

Sex

Male
Female

Ql

Sex

Month

r9tK0/^ lUtMX JIVdCttttCKM^

Male

|~]2

Ftmate

Daaeofbirtli
Day

P e w o n No, 6

Person No, 5

Ntoacaiidg

Q l
^ 2

Feoale

Q 2

ftWMk

O^

Dirteofbtetii
Year

m
Same a s P l l
Questions
Diffieremnz
Child under one Q 3

Day

Month

Year

1>Kf

MOOfa

I I II I I rrrr\
SameasQl
Questions
I>iffeTentn2
Child \jnder one [ j 3

X>ay

n

SameasQl
Questions
I>igieiemn2
aifldiiDderc9Qey|3

Year

MoMh

Sameaspl
QuestikioS
JOicfefeiiit ^ j 2
Chad under o o e Q 3

If 'Diffetent', please write the '
person's address and postcode
on the 21st April 1990 below in
BLCX3CCAPrrAIS

If'X>i£feienf, piease write title
person's address axMi postcode
(HI the 21st April 1990 bekiw in
BIXXKCAPrrALS

^ l ^ f e e n f , pleasewTtethe
pei9on's address and postcode
on the 21st ^pril 1990 bekmr in
BLOCK CAPTTAIS

I f D i f o e n t ' , pleasewriosi^
person's sddiestt and poBtoxie
on the 2X4t ApfU 1990 b d b w in
BtoaCCAPTTAXS

Postcode

Postcode

j^cataxie""

SScoSe"

EM
Northern Q
beland

i

Nottbem^i
Ireland

Nbrthemni
Ireland

England ^ 2

England C*l2

En^andQ2

Ei#>na02

Scotland Q s

ScodandCs

ScodaadQ^

ScodandO^

Wales 0 4

ValesO^

Wales D 4
Republic n
of Ireland

5

Elsewhere
^6
If 'Elsewhere*, please write in the
present name of the country

Yes, has a health •
probiem which
l i m ^ activHies

i

Has no such 1 ^ 2
health prol^em

Wales 0 4
KepuMlcns
of Ireland
ElsewhefieQ6
If'Sisewhere', pkase write in the
present name of the coumiy

Yes^hasabeaMiQi
pcobiem^n^iidi
Umiis activities
HasnosodiQa
heald&fxobkm

R^sutficDs
cflrriand

o f S S d "

EbewbeteO^
If IBbeidiere', {riease write in die
present n a m e o T t e country

.
.

If'HbewlNsn;', plea«e w i t e in die
piBM#nt natyw raf ^tw* flCHM^ry

Y^lii8a]ie«ll£tQi
-uiUtifrACtlvjtiu

' HB»nonic& rn2 -.

J:

• >,:'..'

T-'

"^

...M;:;:^^.

i

Please turn over -

1-3

Naine^ sqx and date of buth of people to be included

Person No. 2

Person No. 1

Nunc and sunaiDC

Imporuxxt - please read the notes before answering the questions,
In answering the rest of the questions please include:
^

tivety person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household.
Including anyone stayix^ temporarily.

^

an>' other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are being included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who arrives here on Monday 22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st Apnl and who has not been included as present on another census form.

!•

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yei given a name write
BA3y and the surname.

^

Write the names in BUKX CAPITALS starting with the head or a joint head
ofhoi»ehold.

Ifite

Maie

•

1

Female

•

2

Q l

ISMecjfbMb

nflMk
T)Kf Moodi

Day

Yetr

DDDnrrmi

Month

Year

LjjLurrrni

This question is for all pei^ons ^ e d 3 or over Obom before 22nd April 1988)
14 I Irish language-^;;
Can^)eakliisfa Q ^
Can the person speak, read or write Irish?
Please tick the appropriate boxCes).

Ctaiead^ish

Q 2

Onreadlri:^

Q 2

Canwittelritfa

Q 4

CanwriteliiA

^ 4

Does not know Irish Q

0

Does not toKwIxi^ [^ 0

Answers to the remaining questions are not required for any person under 16 years of ^ e
( b o m after 21st April 1975)
ictfifcex worldrig^.reth^^^ looking^ £ ^
Wasworidngforan Q
eaqsloyer&iliilnie
Cnxxetfaan
30houisawedO

Which of the following things was the person doing last week?
Pl»s<? read careiiiliy right through the list. If the pereon did more
than one ox the things listed last week, tick all the descriptions that apply*

Unpaid work in a faijiiiy business including a shop or
fsrm.
_L
!r.c:ude for example ACE Scheme. Youth Training
Programme and Job Training Progiamme.

Include any person wammg a job but
pre\*ented by holiday or temporary sickness from
looking for one.
Do not count iraming given or paid for by an employer.

Was workingforan Q
empkrycT faH^ax
CnxKTtdian
SOhoursawedt)

i

n 2

Waswodcingibran F l z
en^sksyer port time
(one hour or more
awedc)

Vassdf-emptoywi C ] ^
en^^oytog other people

Wassetf-ea^oyed, C3 ^
eaq^toylng other people

Was sdf-en^jloyed, not
emptoying other people

Wassdf-c«^oyed,not FH^
empkrylDg odier people

Vasworking&)ran
cin{^3ycr pait time
(one hour Of more
awedO

Casual or temporar>- work should be counted at boxes
1. -. 3 or •*. Also tick boxes 1. 2. 3 or 4 if the person had
a 'ob last week but was off sick, on holiday.
:err,poranIv laid off or on strike. Working for an
er^.pioyer is part thne if the hours worked, excluding
snv overtime and meal breaks, are usually 30 hours or
iess a week ibox 2).

i

Q ^

-kk

Unpaklworit Q

5

-^

Vas Off a governmegt Q
en^rfoymcnt <*
PiininB schcioc

6

Unpakiwoik •

5

Was GO a govemmeot Q 6
tnxpkr^nxBtxst

Wasfvakii^to [ ^ 7
start a job hc/siie
hadaloeady

^ Waswaktogto Q
ataxt a ^ h e / s h e
lodalfeady

IF

Was unemploytd
andkxskiEigfora
Job

Q s

Wasunemptoiyed \^ 3
and lookingfora
job

^
W

Was at school or in

Q 9

... ih^

Wasatschodorln Q
other iiiU time
educatkxt

7

9

Wastmableto.wcck Q l O
because of long tenn
skikneosof tBsifaffliy
pcktwodt

a"

ptklworic
Wastookkigafier
Aehomeor&aiasr

Include voluntary work and any other activity.

-•

D"
Q z

Other Q l S

::r«4i'v:

Person N o , 4
Name and surname

Male
Female

Name aodmnsame

litame and w M i ^ e

• !

Male

• !

Q2

Female

Qz

I3Meoniirdi
Day

Person No; 6

P e r s o n No* 5

ftex

Male
Pem.k

Ql
D^

IMeoffaicdi

Month

Day

Year

Monch

D«r

Year

Montii

Year

Day

IL

McMWh

y«ar

rnnn

This question is for all persons aged 3 or over (bom before 22nd April 1988)

1

Oaipcakli^ [ ^ 1
OuieadU^ Q 2
CaimnrilcMrti [ ^ 4
DoeaDO(]cDow]fi&,

D"

TD
_ •> • j

]

J 4 " -;']

3 « -\""'^^

.

L:^'-i^m:
Answers to the remaining questions are not required for any person under l 6 years of &ge

1

(bom after 21st April 1975)

Wasworiongjforan.rn 1
emjloyttrfiallttoe ^"^
(xacxctDan
30bouis awedO

WaswoiklQgforan | | 1
empiciygtiuflttaie *~^
CoDoceti)a&
SObouis avedO

•Waswoffctegforan f n 2
en^skayer port time *""'

WasworidngSoran j
emptoyer paitttcae
(one hour or more
aiwdO

aweeJO

\ 2

2Stei=?V

' OBMethm

WSwwoBktef fcr«n f*^ g
einpioyerpttttitee
^ooebauroriaaie
auMid

Wassdf-emp^oycd, P H 3
employing oifaerpeopJe ^"^

Wassdf-en^jfcjyed, | j 3
en^aloybigodier people ^ ^

c WMsdtopkaypd, Q
eaapkaymgotiaerpecylc

Was self-employed, noc P H 4
employing cxherpet^ *~^

Was sdf««mpioyed, not | | 4
eo^itoytog other people '"^

Waaactf-cmpfared, not Q ] 4
cwpto^gg odier people

I5

l^qMldwofk Q ] 5

Wasqaagowennett P H $
employment or
tnlnifl^ acheme

^ t o OD a jpcfieifmefft j ~ | 5
euykiymemcr *~^

Was waiting so
staitajobhe/^ie
1 ^ already
accepted

Was waking to F H 7
auftajobfae/she '—^
hadainac^
accepted

Waswakingto P I 7
Mfta)obbe/ite """^
hadaheady
acoBpCM

Wasuxiemployed
and looking for a
job

Wasunen^kjyed T " ] s
and3ooidng£ora ^"^
lob

WasiMcapioyed P H g
aftdkxikkisiora ' * - '

Wasatscfaoolorin
odier full time
educabon

Was at school or in P H 9
odierJfuQtime *—'
edocadoo

Unpaid work F H 5
Vasonagovwmem F H 6
emjrfcymemor ^"^

Was imable to woric • 1 0
because of k)ng temi
sickness or dt»bility

llDpakiwoik I

3

• Was unable to wofk | [ao
because of kiQg%xm ^ ^
skknesi or dtehUky

Wasretired&om
pakiwodc

Wasieiiredfiom |
|n
pakiworic *"~*

Was looking after Uie
homeorfamity

Waa looking after ihe F H l S
home or sunily

Other

. odier riaa

WaaMachodorki j

:, mtSmmltkuit

T T ..

W^iMoridnitnMrMi 1^^ 3-

W«»sdl(Nstti|)lo!fwdi j

I 3

Waaoftagmgaot ]|**^ 5

lab
tMdtlMNclr
WastMieifipkyyvd JTl 8

| 9

1fi» it school or fa P I 9

^•uoableiowotk r[llO

Va»unihtBic>ivio4c n i O

aktncw or dlwNHi7
Wovxeiindfioni 1 jj^'
paidiwifc ' - ^
WaakxjUng Iter the

^ i t

Wiwiootegateifae

Q ^

F k a s e turn o v e r -

1-5

AVame> s e x and date o f hirttt ox p e o p l e to b ^ jncltided

Person No; 2
Ntine and surname

P e r w n No^ l

Important - please read :he notes before answering the questions.
In answering the rest of the questions please include:
^

every- person who spends census nighi (23-22 April) in this household.
Including anyone suying tcxaporarUy.

1^

Jnv other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or coUej^, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are being included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who amves here on Monday 22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21si April and who has not been mc4uded as present on another census form.

^

any baby born before 22 Apnl. even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

^

^rlte the names in BLOCK CAI>1TALS starting with the head or a |oint head
of household.

Mile

•

Feaailc

1
FcmaJe

^ 2

•

2J

1 Ztaieof Urtik
Dty

Momh

Year

cmcn

1 Day Month

Year

i 1 II i 1 r M M

Please read A below, tick the box that applies and follow the instruction by the box ticked.
This will tell you which questions to answer for each person.
Did the person have a paid job last week or do unpaid work in a
family buSineiK, including a shop or farm (any of the boxes 1, 2, 3. 4 or 5 ticked at
quesuon 15)?

YES r n Answer questions 16» 17.
* ^ ia;J9a(id20abowibe
flMtfajobbKweekt
tben 90 to <|ueM]OQ 21
^K>

D

YES P ] Answer questions 16,17,
^ ^ IS, 19 and 20 about ti»
flttbijoblA^^'^cdc
then go to question 21

D AnswerB

AnswerB

NO

YES Q

Answer qoeabOQS 16,17 and
IS abouttiiemoat iBceot
job, then go 00 to question 21

YES Q

NO Q

Go on u> question 21

NO r n Goontoquestk3n21

Has the person had a paid job within the hst 30 years?

Number of houcs
wQrtDedawveik

Answer questions 16,17 and
18 abottt the most recent
job, then go on to question 21

Number of bouts
wodcedaweek

How many houre a week does or did the person usually work in his or her main job?
I>o not count overtime of meal breaks.
aFuUM>dtk

»FuUjc^tme

b Main things done in job

b Main flings done in job

uNuueofeiapaoyer

ft Naune of en^doyer

bPcaaipttoocfcnqitoyet^sbtorincss

b Desct^xion of cn^loyef's business

Please give the full title of the pereon's present or last job and describe the main things
he /She does or did in the job.
At a, give the full title by which the job is known, for example: "jacking machinist";
•poultry processor'; 'jig and tool Fitter'; 'supervisor of typists': 'accounts clerk'; rather
than general titles lik^ 'machinist*; 'process worker'; 'supeivisor' or 'clerk'. Give rank
or grade if the person has one.
At b. write down the main things liie per^n actually does or did in the job. If possible
ask him/her to say wt«it these things are and write them down.
Aimed Forces • enter 'commissioned officer* or 'other rank' as appropriate at a, and
leave b blank.
Civil Servants - give grade at a, and at b state discipline or specialistn, for example:
'electrical engineer*; "accountant*; 'chemist'; 'administrator'.
Other Public Officials - give rank or grade at a and description of duties at b.

18

N a m e a n d hiurlncss of e m p l o y e r (if self-employed give t h e name*
a n d n a t u r e of p«:^rsoiVs b u s i n e s s )
At a, please give the name of the employer. Give the trading name if one is used. Do
noi use abbreviations.
At b. describe clearly what the employer Cor the person if self-employed) makes or
does (or did).
Armed Forces - write "Armed Forces* at a and leave b blank. For a member of the
Armed Forces of a coamry other ihsn ihe VK • add Jbe name of ihe counzry,
CMl Servants - give name of Department at a and write 'Government Depanmenf ai
b.
Other Public OfSdals - give name of employing authority at a and department in
which employed ;ai b.

please turn over •

person No. 3 ,

25

- Person No^ 4

Male
Female

Q l

Day

r

1 Sex

^ 2

Mortth

Mate
Pemale

DMeoTfaMi

• !

1 Scz

^ 2

1

DBaeorbkih
Year

1 Day

1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

26.'-,

1 Name and Mfftasne

1 JNtsMB Slid wtdiinc

1

SCK

f Person.No, 6- -;"". •"

Person Nov 5

1 Mune and wmiine

Morah

Male
Fesnak

1

• !

1 Seat

Male

^ 2

]pw«»^

^ l
D ^

DMTfliMrih
Year

1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 Day

Mondi

Year

i l l II 1 1 I'l 1 M

Day

Momh

Year

I i'li 1 1i 1 1 1 1

Please read A below, tick the box that applies and follow the instruction by the box ticked.
This will tell you which questions to answer for each person.
^^

lS»19aiid20^bounhe
iMia^obkatweek,
then 90 ID quesksfi 21

*

ADSwerB

NO

'

YES n

UWi**»n<inni^g.
rAen^ iE> 9^ln|itDn 31

Mo.n

mi

YES r n Aii9iver^p)esdOD»l6,17ax^
IS.^xxxibeioostieoeflt
Job. ted go en to qoestkxs 21

Y£5 Q

NO ^

NO r n GooaiDqiieatioii21

Go«iioqoesdon21

NixoE^ber ciboas
^)cckedaweek

Jamittff)aitiaim^t7aad
^ . abouttikemoffieoefli
|ob, iben ao onfisQMMioB 21

Mmber of hocM
wodcedamsk

E

. ' J t e i icHo^;ae«kMi 21

YSS r i AmwrgyqurfBtJicim l^ 17,
' ~ ' l«,l9a»dao»bo«ttibe
«MlttJobJ«Kiiwdc»
tibm 90 to <]pM£k9n 21

D Atmm:Ji

»o

NO

YSS r n ito»weri]iM»dawl4l7a»d

YBS r n A«»iwerigu<^ic»al&J7afld
* ^ l a about tbessHMxeoox
jeb, then go on to qoeMlQa 21

NO P I Gociatoi|ne«ion21

NO r n Cooaioqueitkxi21

Muober cfboun
wodcedaweek

Ndmherofboum
msdtedawedc

aFuUjobiide

iFuIlM>t^

iFuU|obtate

aFUUjobt^

b Main things dooe in job

b Mainttungsdone in Job

b Main thingi dooe in }ob

b Main diings doM in job

s Naoae cf en^kaycr

s HMEUC tof cnqplosner

a Name of efl^jioyer

ftrauoc tsf<909pN3yer

bp^aiptioo of employer's business

9 Ocacxiption oc enqsloyet's bu^ness

b Deac^ttoP of cmptoygf^s buKnew

b Trnrfljilnn (if rnnplnyrr*i tuiilnL ai

^y- i^":>-,:..
Please torn over '

1-3

N a m e , s e x and date o f birth of people to b e m c l u d e d

P e r s o n No. I.

Person N6^ 2 .

Important - piease read the notes before answering the questions.
In answenng therestof the questions please include.^

every person who spends census night (21-22 April) in this household,
Including anyone staying temporarily.

^

any other people who are usually members of the household but on census night are
absent on holiday, at school or college, or for any other reason, even if you know they
are beirig included on another census form elsewhere.

^

anyone who amves here on Monday 22nd April who was in Northern Ireland on
Sunday 21st April and who has. not been included as present on another census form,

^

any baby bom before 22 April, even if still in hospital. If not yet given a name write
BABY and the surname.

^

Write the names in BIOCKCAFTTAIS starting with the head or a joint head
of household.

Address o f p l a c c o f work'i;

D'
D^

Male
FcmaJe

•

1

Q

2

IMeofhMi
Day

Yeu

DiiiiDrrrn
hease write JuUadcMw and .
postcode of wociqplaoe bdcmr In

n

Jtfonxh

Year

WT)& tuU addiess and
postcode of wockplace bdow in

Please give the fuU address of the person's place of work.
For a person employed on a site for a long period give the address of the site.
For a person not working regularly at one place who reports daily to a depot or other
fixed address, give that address.

Postcode

For a person not reporting daily to afixedaddress, tick box 1.
For a person working mainly at home, tick box 2.
Armed Forces - leave blank.

Daily jjourncy-tawort:?.
Please tick the appropriate box to show how the longest j^rt, by distance, of the
persons daily journey to work is normally made.
For a person using different means of transport on different days, show the means
most often used.
Csr or van includes three-wheeled cars and motor caravans.

Nbaxedpbcej
Mainly at home

B

Train

Twin •

1

Pdbticseivioebus

Pubac service bus Q

En^kyefsbus

Engdoyefsbos Q

3

Mocorcj^de, D
sieved, scooter
Carorvan-gooJ, Q
snaxinfi dnviDfi

^

Oxitvingacaror [ n
van

6

PMsengcrjna Q
carorvan

7

Mocof cyde^
mofsed, scooter
CatorvasHQOoI,
'dutrios dnvin^

a*

Drtvlngacaror
VID

2

5

Pedaicyde

Pedalcytte •

8

On foot

Qofbot •

9

Odier Q l O

Odier

Woricsnainiy
at base

atbaoe

Q n

Degree lewd or h i s t e

Q l

Degree levd or b^ser

BlHTOflsherXBEC (Higher).
TCCO£^berXmx;fi»S>

H a

BIEC (Higher), MCOBsJser).
TECCHifiJierXHNaUND

GC&*AMgnd,
AdvsQced Seolcir GeRtflone

Q

3

GCX'A'ievei
Advanced Senior CeidBcase

PH i
H i
pH 3
^^

6IGCQ«atioia]>.T&CO«ttiooaD,
BECO««tiooaIXONC;OND

ri4

BIEC(NatioQaD,l£CQ^atlooaD, 1*14
BECQ{aflocnD,C»K;OND
^"^

CCSE.GC3tyLev«i
QaciadlogC^GiadeU
Seaior Ceitificue>
BIfiCCGeaeiaD,
SaBCCGcnenO
,

n 5

CSE<fKfaerifa9uGfadel5

Q 6

GCSE.GCEXyievd
&JcJudli«CSEGiadel>.
Senior OettiBcate,
BIECCGenen^X
BECCGeneraD
CSECcdierifaanGiadeO

KpfoaarigHaltottonsasabore
B. Has the person obtained professional or vocationaJ qualifications
such as nursing or teaching qualifications?
If yes. please state qualifications held.

I

B

Ksuoengerina
car or van

A. Please tick the appropriate boxes if the person has oteained any of the
qualifications listed aside.

Nofixedpbcej
Mainly at home]

^7

n 5'
'-'

Q 6

No formal qualfficatioas^ above P I ?

^5 •

Femnie

Person N<v (^

Q z

DMcofblfth
Day

Mofsifa

Year

Diy

Moetfa

Y«ir'

Y<nr

mrorTTT

-nmrrTT

Please vnxs hiU address and
postcode of woricplace beiow in

Please wiiteiua address and
postcode of woriqxbice below in

poflttodr of wakpboe below in

gi9ffL<;;mrAts

Postcode

pOKcodeofwodqpbcebekwia

Postcode

No fixed place
Mainly at ixxne

Pbsbcode

1

No fixed jrtace!
Mainly at home!

e

N o fixed ptooej
Mainly at hoBae]

a

a

No£bDEd}^bKej
Maiotly at hrans;

Tiain

Train •

1

1

'Train O

1

PuWic service bus

PuWic service bus •

2

Public sefvlce bus Q

2

?ul!lk:srrvkebus Q

2

Empkyyet's bus

Empioyefs bus Q

3

En9)toyefsbu» •

3

Enqptoyer'sbos Q

3

Mocoircyde,
nx)ped» scooter
Carorvan-poc^,
shaiing driving

Jtotorcyde, •
moped, scooter

4

MotorcydCi O

4

Diivingacaror
van

Drivingacaror Q
van

Train •

Motorcyde, Q
sbuipg dro^ng

6

I>ciyingacsror •

Passcngerina P ] 7
carorvan ^ ^

Pedaicyde

Pedaicyde Q

Onfooc

6

Dilvietgacaror Q
¥an

ftwsengcrina r i 7
ctfprvaa ' ~ '

^

Pisaeagerinx O 7
csrorvan **^

^^(Wcyde D 8

»

Onfooi •

Other

4.

JQOCMML <Hcooc(sr

snanng driving

ina
carer van

'

Hypgcmaag ^

9

bttiboc •

9

Other n i O

Other •

10

Onfoot •

9
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at home
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Degree levei o r h i g ^

Degree ievei or higjier

F] j

Degneetevelorliitt^

Hire (Hi^ier). BEC (Hi^ber),
TIC (Hi^ierX HNQ HND

BrEC<W^Jer>,BECaSs*ier>,
TCCO^ierXHNCHND

Tl 2
^^

BlSCOQ^ierXBBCailg^),
TECafi^«r).H»CHNp

0 2
J^

BTECCW^jerXKEECOi^hcr).
TECCKt^lKrXHNCHND

GCE*A'levid.
AdvancedSenicjrCeniacate

r-|a
**-'

GCEi'tew!,
^
^xhouiced Senior GetttfiCace

n 3
^"^

GCB'A'lard,
A<tvviif>rgtf Senilis Oittifi^

GCE 'A* Levd,
Advanced Senior Cenificate
BTEC (National), TEC CNationaD.
BECCNMionaD.ONCOND
GCSE. GCE 'O' Levd
Onduding CSE Grade l\
Senior Ceitificaie.
BTEC CGenenU),
6£C(GenefaO

D3
n 4
T~\ 5
*—'

D ^

BTECOJattooaD.'racCNatioiMa). P I 4
BEC(N3iionaD,C»«;OND
"^^

BrBCaiKk»aD.TBCQ«MiodaD,

GCSE, GCE t y Levd
'
GnciodingCSEGfadel),
Sentof Ccftiflote,
ETTBC (GeneraD.
^(GeneiaD

GCSE;Gai'0'l^
QDCiudingCSBGsadeU

n «
*-*

StWOi CttWCtXKf,

O S
^"^

•.

BISCCCenenD,
BECCOeaeaO)

CSE (odier than Grade 1)

Qfi

CSE (odterdian Grade 1>

Qg

Nofonualqualificatioosasabovc

Q7

Nofotnal qtMlifkatioo as abow

Q 7

0 4

CSBCotherihiaCnMJe 1)

~ •; .
' Q^-

Nofotioriqoalfflc«ioci«sri»w

Q ?

Degree k v d or bll^ber

Q 1
Q z
0 3
^"^

BrBC(>latlbnab,1EC(N«tk3a^,

0 4

GC^COE^tevd

0 5

BTECCGciaenl),
BECC^^neiaO
CSECcNhertoOndelS
Nofonmlqtwifflcattopsasabcwe

Q6 .
Q?

Please turn DFET and complete panels B ami

' *

Please answer questions H2-H5 about your household's accommodation
11 5 C;ars a n d vans.HlfMJHdt te «9|ii^idM bos 10 tettOM the nunber oT c ^
aodBlifMiBifeltkruwbf foo ortBcoiMn of y ^

of moBBi four boyKfaold haft Ibr III 4MVB vae.
Do note

None

OBT OMWt pIDVldsd b f CSlplC^WIS

lllRWatf^^ SVlMi* lor tiK I7 yoo or nwoben
<#J!pyjfcarihqMi>bi|l « ! • < • vimi uaed ody
.ktebeMMkM2flMm<6lett6iadbMQk«lde
.^
-~^
al odjcr loooft in your wiiwiwwiKlUtt ^,V'.- •.'-:''•..-'. '••,->^-^'^.^-'^••*^:-V-••'•'••
ToCidi

r

TWO n
Three or more ^^ J

I^ease turn to the first Inside page

H 5 TenurelleaaetkA the bog which beg dcKifceshowr you and your

toiwhoM<K^

B duch aa a viHUv) hesc on the
f JNIIIJte t;^»-tt J ^ wfaoo TQU have ixit 1 ^ ^
t una 00 loom OB die fom ?

-53^^

NoD
'^\^-^' :;\_-^«ltohBriher ahould be toduded 00 ihe fcrw?
_
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